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PART I: THE PROBABILITY OF MARK-I CONTAINMENT
FAILURE BY MELT-ATTACK OF THE LINER:

THE PROBABILISTIC SYNTHESIS



Abstract

This report is a followup to the work presented in NUREG/CR-5423 addressing early failure of
a BWR Mark I containment by melt attack of the liner, and it constitutes a part of the imple-
mentation of the Risk-Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) employed therein.
In particular, it expands the quantification to include four independent evaluations carried out at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Argonne National Laboratories, Sandia National Laboratories
and ANATECH, Inc. on the various portions of the phenomenology involved. These indepen-
dent evaluations are included here as Parts II through V. The results, and their integration in Part
I, demonstrate the substantial synergism and convergence necessary to recognize that the issue
has been resolved.
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1.0 Introduction and Background

This report is written as a sequel to NUREG/CR- the respective working group that recommended
5423, and together they are intended to address and the work, and the results of these reviews are
resolve the so-called "Mark I Liner Attack" issue, documented in Appendix I to this report. The
NUREG/CR-5423 represents the first step in the results of the review of this final report, as a whole,
Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology are documented in Appendix II.
(ROAAM) employed for this purpose, while the
present report is intended to represent the last step. To avoid unnecessary duplication, this report is
In particular, in NUREG/CR-5423 one can find: designed to be read in conjunction with NUREG/

CR-5423. The connection is made by the very brief
• a complete definition of the problem; remarks in the next two paragraphs, one devoted to
• a description of the methodology; the technical approach and the other to the
• the probabilistic framework employed; conclusions and recommendations of the four
• a quantification, including use of all prior working groups.

work;

• the results of the probabilistic synthesis, i.e., Very briefly, the problem is concerned with the
the overall quantification; possibility that the molten corium released from the

• two rounds of comments by experts in a 19- reactorvessel (in a low-pressure unmitigated severe
member peerreviewpanel; and accident in a BWR with a Mark I pressure

• authors' responses, suppression containment) will come in contact with
the containment liner and cause a breach in it shortly

AlsoinNUREG/CR-5423onecanfindtheinitiation thereafter. This liner is the containment pressure

of a second step in the ROAAM process: that of boundary, and such a breach would constitute an
focusingthetechnicalissuesraisedduringthereview "early" containment failure. The situation is
into four areas requiring further, and independent, illustrated in Figure 1.1. The important
evaluation. This focusing took place through the phenomenology is sketched in Figure 1.2, which
work of four working groups (including members also notes the key terminology employed in such
not in the original panel) and is documented in discussions. The objective is to determine the
NUREG/CR-5423 (Appendix L) by respective likelihood of such a liner breach (conditional on the
summaries of the work and sets of conclusions and occurrence of an unmitigated severe accident), and

recommendations. The actual second step took especially to consider the effect of flooding (by
place in implementing these recommendations water) of the drywell floor. The problem was
which resulted in four independent research/audit decomposed in the manner illustrated in Figure 1.3,
efforts (to be described shortly below). The third along with the definition of several melt release
step, initiated by the present report, involves the use scenarios for consideration in the manner illustrated
of the results of these independent evaluations into in Figure 1.4. The quantification (of the pdf's and
an updated quantification, and is expected to be the CRs in Figure 1.3)employs a probability scale,
completed through the involvement ofa peerreview and the results, summarized in Table 1.1,interpreted
panel. The four independent evaluations are docu- by the same scale (see Table 1.2) indicate that in the
mented in Parts II through V of this report. Each of presence of water such liner failure is "physically
these parts has been reviewed by the members of unreasonable."

1-1 NUREG/CR-6025
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Introduction and Background

Table1.1. TheMainResultsof NUREG/CR-5423
Numbersto beInterpretedontheBasisof theProbabilityScaleShownin Table 12.

ScenarioI ScenarioII

,,

Without Water 1 0.63

With Water 6 x 10-s 1.2 x 10-4
or

3.5 x 10-6

Table 1.2. Definition of Probability Levels

PrOCeSS

Likelihood Process Characteristics

1/10 Behavior is within known trends but obtninable only at
the edge-of-specmma parameters.

1/100 Behavior cannot be positively excluded, but it is outside
the spectrum of reason.

1/1000 Behavior is physically unreasonable and violates well-
known reality. Its occtm'ence can be argued against
positively.

The four areasaddressed by theworking groups and 2. Melt Spreading to the Liner. In NUREG/CR-
respective recommendations can be summarized as 5423, the possible range of melt depths against the
follows: liner was assessed under the assumption that for

Scenario I the behavior is controlled primarily by
1. Melt Release flnitiai) Conditions. InNUREG/ hydrodynamic effects (which led to the Froude
CR-5423, the two main scenarios were defined as number scaled simulant experiments) and for
releases of mainly metallic (Scenario II) or oxidic Scenario II primarily by continuity, and strong
(Scenario I) melts, and the concern was that these freezing behavior. The concern was that such
may not be adequately enveloping. In particular, quantification needed independent inputs with a
there was concern that this approach overlooked the more complete modelling approach. The problem
possibili_ of a massive oxidic release, asin Scenario was assigned to Argonne National Laboratory
I, but with avery strong metallic component derived (ANL) for such evaluation using the computer code
from melting of the upper internal (steel) structures. MELTSPREAD.
The problem was assigned to the Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute (RPI) for further investigation 3. Corium Concrete Interactions. In NUREG/
using the computer code APRIL. CR-5423, the corium superheat (temperature in

1-5 NUREG/CR-6025



Introduction and Background

excess of the melt liquidus) was identified as one of Fortunately, at the time of the review, the needed
the key parameters affecting the liner thermal high temperature creep data began to become
loading, and it was determined that for the initial available from a"lower head integrity" program at
values in the range of interest to this problem, such INEL, and the task was assigned to ANATECH,
superheats would decrease to zero rather rapidly. Inc., under subcontract to Sandia National
Also, it was concluded that the presence of zirconium Laboratories (SNL).
and stainless steel and associated exothermic

chemical reactions with the concrete decomposition The work in these four areas took place in the mid-
products could not lead to chemical runaways. The 1991 to mid- 1992 time frame, and as noted already,
assessments were made with the author's own the results are documented in Parts II through V of
analysis tool (COCA), and it was noted that an thisreport. ThepurposeofthisPartI is to incorporate
independent, audit-type evaluation using the state- these results in an updated quantification and to
of-the-art code CORCON-MOD 3 (not yet available provide asynthesis of these by-parts quantifications
at the time, but about to be released) would be quite according to the probabilistic framework. This is
appropriate. This task was assigned to the CORCON done in Chapters 2 and 3, respectively. Based on
developer, Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). the understandings developed by the work, so far

focused specifically to the Peach Bottom plant, we
4. Liner Failure Criteria. In NUREG/CR-5423, next take on the task of generalizing these results to
liner failure was assumed when any part of the liner all other Mark I plants. This is done in Chapter 4.
reached 1500*C, which is essentially a melt-failure From the liner attack standpoint, fuel-coolant
criteria. The authors also carried out an elastic- interactions are beneficial, and they have been
plastic structural analysis (an ABAQUS f'mite conservatively minimized in all these evaluations.
element model of the whole spherical shell) and However, fuel-coolantinteractionscanalsoproduce
concluded that the stiffness of the cold portion of the mechanical loads, and quite as an aside to the main
liner was adequate to prevent catastrophic failure task here, this issue and its implications to
due to loss of strength along the narrov, zone in containment integrity is addressed in Appendix A.
contact with the melt. The remaining concern was We conclude there that steam explosions in a Mark-
whether the liner could be subject to failure at I geometry are of negligible structural impact. The
significantly lower temperatures by creep rupture, final conclusions are given in Chapter 5.

NUREG/CR-6025 1-6



2.0 Results of the Independent Evaluations and Discussion

2.1 Melt Initial Conditions (pdfl, pdf2, are physically inconsistent with the long residence
pdf3) time imposed by the arbitrary delay on RPV failure

(20 and60 minutes, respectively). Even so, the best

The APRIL modelling effort (see Part II) paid estimate values are seen to be well enveloped by the
special attention to representing the upper internal NUREG/CR-5423 quantification. Finally, case 7,
structnres (steam separator and dryer complex)and which was like case 2 but with an unrealistically
the thermal loading on them due to radiation from uniform power distribution in the core, produced
the upper portion of the core, and due to flow of results well below the NUREG/CR-5423 values,
highly superheated steam. It should also be noted except for the upper bound release rate which is
that the APRIL.Mod3 code models include slightly higher.
phenomena crucial to the melt relocation (core
slump) and release (vessel failure); namely, corium We note that both working group members (R.C.
solidification and crust/molten-corium-pool Schmidt and V.E. Denny)--see Appendix Im
formation. This allows an "automatic" maintain certain reservations concerning the
discrimination between Scenario I and Scenario II adequacy andcompleteness of this audit effort. The
behaviors. This modelling capability was augmented perspectives offered by these two reviewers as to
by parametric variations in the set of 8 calculations the origin of respective concerns, however, is quite
carried out in this study (see Table 2.2 of Part II), different. While Denny argues about the possibility
including heat radiated to the upper structures, of dissolving increased amounts of oxide in the
CRDHS flow rate, power distribution, and delays in metal phase within a gradual relocation frame as in
the timing (above that calculated by the model) of Scenario II, Schmidt argues about increased melting
RPV failure, to reasonably maximize release rates of upper steel structures within a rapid/massive
and ranges of composition in these releases during relocation frame as in Scenario I. Beyond the "final
the "short term" defined in NUREG/CR-5423. conclusion" of Part II, written so as to address these

issues after they were raised by the reviewers, we
The bottom-line conclusion of this study was that would like to offer the following considerations.
"the bounding conditions used in the NUREG/CR-
5423 report seem to be adequate." A direct per- On the potential of Scenario I with a large
spective on this conclusion can be obtained from metallic fraction: We agree with Schmidt that at
Table 1.3,in which the newresults(fromTables2.4 this time Scenario I cannot be excluded and it
to 2.11 of Part II) are compared to what has been should, therefore, remain as a splinter scenario. We
used in NUREG/CR- 5423 (from Table 3.3 of the disagree, however, that a much increased (compared

report) to envelop Scenario II behavior. As discussed to what has been usedin NUREG/CR-5423) metallic
in Part II, the upper bound value quoted in this table content within Scenario I is a legitimate possibility.
assumes that the entire mass of corium in the lower This is because (a) the metals within the core melt

plenum is released into the containment at the time out first and separate--they give rise to the crusts
of vessel failure. Even so, the upper bound results assumed for a Scenario I behavior, and (b) such a
for cases 1 through 4 show significant margins of crucible configuration precludes gradualrelocation
conservatism in the NUREG/CR-5423 values. In tothelowerplenumwiththeattendantsteamingand
cases 5 and 6, the "upper bound" values (i.e., ignoring convective heat transfer phenomena that give rise to
quenchingoftherelocatedmeltinthelowerplenum) the melting of the upper steel structures. In other

1-7 NUREG/CR-6025



Results and Discussion

Table1.3. Comparisonof APRIL.Mod3AuditResultswiththeNUREG/CR.5423
Quantificationof MeltReleaseConditions

APRIL.Mod3, Case Number
NUREG/CR-5423

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Total Melt Volume (ma) 6.5 t 7.7 t 9.7t 9.3t 12.7' 16.0t 13.2t
14 **

"Short" TermRelease 4.8* 6.4" 7.3" 8.5" 8.0" 8.0" 9.7"

0.65 t 0.77 t 0.65* 0.62 t 1.27 t 1.6t 0.90*
Melt Release Rate (m_/min) 0.7 **

0.48* 0.64* 0.49* 0.56* 0.80* 0.8* 0.66"

* Best estimate values taken as average between upper and lower boundary
"i'Upper hound value
**Results omitted as irrelevant- calculation assumed failure to depressurize the RPV

words, although such melting may be consistent 2.2 Melt Spreading to Liner (CR1)
with a Scenario II behavior, it is inconsistent with a

ScenarioIbehavior. Bothstatcmcntscanbededuced, The MELTSPREAD modelling (see Part IV) in-
the first directly and the second indirectly, from the eludes all the wide-in-scope phenomena that
APRIL.MOd3 results found in this audit effort, participate in the spreading process, and this

particulareffort paid special attention to coveting
On the potential for Scenario II with a large uncertainties by a wide range of parametric
oxide fraction: This is a somewhat mute point calculations. In addition, the calculations covered

because (a) as indicated in NUREG/CR-5423 and allpotentialcombinationsofmcltvolumc, supcrhcat,
substantiated by the MELTSPREAD calculations andcomposition from the distributions specified in
in Part IV, Scenario II releases are so slow as to be NUREG/CR-5423. It is noteworthy that, among
dominated by freezing phenomena on the drywell other verification aspects, the code compares well
floor and thus do not pose a significant threat to the with the simulant tests reported in NUREG/CR-
liner, and (b) the melt composition concern arises 5423. The main results, reproduced from Figures
only because the lack of a dominant component 4.7,4.8 and4.9 of PartIV, are shown in Figures 1.5,
would imply a high temperature melt (the oxidic 1.6,and 1.7,respectively. We see that the Scenario
component)togetherwithaveryhighlysuperheate& I quantification is found to be adequate while that
highly conductive (compared to oxide) melt (the forScenario II is grossly conservative. In particular,
metallic component); this is not the case for solid for Scenario I we note that only the case of a 9 m3
entrainedpieces, oreutectically dissolved oxides as release (three of the four paramctrics on it) slightly
postulated by Denny. exceed the upperbound---this is due tothe relatively

small volume that caused earlier immobilization,

Based on the above we conclude that the initial anditisinconsequentialtolinerintegritybecauseof
conditions specified in NUREG/CR-5423 axe the small depths and superheats involved. For
conservative and appropriate for the final Scenario II, the behavior is dominated by freezing
quantification, to such an extent that the melt does not even reach

NUREG/CR-6025 1-8
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Figure 1.7. The MELTSPREAD results for Scenario II ("average release") shown in relation

totheNUREG/CR.._423quantification(CR1).

the liner,except for the case basedon an "average discussedin the previoussection we can clearly
release" for a totalvolume of 30 m3. However,as see, with no furtherado,that early linerfailure in a
indicatedin Table4.15 of PartIV, even inthiscase ScenarioII is physicallyunreasonable.
a large fractionof the meltagainstthe lineris solid,
the superheatof what melt remains is negligible, 2.3 Duration of Melt Superheat (CR2)
and the corium concrete interactionsaxe so slow
that augmentationof melt-to-linerheattransferby TheCORCON.Mod3results(seePartm) conf'mned
bubble-stirringis also negligible, that the durationof superheatscales with the melt

depth(asproposedinNUREG/CR-5423) andfound
As seen from Appendix I, there are no significant the original quantification of CR2 to be rather
questions on these results by the three working conservative. This can be seen by the direct
groupmembers (F.Moody,D.A. Powers,andM.Z. comparisonof the z/Hvalues (in the NUREG/CR-
Podowski), and we can thus concludethat (a) the 5423 nomenclature)computed for the 17 audit
CR1 specified for Scenario I in NUREG/CR-5423 CORCON.Mod3runs carried out for various
is appropriateand (b) the two CRls specified for permutationsofinitialsuperheat(ATo),rrmssfraction
Scenario II in NUREG/CR-5423are both unduly of zirconiumin the melt (m),and melth depth (H),
conservative. As explained in NUREG/CR-5423, in the rangesof interest as indicated in Table 1.4
thisapproachto ScenarioII wasmadeintentionally (extractedfromTable3.1 ofPartI_. OnlyScenario
so, due to the lack of an analysis tool to createthe Imeltswereconsidered.Notethatthemostextreme
basis for a morerealisticpositionat the time. Now discrepanciesappearfor the extremevalue (0.4) of
thereis a sufficientbasis torelax thisconservatism the w parameter,and the practicallyuninteresting
and,infact, inconjunctionwiththeinitialconditions extremes of very small depths (2.3 cm) and

NUREG/CR-6025 1-1O



Results and Discussion

superheats (10 K). In all other cases, separated out results from the internationally acknowledged state-
in bold in the table, the agreement is within about of-the-art analysis tool, CORCON.Mod3; we
a factor of 2, much betterin many cases, but always interpret them as "best estimate" and make use of
the NUREG/CR-5423 values are conservative, them also in the synthesis of final results.

The bottom line conclusion of this stud:"is that "to 2.4 Liner Failure Criteria (CR3)
a high level of confidence (>90%) the duration of

superheatpredictedwiththeCORCON.Mod3code The ANATECH work (see Part V) fitted a
is less than what has been used" in NUREG/CR- viscoplastic model to the recently-obtained high-
5423, and as seen in Appendix I, both working temperaturecreep data of INEL, and produced a
group members (R.E. Henry and B.W. Spencer) three-dimensional finite element calculation (using
agree with it. ABAQUS) of the Mark-I shell subject to a thermal

loading pattern similar to those found in NUREG/
In the present final quantification we will retain the CR-5423. The bottom line conclusion of this work

original CR2, as found in NUREG/CR-5423, to is that accounting for creep a "conservative best
represent a highly conservative bound. Recognizing estimate" failure criterion is 1260 *C, and all three

the uncertainties in the rather complex, working group members (K. Bandyopadhyay, R.E.
multicomponent chemistry and phase-behavior Henry and P. Shewman) appear to agree (see
involved, this may not be too inappropriate. On the Appendix I). According to this result we must
other hand, we also recognize the importanceof the revise the failure criterion from the 1500 *C one

Table1.4. SummaryoftheCORCON-MOD3Resultsin Relation
to theQuantificationEmployedinNUREG/CR.5423

. ATo "-' H r/H-CORCON _'/I'I-COCA*
# (K) (-) (era) (s/era) (s/era)
1 10 0.05 2.3 0.43 1
2 150 0.05 2.3 1.3 6
3 10 0.40 2.3 0.4 1
4 10 0.05 20.6 0.3 1
5 150 0.40 2.3 1.3 16.5
6 150 0.05 20.6 4.1 6
7 10 0.40 20.6 0.15 1
8 150 0.40 20.6 1.7 16.5
9 40 0.14 11.4 1.9 2

10 40 0.40 11.4 1.3 2.5
11 10 0.14 20.6 0.26 1
12 40 0.14 20.6 1.45 2.0
13 40 0.40 20.6 0.44 2.5
14' 150 0.14 11.4 6.1 8.5
15 75 0.14 11.4 2.63 4.5
16 75 0.14 20.6 4.75 4.5
17 75 0.40 20.6 0.73 5.5

*Thiscolumnis foundfromtheCR2in NUREG/CR-5423as calculatedfromthe COCAcode.

1-11 NUREG/CR-6025



Results and Discussion

used in NUREG/CR-5423 to 1260 "C in a criterion of 1200 *C with the best estimate CR2

"conservative" interpretation, based on CORCON.Mod 3. Based on these failure
criteria the CR3s were calculated in the manner of

In the synthesis of final results we will combine this NUREG/CR-5423. The results are depicted in
failure criterion with the highly conservative CR2 Figures 1.8 and 1.9.
of NUREG/CR-5423, and an even more"bounding"
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Figure1.8. The variation of critical superheatwithsuperheatdurationtimeandHnersubmergencefor ScenarioI
melts,in thepresenceofwater,for a linerfailurecriterionof 1260°C.
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melts,in the presenceof water,fora linerfailurecriterionof 1200'C.
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3.0 Probabilistic Synthesis of the Sequence

As discussedinSection2.2, onlythe ScenarioIcase conservative,with the possible exception of CR1,
needs to be explicitly calculated. We employ the whichmaybeconsideredasbestestimate. In FCE-
simplified modelpresentedin thebodyof NUREG/ 2, on the other hand, we exchange the CR3
CR-5423, ratherthan that of AppendixI, as this is quantificationto aneven moreconservativebound
moreappropriateto the linerfailureresultsobtained for a CR2 quantificationas a best estimate. The
in PartV (and Section 2.4). The two calculations resultsareshownin Table 1.6, and in termsof the
carriedoutaredescribedin Table 1.5. Note thatin probabilityscale inTable 1.2,bothclearlytranslate
FCE-1 the quantification of each componentis toa "physicallyunreasonable"event.

Table1.5. DefinitionoftheTwoEnvelopingScenarioI CalculationsofLinerFailureProbability

Input Parameters FCE-1' FCE-2

pdfl, pdf2, pdf3 NUREG/CR-5423 NUREG/CR-5423
CR1 NUREG/CR-5423 NUREG/CR-5423
CR2 NUREG/CR-5423 CORCON.Mod3
CR3 1260 *C 1200 °C

*Final conservative estimate 1

Table1.6. FinalConservativeEstimatesofLinerProbabUity*

FCE-1 FCE-2

3 x 10-a 2 x 10-a

*To be interpreted in terms of the scale in Table 2
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4.0 Extrapolation to Other Mark I Plants

The original quantification in NUREG/CR-5423, almost certainly produce failure. In another case we
andthatdiscussedabove, wereforthePeachBottom found a reported height of 23 ern, which is a little
NPP. The purpose of this discussion is to provide less than one-half the Peach Bottom value. Even
someinitialperspectiveofthepotentialextrapolation so, with reference to Figures 1.5 through 1.7, we
of these results to the other Mark-I plants. It is conclude that this situation does not present a
emphasized that we did not conduct a detailed significant concern with respect to melt overflow
plant-specific examination; rather, the discussion is into the downcomer(s) or having an inadequate
based on data obtained from various sources, and degreeofcooiingofthelinerabovethemelt (internal
again, it provides for an initial perspective and sprays). This absolute statement is further aug-
illustration of how one might go about such a task. mented when we recognize that this plant has about
This is why the discussion is provided in general one-half the amount of fuel in the Peach Bottom
rather than in plant-specific terms. In addition, it is plant. Then, there are four plants in which this
noted that based on the results of NUREG/CR-5423 height is -.30 cm; all four are of significantly lower
and the present work the NRC staff formulated a set power than the Peach Bottom plant, and for the
of recommended guidelines which may serve as the reasons explained above, we see no particular
basis of licensee's IPE submittals, concerns. In allotherplants the height is significantly

larger than 40 cm, and again, the Peach Bottom
Examination of construction data of all Mark-I results are applicable.
plants indicates that the pedestal doors are very
similar, and that the principal floor dimensions, the
drywell floor area, and the sump volumes (except As a separate issue, we made an attempt to look at
for four cases for which this information could not the possibility that floor-mounted equipment in the
be found) are equal to or larger than the Peach drywell, especially across from the pedestal door,
Bottom values, could present any significant obstacles with a

significant impact on the melt spreading process.
Another important design parameter is the down- We could learn that this was not the case, but we did
comer entrance height above the drywell floor. It not have the materials necessary to examine the
appears that in two cases this parameter has been relevant construction details (for any containment)
reported aszero. We do not know the design details, directly for this purpose. Clearly, this is a subject
but both cases need to be examined as to whether well-suited to the individual plant examinations,
they allow the possibility of melt running directly and the guidance mentioned above specifically
into the downcomerwsuch an occurrence would provides for it.
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5.0 Concluding Remarks

At this time we believe we have achieved a very reviews. This time element is a crucial aspect of
substantive synergism and convergence among ROAAM, and now that the process has been
multipleindependentevaluationeffonsandmultiple demonstrated for the first time, it is important to
review processes involving a total of thirty experts, emphasize this time element again. Also, we wish
The final quantification, as provided in this report, to point out that besides the practical aspects of
confirms the NUREG/CR-5423 conclusion that in carrying out what needs to be done, the relaxed time
thepresenceofwater, earlylinerfailureis"physically element provides certain intangible but important
unreasonable." benefits by allowing "digestion" time for all those

involved in the pr,cess as well as external inputs
(through the literature) by any who are not involved.

The ROAAM process was initiated in January 1990 To be explicitly stated, these are essential require-
by the issuance of Draft NUREG/CR-5423, and it ments for stability in the convergence being aimed
is expected to be completed in May 1993, following for, and for additional safeguards against"outliers."
the completion of the peer review of this report. It Of course, in the final analysis, the timing depends
took a total of 3-1/2 years, which were devoted on the scope and complexity of the problem, and
roughly equally to the initial review and issuance of with four major elements involved, the Mark I
NUREG/CR-5423 (August 1991), and to the four problem can be recognized as one of the most
independent audit studies and their respective peer demanding ones.
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APPENDIX A

THE OCCURRENCE AND ROLE OF STEAM EXPLOSIONS
IN A MARK-I CONTAINMENT
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Appendix A

The Occurrence and Role of Steam Explosions in a Mark-I Containment

In the main body of this report we concluded that interactions,i.e., in the real-material experiments in
water in the dryweU can prevent failure of the the MACE program, or even with the relatively
containment shell by thermal attack. On the other more explosive metallic melts in the SWISS tests.
hand, it is known that molten, high temperature Also, the above-referenced experiments show that
metallic or oxidic materials in contact with water stratified explosions are energetically benign,
can explode; the question arises then as to whether involving a coupling length scale (i.e., depth of
such explosions can lead to containment (liner) "melt"participating in the explosion) of less than -1
failure themselves. This question is addressed in cm.
this appendix. The intent is to offer a scoping
evaluation, which, clearly, is not part of the Turningnexttotheparticularmeltreleaseconditions
disciplined approach of ROAAM, described in the of interest here, and resulting mode of contact, we
body of this report for the thermal attack problem, can identify several explosion scenarios (ES) as

follows (see Figures 1.1 and 1.2):
To begin with, several points of clarification must
be made, as follows: a. Pouring Contact Mode (i.e., ES-PCM). This

could arise as the released melt enters the water pool
1. Besides the direct failure, by impulse loading, just below the reactor vessel.
of the liner, failure can also occur by pedestal
failure and toppling of the reactor vessel. As we b. Stratified Contact Mode (i.e., ES-SCM). This
explain below, this is in fact the dominant failure arises during or after spreading (but prior to the
mode to be considered, formation of a solid crust on top) and includes both

the in- and the ex-pexlestal regions.
2. Energetic explosions with the oxidic component
of reactor materials (UO_)have never been observed, c. AdvancingContactMode(i.e.,ES-ACM). This
However, highly energetic explosions were found involves the leading edge of the melt as it spreadson
experimentally with molten alumina alone (as in the concrete. In the early stages of the release it is
the KROTOS experiments) orin mixturewith iron, found inside the pedestal, later on it evolves in the
as in an iron-alumina thermite often used as a annularregion (ex-pedestal).
corium simulant (as in the RC experiments in
Sandia, or in the ALPHA experiments inJapan). We will argue that the ES-ACM can produce only
It is generally expected that corium (or UO_) can local, small-scale explosions relevant moreto
lead to energetic interactions, quenching than to energetics; that the ES-SCM can

be ruled out under the conditions relevant to the

3. Explosive interactions have been found in Mark-Iconditions of interest here; and that the ES-
stratified geometries (Bang and Corradini, 1991; PCM are of negligible impact on the structural
Frost et al., 1993; Sainson et al., 1993); however, integrityofpedestal (there is no significant coupling
never in the presence of intense corium-concrete mechanism to the liner).
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Appendix A

The ES-ACM (to our knowledge not discussed al., 1986), and gas generation at rates typically of
previously) can be visualized as a two-step process. ~100 crn/s (limestone common sand concrete),
Because of water trapped between the melt and the which together with the very high steaming rates
concrete, concrete wetness, and the experimentally- (very high radiation heat fluxes) would yield a
observed very rapid initial (upon contact) highly agitated and highly dispersed interface. Such
decomposition of the concrete (for example, see an interface is not susceptible to propagation,
Gronager et al., 1986), we can visualize that the especially under the very small inertia constraints
leading edge would actually undergo some sort of possible in a Mark-I geometry. We conclude,
short-range periodic dispersals leading to respective therefore, that the ES-SCM can be ruled out.
premixtures. The conditions are also favorable for
generation of pressure pulses, and thus of triggering
of explosions in such p_mixtures. It is important to Finally, we turn to the ES-PCM. Such an explosion
note that these are very small scale phenomena, scenario can in fact occur, especially in the very
much more relevant to quenching than energetics, early stages of the pour. The site of the explosion
At the extreme, such a process could prevent the should be somewhere near the middle of the in-
formation ofstratifiedgeometry--i.e.,eliminating pedestal area, and we note the absence of
liner thermal attack altogether. In a more moderate mechanisms for missile generation. Thus, the water
behavior these small, transient premixtures would pool (30 cm maximum depth) provides the only
settle back into a stratified configuration with the medium for coupling the explosion energy release
melt flowing as a spreading layer on the concrete to the pedestal wall. This coupling occurs by the
and the water on top; that is, a configuration for propagationofapressurepulsethroughthisshallow
which the ES-SCM needs to be addressed, pool of water to the wall, and the damage potential

can be judged by the resulting impulse on the wall.
In addressing the likelihood of an ES-SCM, the From an investigation ofthe load-bearing capability
fundamental consideration is on the flow regime (or of such pedestal structures done in NUREG- 1150,
phase configuration)at the melt-water interface. In significant damage is expected in the range 30 to
all the stratified explosion experiments mentioned 150 kPa(s). Recognizing that only a very small
above, this interface was characterized by relatively fraction of the wall is loaded (and very near the
quiet film boiling conditions in which the melt and foundation) in our case, let us take the upper limit of
water were separated by a very thin vapor blanket 150kPa(s). Fora2 ms pressure pulse, this translates
and sporadic vapor bubbles departing from it. A to a peak pressure of 1000 bar, and at least an order
trigger, in the form of a pressure pulse, can easily of magnitude higher pressure at the source (3 meters
propagate along such an interface because even a away at the center of the pedestal). Such explosion
slight fluid displacement is sufficient to coUapse the pressures are impossible to generate, even for
vapor blanket, and this can occur even under a arbitrarily conservative premixtures in a pool depth
rather small inertia constraint (i.e., small depth of of 30cm because of explosion venting. In addition,
the coolant layer on the top of the melt). By propagation of such pulses are prohibitive because
contrast, afully molten corium layer (as a necessary again of "venting" of the pressure pulse as it is
condition for an explosion the melt at the interface propagated along the shallow pool for such large,
mustbefullymolten)ontopofconcretewillproduce relative to depth, distances (large aspect ratio).
intense concrete decomposition (e.g., Gronager et Both of these "venting" processes have been
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introduced and discussed by Yuen and Theofanous we conclude that the ES-PCM is also of negligible
(1993), and they areiUustratodin Figure A.1. Thus, structuralimpact.

PRESSURE AT TIME = 1.5 MS PRESSURE AT TIME = 3.0 MS

PRESSURE AT TIME = 4.5 MS PRESSURE AT TIME = 6.0 MS

FigureA.1. Illustrationof the"venting"of a steamexplosionin a shallowwaterpool. Thepool is 1 m deep,its bottom
islocatedatz= 0, andit is 6 mindiameter.Thepremixtureis foundwithina cylinder40cmindiameteraroundthepool
axiswhichis locatedatr = 1. Theexplosionwastriggeredatthe centerbottomofthepool (1 <r< 2,1 <z<2). Fordetails
seeYuenandTheofanous(1993).
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DISCHARGED INTO THE DRYWELL OF BWR MARK-I CONTAINMENT
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Executive Summary

The objective of this project was to analyze the effect of heat transfer from a degraded and partially
molten B WR core on the heatup and possible melting of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) upper
structures, and the resultant impact on the composition of corium released into a MARK-I containment
after the RPV failure. A particular question under investigation was concerned with the adequacy of the
bounding calculations used in the NUREG/CR-5423 Report.

The present analysis was done with the APRIL.MOD3 code, in which the heatup, collapse and melting
of the BWR steam separator/dryer complex are explicitly modeled. The basic findings can be
summarized as follows:

Whereas the combined heat radiation/convection to the upper structures may have a significant
effect on the amount of melt released into the containment, the APRIL.MOD3 predicted major
characteristics of the melt during the phase of high release rates stay within the range of values
used by Theofanous et al. [1990]. Therefore, it can be concluded that, within the scope of this
work, the bounding conditions used in the NUREG/CR-5423 report seem to be adequate.
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1.0 Introduction

Although a considerable progress has been on the composition of corium released from the
recently made in the understanding of the reactorpressurevessel[Theofanousetal., 1990].
mechanisms governing severe accidents in nu-
clear power plants, any predictions of the propa- The objective of the present workwas to perform
gation and consequences of hypothetical acci- numerical analyses in which the effect of heat
dents using existing methodologies and computer transfer from a degraded and partially molten
codes are still associated with substantial uncer- reactorcore towards the upper internals (upper
tainties. This is mainly due to the profound shroud, standpipes, steam separatorand dryer)in
complexity of core heatup and meltdown phe- a BWR reactor pressurevessel (RPV) would be
nomena, and their impact on the integrity of the accounted for, and the resultant failure and
reactorvessel and containment, melting of these structures,on the composition of

corium released to the drywell following RPV
One of the important issues in the analysis of failure. The calculations for this study were
accident consequences in BWRs and with performed using the APRIL.MOD3 computer
MARK-I containments is concerned with the code, and the Peach Bottom BWR was used a

possibility of drywell liner failure as a result of reference power plant with MARK-I
attack by hot corium spreading over the drywell containment.
floor. The probabilityof failure strongly depends
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2.0 Project Description

The propagation and consequences of severe A considerably different situation might occur if
reactor accidents are governed by several factors the composition of corium at the time of RPV
of a different nature, including both deterministic failure was intermediate between the values used
and stochastic processes. The state-of.the-art in in the two scenarios (Scenario-I and Scenario-If)
the modeling of accident phenomena varies examined by Theofanous et al. [1990]. Namely,
considerably with the stage of accident. The if the corium is composed of similar fractions of
initial phase of core heatup has been investigated both oxidic and metallic phases, the latter
quite extensively before, including both analyses constituent (in particular, steel) may reach a
and experiments. As a result, numerical significantly higher superheat than that used in
predictions for this phase (in particular, prior to NUREG-5423, even if the average corium
core degradation) agree quite well with the exist- temperature remains unchanged. The question is
ing experimental data. However, when an ad- if there exist hypothetical B WR accident
vanced phase of core heatup and meltdown is sequences which may lead to the in-vessel
reached, deterministic models become much less formation of a substantial amount of mixed oxi-
reliable due to the increasing randomness of po- die-metallic corium which could b_ released onto
tential failure mechanisms of the reactor system the drywell floor after RPV failure.

pressure boundaries and of the resultant corium
spreading. In particular, the above applies to es- Possible severe accident scenarios in B WRs,
timating the composition of corium attacking the which bear the potential of producing a large
drywell liner inMARK-I containments, amount of molten steel mixed with molten

(partially at least) UO2, are those resulting in the
In the analysis of MARK-I liner failureperformed failure and melting of the upper vessel internals.
by Theofanous et al. [1990], two basic corium The specific events leading to the release of
release scenarios have been examined. In one of significant quantities of steel, are still unclear.

them a predominantly oxidic corium was
assumed, and corium containing mainly metallic The purpose of the present work was to in-
phase was considered in the other. The results vestigate accident sequences in a typical BWR
shown in the above-mentioned report indicate with MARK-I containment which may lead to
that in either case the probability of liner failure the heatup, failure, and subsequent melting, of
is very low. A common factor in both cases was the steam separator/dryer complex inside the
the assumed low superheat of molten corium. The reactor pressure vessel. The analysis was

reasoning behind using Tsup = 70°C as the upper performed using the APRIL.MOD3 severe
limit for melt superheat was that (especially in accident computer code. in addition, scoping
the case of high-temperature oxidic corium) the calculations were performed to assess the effect
heat transfer between the corium and the reactor of heat radiation to the upper structures on the
vessel would result in the lower head failure, and heatup and melting of these structures, and to
the subsequent melt release, thus preventing any verify the APRIL results.
substantial superheating of the molten corium.
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3.0 Overview of the APRIL.MOD3 Code

APRIL is a computer code developed at The results of APRIL.MOD3 code comparison
Rensselaer Polylechnic Institute under the spon- exercises so far confirm the validity of the
sorship of Oak Ridge National Laboratory modeling assumptions used and consistency of
(originally, as a subcontractof the US NRC pro- the overall modeling concept. In comparison
ject) and Empire State Electric Energy Research with other severe accident analysis codes,
Corporation(ESEERCO). Some of the features APRIL.MOD3 yields results which can be
of APRIL.MOD3 which make this code a useful judged, according to the existing state of the art,
tool forthe presentanalysis, are: as realisticbut containing some degreeof conser-

vatism. In particular, APRIL.MOD3 was com-
- APRIL has been developed especially for pared against the results [Abramson and

BWRs, and contains many mechanisticmodes Komoriya, 1988] of other severe accident codes
of phenomena not accounted for in other such as: STCP. MARCH/RMA,and MAAP 3.0.
codes, such as: gradual relocation of molten Details concerning the results of this comparison
materials and their refreezingin contact with can be found in [Podowski et al., 1989] and
cold structures, channel blockage and crust [Laheyand Podowski, 1990].
remelting, and heatup and possible failure of
the steam separator/dryercomplex. The modeling concepts in APRIL.MOD3 which

are important for the present work include, in
- Several models in APRIL have been vali- particular,the following:

dated against detailed experimental data,
including those taken at Rensselaer and (1) Melting of various core materials and melt
elsewhere, in particular, recently completed relocation inside the core,and fromthe core
comparisons against the SANDIA DF-4 and onto the lower core plate, and into the
KfK CORA-16/17 experiments have shown lowerplenum,
excellent agreement between the APRIL
calculations andexperimental results. (2) Heatup, failure, and melting of the upper

vessel internals, and the relocation of
- APRIL.MOD3has a built-in restartingoption, molten steel through a degradedcore.

which allows for modifying input parameters
during the calculations. This is very useful The above-given models are summarizedbelow.
whenparametric analyses are to be performed Additional information can be found in [Koh
of various user=specified parameters and et al., 1985], [Kim et al., 1988], and [Lahey and
different accident conditions (such as the Podowski, 1990].
status of selected safety systems).

The core model in APRIL.MOD3 uses a two-
The APRIL code, and APRIL.MOD3 in dimensional (in axial mid radial directions)
particular, has been extensively documented, in- nodalization scheme. In each node the following
cluding reports on model description and testing core structures are accounted for: fuel (UO2
[Koh et al., 1985; Kim et al., 1988; Lahey and pellets), cladding, canisters, and control rods.
Podowski, 1990], an APRIL.MOD? user manual During the initial phase of core heatup and oxi-
[Cho et al., 1991], and the reports showing the dation, the nodal temperaturesof each structure
results of model validation against experimental are calculated separately. When either the tem-
data. perature of control rods, cladding, or canister
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Overview

walls, reaches the melting temperatureof the re- each standpipe. The entire assembly, made of
spective material (stainless steel or zircaloy),the stainless steel, rests on the top guide grid and
time-dependent mass replaces temperatureas a forms a cover for the core outlet plenum region.
state variable. The formation, and propagation, The steam dryerassembly is mounted in the reac-
of rubble bed inside the core may result in a tor vessel above the shroud-head/steam-separator
gradual,radially-dependent,reduction in the core assembly. Since, in the case of an accident, the
height, upper shroudhead may be directly exposed to a

high-temperaturecore, the combined effects of
The specific in-core phenomena modeled in the radiation from the core and convective/radiative
APRIL code include: 2-D heat transfer between heat transfer from the hot steam/gas mixture in
individual core components as well as between the upper plenum, may increase the shroud tem-
the core and surrounding structures, heat perature to failure point. When the weakened
convection to the coolant in both the coveredand shroud head cannot supportthe mass above it, the
uncovered portions of the core, oxidation of the upper structures may collapse onto the core
fuel cladding, channel walls, and control blades, (except for the steam dryer which has a separate
fuel buckling (used as a criterion for rubblebed support system). The molten steel from these
formation), slumping of the canisters and control structures may penetrate the hot and partially
blades, melting of individual core components, molten core and flow into the lowerplenum and,
the formation of a eutectic mixture of fuel and following lower head failure, into the
molten zircaloy, molten material relocation and containment.
refreezing, channel blockage and the resultant
flow redistribution. In the APRIL.MOD3code, a lumped-parameter

energy equation is used to calculate the average
The core model is coupled with the model of in- temperatureof each structure separately. These
vessel thermal-hydraulics. Various flow config- equations account for heat transfer modes such
urations inside the vessel are accounted for, as: heat radiation from the top of the core,
including the formation of a natural circulation combined heat convection/radiation from/to the
loop between the hot (fully uncovered) core and steam/gas mixture (both on the core and down-
the relatively cold downcomer regions. The in- comer sides), Heat conduction between the
vessel model provides the core model with neighboring structures,and direct heating due to
boundary conditions such as the gas/steam mix- the deposition of fission products. The failure of
ture inflow temperature, system pressure, and the the shroudhead is calculated by comparing the
temperatureof surroundingstructures, actual weight-inducedstress against the tempera-

ture-dependentultimate tensile strength of stain-
A model of particular importance for the present less steel. After the failure, the upper shroud
analysis is concerned with the he,amp and possible head, together with the standpipes and steam
melting of the upper in-vessel structures(upper separators, is assumed to relocatedownwardsand
shroud head, standpipes, steam separators, and reston the top of the core. When the temperature
steam dryers). The shroud-head/steam-separator of any given structurereaches the melting point
assembly consists of a domed base on top of of stainless steel, the respectiveenergy balance is
which is welded an array of standpipes with a used to calculate the melting rate of the struc-
multi-stage steam separator located on the top of ture'smaterial.
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4.0 Scope of Work

As was mentioned in Section 2.0, the specific guidelines (EPG)for the Peach Bottom BWRs. In
purpose of this work was to use the addition, parametric calculations were performed
APRIL.MOD3 code to determine if a significant using APRIL.MOD3 in which the effect of se-
amount of metals might be mixed with the liquid lected input parameters on the progression of
oxides formed in the core during a BWR severe melting was quantified. The various accident
accident. To this end, APPdL.MOD3 has been simulations included calculations in which the

employed to analyze the consequences of a following parameters were changed:
hypothetical short-term station blackout accident
in one unit of the Peach Bottom power plant. (a) radiative heat trartsfer between the degraded
Two major tasks in the course of the work were core and the upper structures (steam
as follows: separator/dryer complex) in the reactor

pressure vessel (RPV),
Task-I : The development of a complete model

of the Peach Bottom reactor and (b) CRD hydraulic system (CRDHS) flow rate,
containment systems, and its im-
plementation as an input file in the (c) timing ofRPV failure,
APRIL.MOD3 code.

(d) axial power distribution.

Task-2: The application of APRIL.MOD3 to
investigate the propagation of core The effect of radiative heat transfer was tested by
and RPV heatup and melting, and using a multiplication factor in the expression in
their impact on the composition of APRIL.MOD3 calculating the radiative power
corium released to the MARK-I exchanged between the top of the core and the

drywell of Peach Bottom nuclear upper structures. Specifically, the base-case
power plant, calculations were compared against the results in

which the radiation heat transfer from the core

In Task-1, a set of geometrical parameters and was reduced to 10 percent its original value. The
basic operational characteristics of the Peach purpose of this study was to quantify the uncer-
Bottom BWR with MARK-I containment was tainties associated with the emissivities of the

examined and applied to develop a complete input various materials in the reactor vessel, modeling
file for the APRIL.MOD3 code. The resultant simplifications in regard to the view factors for
model includes the reactor, the reactor pressure radiation, etc. The rationale behind considering
vessel(RPV), and the containment. The necessary only cases of reduced radiative power was that
plant data was provided by the project sponsor, the base-case calculations already indicated that

radiation may play a significant role in the heatup
In Task-2, the effect was studied of heat transfer and melting of the upper structures.
from the core to the upper structures on the
heatup and melting of these structures. The input It was assumed in the calculations that the only
parameters concerning the accident sequence of core cooling (if any) was via the CRDHS flow. In
reference were identified based on the conditions particular, the no-flow situation was considered
used before at ORNL for the BWRSAR so that the possibility could be examined of the
calculations of a short-term station blackout at upper structure heatup via radiation only. In
Peach Bottom. These conditions were set up addition, calculations were performed including a
according to the emergency procedures 60 g/min CRDHS flow in order to test the impact
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Scope

of two competing effects on the progression of project sponsor, in which a typical end-of-life
the in-vessel heatup and melting.: (a) the role of (highly nonuniform, bottom-peaked) power dis-
CRDHS flow as heat sink and, since the added tribution was used, the APRIL.MOD3 code was
small amount of water is insufficient to cool the also run for a situation simulatingthe other end of
reactor, the effect of enhanced-evaporation- possible axial power profiles, in which a uniform
induced oxidation, axial decay heat generationrate was assumed.

The amount and composition of melt released In addition to changing the parameters described
into the containment depend on the mode of above, additional calculations were also !

reactor pressure vessel failure. Because of the performed to quantify the effect of ADS on the
complexity of the phenomena governing melt progression of reactor meltdown. Since high-
relocation and the resultant lower head failure, pressureaccident sequences arenot the subject of
substantial uncertainties are inherently present in the present investigations(only low pressuremelt
any analytical/numerical predictions of the tim- ejections were considered in the MARK-I liner
ing of RPV failure. In the present calculations the attack analysis by Theofanous et al. [1991]), the
APR_IL.MOD3code predicts a local failure of the main purpose of the APRIL.MOD3 calculations
lowerhead due to the drainplug meltdownwhen, for such situations was to confirm that this code
following the lower core plate failure, molten properly captures the effect of in-vessel condi-
fuel is released into the lower plenum. In orderto tions prior to the failure on the parameters of
test the sensitivity of calculated melt release into melt releasedto the containment after the failure.
the containment to the timing of RPVfailure, two
accident scenarios were considered in addition to Since the primary objective of the present study
the original APRIL.MOD3 predicted sequence, was to check the impact of upper structures
In one of them, the RPV failure was delayed by melting on the amount and composition of melt
approximately 20 min, and by about one hour in released into the containment, it was deemed
the other,both relativeto the basic case. important to obtain an independent confirmation

concerning the correctness of the results of
In order to parametrically test the effect of APRIL.MOD3 calculations. For this purpose,
differentpre-accident conditions, in particularthe calculations using a stand-alone model were
reactoroperation time prior to the accident, cal- performed in orderto estimate the amount of heat
culations were performed for two different axial radiatedfrom the top of the degradedBWR core
power distributions in the core. Namely, in addi- to the upper vessel internals and the resultant
tion to the power distribution obtained from the heatup and meltingrate of these structures.
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5.0 Description of Situation Analyzed

As mentioned in Section 4.0. the accident The above-mentioned data were used to develop
sequence which was used as reference in the pre- an input file for the APRIL.MOD3 code, which
sent study was a short-term station blackout at will be referred to as the base case (Case 1 in
Peach Bottom. The input to APRIL.MOD3 was Table 2.2). Later, selected modifications in tile
developed based on the data provided by the input parameters were introduced in order to in-
project sponsor. These data include the plant ge- vestigate the various parametric effects discussed
ometry and pre-accident operating conditions as in Section 4.0. The specific runs the results of
well as some parameters concerning the accident which are presented in this report are also
sequence. The latter included, in particular, the summarized in Table 2.2
decay heat power curve used before in BWRSAR
calculations (see Figure 2.1) and the prescribed
timing of selected events, as shown in Table 2.1.
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Description
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Figure 2.1. Decay heat power used in the APRIL.MOD3 simulation of a short-term station
blackout accident at Peach Bottom
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Description

Table 2.1. Main events in short-term station blackout accident scenario at Peach Bottom,

used as input in the APRIL.MOD3 simulations of core meltdown progression

Time from the beginning
of calculation

Event (rain)

1. Reactor scram after loss of offsite power -35

2. Beginning of core uncovering (swollen 0
level falls below top of core)

3. ADS system actuation 45

Table 2.2. Cases studied in the parametric analysis of corium composition during short-term
station blackout at Peach Bottom

Heat
radiation to CRDHS

RPV upper flow rate Power Time of
Case structures [gal/min] ADS distribution RPV failure

1 100% 0 yes ref. Tcalc(*)
2 10% 0 yes -"- -"-
3 100% 60 yes -"- -"-
4 10% 60 yes -"- -"-
5 10% 0 yes -"- Tcalc+20min
6 10% 0 yes -"- Tcalc+60min
7 10% 0 yes uniform Tcalc
8 10% 0 no ref. Tcalc

(*)Tcalc is the RPV failure time predicted by the APRIL.MOD3 code.
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6.0 Stand-Alone Model of Heat Radiation Between Degraded Core and RPV

Upper Internals

In order to obtain an independent verification of where Eb = aT4 is the black body emissive power
the APRIL.MOD3 model of heat transfer of a surface at a temperature, T, J is the radiosity,
between the core and the upper vessel intemals, a R is the resistance to radiation, and the subscripts
stand-alone model has been developed to calcu- c, s, and g refer to core, shroud head and gas,
late the heatup (and melting) rate of the upper respectively.
structures exposed to the combined effects of
heat radiation from the top of the degraded core It has been assumed in Equations (1) through (3)
and from the gas (steam/hydrogen mixture) that the view factor from the core to the shroud
heated when passing through the uncovered and head is equal to unity (which is true if the top of
partially molten core. Among others, this model the core is treated as a flat surface). The same
was used to check the sensitivity of the calculated values have been used for the view factors
rate of heat transfer to the temperature of the top between the gas and each of the solid surfaces.
of the core and to the assumed emissivities of

solid surfaces and the gas. The resistances of the solid surfaces can be
expressed as

In the model, a three body enclosure is
considered, including two solid surfaces exchang- R c = (1- cc) / cc (4)
ing thermal radiation and a participating gas
filling the space between these surfaces. As Rs=(1-Zs)/e s (5)
shown in Figure 2.2, the lower surface represents
the top of the degraded core and the upper the gas resistance is given by (assuming that the
surface represents the shroud head. gas in nonreflective)

Using the network shown in Figure 2.3, the Rg = 1-eg (6)
radiative heat transfer between the elements of

the enclosure shown in Figure 2.2 can be and the resistance for heat radiation directly
modeled by the following equations: between the code top and the shroud head is

Eb,c-Jc Js-Jc Eg-Jc+_+ -0 (1) Rc.s = 1/(1-Sg) (7)
R c Rc_s Rg

where ec, es, and eg, are the emissivities of the
respective materials.

Es-Js Jc-Js Eg-Js
_+-- _--- =0 (2) Solving Equations (1) through (3) for Jc, Js, and

R s Rc_s Rg
Eg, yields

Jc "Js = (Ec-Es)/{1 + [(2Rg) -1
Eg-J s Eg-Js (8)

_- -0 (3) +(Rc_ s)-I ](Rc _ Rs)}Rg Rg
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Stand-Alone

Eg "Js =(Eg-Jc) = (Jc-Js)/2 (9) For a given area of the shroud head, As, the total
heat rate received by the shroud head is

Equations (8) and (9) can be used to evaluate the
11

heat flux received by the shroud head, qs = qsAs (12)
t!

qs=(Ec-Es)/Reff (10) Equation (12) has been used to parametrically
estimate the thermal power received by the

where shroud head for various temperatures of the top
of the core and various emissivities of the solid

surfaces and the gas. The results are discussed in
Reff = [(Rc.s) "1+(2Rg)'l] "1 +R c +R s (11) the next section.
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Stand-Alone
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Figure 2.2. A schematic of the geometry used in the stand-alone model of radiative heating of the
upper in-vessel structures
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Figure 2.3. Radiation network for the model in Figure 2.2
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7.0 Results of Calculations

The results of APRIL.MOD3 calculations for all separator is about 28.5 kg/s and for a short time !

the cases listed in Table 2.2 are shown in increases to a 100 kg/s range. Both the higher
Appendices A through H. The timing of the average value of the standpipes and steam
main events calculated for Case 1 is shown in separator and, in particular, the narrow peak
Table 2.3. observed at approximately 195 min, are due to

the enhanced heat convection following melt
The APRIL.MOD3 results were also used to discharge into the water pool in the lower
evaluate the amount of and composition of co- plenum. The evaporation of water increases the
rium released into the containment and to show steam flow rate and, therefore, the convective
the effect of heat transfer to the upper structures, heat transfer coefficient to the upper structures,
The basic parameters characterizing melting of whereas the simultaneous oxidation of the
the upper structures and corium delivery to remaining zircaloy in the core increases the
the containment are shown in Figure 2.4 and steam/gas mixture flowing from the degraded core
Tables 2.4 through 2.11. towards the upper regions of the reactor vessel. It

is important to notice that (see Table 2.3) this
The corium release results shown in Tables 2.4 accelerated melting occurs after the failure of the
through 2.11 are based on averaging the values reactor pressure vessel.
obtained for two bounding cases. The upper
bound case assumes that the entire mass of In order to verify the APRIL.MOD3 predictions
corium in the lower plenum is released into the concerning the heatup and melting of the in-
containment at the time of vessel failure. On the vessel upper structures, the model discussed in
other hand, the lower bound case assumes that Section 6.0 was used to obtain parametric esti-
corium (metallic phase) released to the lower mates of the heat rate received by these structures
plenum prior to the vessel failure freezes in and of their melting rates. Specifically, the effec-
contact with the water in the plenum, so that only tive resistance for heat radiation between the core
the metals melted after the failure can be released upper surface and the upper structures (see
into the containment. Since any specific Equation 11) was calculated for various assumed
predictions of the amount of melt at the time of values of the emissivities of the solid surfaces
vessel failure would be very uncertain, averaging and the gas. The results of these calculations are
between these two most extreme situations was shown in Table 2.12.

deemed to be the best approach to obtain realistic
estimates of the corium release into the Table 2.12 covers a broad range of emissivities.
containment. Nevertheless, the results of the Whereas the actual emissivity of stainless steel
two bounding calculations are also shown in (at room temperature) varies from 0.16 (type 301
Tables2.4 through2.11, polished) to 0.39 (type 347, cleaned), after

repeating heating and cooling the emissivity of
As can be seen in Figure 2.4 (also, see Figure various types of steel may substantially increase
A-3), the APRIL.MOD3 calculated melting rates (to 0.57 at 230°C) [Ozisik, 1985]. Hence, it is not
of the shroud head and steam dryer are about unrealistic to anticipate the emissivity of the top
7.4 kg/s and 8.4 kg/s, respectively, whereas the surface of the degraded reactor core to be about
average melting rate of the standpipes and steam 0.5.
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Results

Table 2.3. APRIL.MOD3-caiculated main events in a short-term station blackout
accident at Peach Bottom.

Case 1.

........... Time from the beginning
of calculation

Event [mini

Reactor scram after loss of offsite power -35

Beginning of core uncovering (swollen level falls
below top of core) 0

ADS system actuation 45

Melting of zircaloy begins 114

Melting of control blades begins 117

Relocation begins of molten steel onto lower core
plate 129

Beginning of zircaloy relocation onto lower core
plate 153

Lower core plate fails 154

Shroud head reaches melting point 155

Beginning of UO 2 relocation into lower head 169

Reactor vessel fails 173

Fast melting of upper structures begins 182
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Results
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Figure 2.4. Melting rate of the upper vessel structures for the basic case (Case 1)
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Results

Table 2.4. Summaw of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 1
i ii, i,i i ,i, ul,u u,, in,_ J i i,u,, ......... : : .... :: ..........

Time of RPV failure 173 mln
irlllli i u]ll ]'TIIII" HIlt ! I II

Melting of RPV upper structures
i i1 i u![]ll, i i1 i i ii i iii

Melting of Duration of high melting period, 36
tm [min]

RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm 28.5

[ks/s]

Total moltenmass duringtm [kg] 62,000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 min interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Total mass released 35,000 12,000
to the containment
[kg] (45,000a, 21,000b)

Total volume released 4,8 1.6
to the containment
[m3] (6.5a, 3.1b)

Rate of release 0.48 0.16

[m3/min] (0.65a, 0.31b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 94 6 75 25
[% mass] (92a, 96b) (8a, 4b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.5. Summao' of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 2

Time of RPV failure 174 min

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Durationof highmeltingperiod,tm [min] 30
RPVupper
structures Average melting rate duringtm [kg/s] 36

Total molten mass duringtm [kg] 65.000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 min interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidtc phase

Total mass released 44,000 22,000
to the containment

[kg] (53,000a, 34,000b)

Total volume released 6.4 2.9
to the containment

[m3] (7.7a, 5.0b)

Rate of release 0.64 0.29

[m3/min] (0.77a. 0.50b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 97 3 82 18
[%mass] (98a, 96b) (2a, 3b)

(a) and (b), respectively,referto the upperand lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.6. Summary of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 3

Time of RPV failure 172 mln

Melting of RPV upper structures
rltJrllll i iN iiiii i i l l l ii,i, i i lrl, l l l ill,i IN l

Melting of Durationofhigh meltingperiod,tm [mini 40
RPV upper
structures Averagemeltingrateduring tm [kg/s] 21

Total molten massduring tm [kg] 50,000

Corlum release to the containment

................................. ......... I.................. During 10 min intervai at high'
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Totalmass released 53,000 12,000
to the containment

[kg] (70,000a, 35,000b)

Total volume released 7.3 1.4
to the containment

[m3] (9.7a, 4.9b)

Rate of release 0.49 0.14
[m3/min] (0.65a, 0.33b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 87 13 55 45
[%mass] (91a, 83b) (9a, 17b)

(a) and (b), respectively, referto the upper and lowerbounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.7. Summary of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 4

i 1if, ! i i,if !1,, tl , T,,,Jf

Time of RPV failure 173 rain

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Duration of high melting period, tm [min] 40
RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm [kg/s] 26.5

Total molten mass during tm [kg] 64,000

Corium release to the containment

............ During i0 min interval at high'
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidtc phase

Total mass released 62,000 11,000
to the containment

[kg] (68,000 a, 55,000 b)

Total volume released 8.5 1.3
to the containment

[m3] (9.3 a, 7.6b)

Rate of release 0.56 0.13

[m3/min] (0.62 a, 0.50b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 91 9 72 28
[%mass] (92a, 90b) (8a, 10b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.8. Summary of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 5

Time of RPV failure 194 min
....... : : :::...,,:_,_, ,,, , ,1,,, ................ : , i ,l ,, ,,,

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Duration of high melting period, tm [min] 30
RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm [kg/s] 36

Total molten mass during tm [kg] 64,000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 min interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Total mass released 70,000 6,000
to the containment

[kg] (98,000 a, 41,000 b)

Total volume released 8.0 0.7 i
to the containment

[m3] (12.7a, 5.3b)

Rate of release 0.80 0.07

[m3/min] (1.27a, 0.53 b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 94 6 48 52
[% mass] (96a, 92b) (4a, 8b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.9. Summaw of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 6

Time of RPV failure 234 min
t.m

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Duration of high melting period, tm [min] 30
RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm [kg/s] 36

Total molten mass during tm [kg] 65,000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 min interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Total mass released 59,000 I1,000
to the containment

[kg] 117,000a, 0.0b )

Total volume released 8.0 1.2
to the containment

[m3] ( !6.0a, 0.0b)

Rate of release 0.8 0.12

[m3/min] (1.6a, 0.0b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corittm released

onto drywell floor 1O0 0 50 50
[%mass] (1O0a, ..b) (0a, ..b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.10. Summary of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 7

Time of RPV failure 207 min

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Duration of high melting period, tm [min] 30
RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm [kg/s] 36.5

Total molten mass during tm [kg] 66,000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 rain interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Total mass released 71,000 13,000
to the containment

[kg] (95,000 a, 47,000 b )

Total volume released 9.7 1.5
to the containment

[m3] (13.2a, 6.1b)

Rate of release 0.66 0.15

[m3/min] (0.90a, 0.41 b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 95 5 57 43
[% mass] (97a, 93b) (3a, 7b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.11. Summary of APRIL.MOD3 results for Case 8

Time of RPV failure 116 min

Melting of RPV upper structures

Melting of Duration of high melting period, tra [min] 13
RPV upper
structures Average melting rate during tm [kg/s] 53.5

Total molten mass during tm [kg] 42,000

Corium release to the containment

During 10 min interval at high-
Time interval 0 to 10 min after RPV failure est release rate of oxidic phase

Total mass released 59,000 23,000
to the containment

[kg] (76,000 a, 42,000 b)

Total volume released 8.1 2.3
to the containment

[m3] (10.8a, 5.3b)

Rate of release 0.81 0.15

[m3/min] (1.10a, 0.53b)

Composition of metal oxide metal oxide
corium released

onto drywell floor 92 8 5 95
[% mass] (94a, 90b ) (6a, 10b)

(a) and (b), respectively, refer to the upper and lower bounds of mass released.
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Results

Table 2.12. Effective resistance of the upper structures for heat radiation
from the core and hot gas

Thermal emissivity
Effective resistance

Core upper Upper for radiation
surface shroud Gas

0.5 0.5 0.2 3.1

0.5 0.5 0.8 3.7

0.5 0.3 0.2 4.4

0.5 0.3 0.8 5.0

0.5 0.2 0.2 6.1

0.5 0.2 0.8 6.7

0.3 0.2 0.2 7.4

0.3 0.2 0.8 8.0
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Results

Based on the above discussion, an effective which was 15,000 kg in the present calculations)

resistance for radiation, Reff = 5 (see Table would be only about 57 min (from the moment
2.12), was used in Equation (12) to obtain when the shroud temperature reached the steel
estimates of the heating rate of the upper melting temperature} if the core surface
structures. In these calculations, the structure temperature stayed close to the zircaloy melting
temperature was taken as the melting temperature temperature (1,853°C), and less than 22 min if
of steel (1,783OK) and the heat radiation area the core temperature was 2,200oc.
from the degraded core was assumed to be 10 m 2
(which corresponds to a diameter of 3.57 m, or Even though the present estimates are based on
11'8"). The calculations were performed for several simplifying assumptions (in particular, they
various assumed temperatures of the top surface do not include the effect of convective heat
of the degraded (and partially molten) core, are transfer from the steam/gas mixture, which may
shown in Table 2.13. become significant during the periods of high flow

rate combined with increased oxidation-induced

The results given in Table 2.13 clearly indicate in-core heatup of the mixture), its results are
that the combined effects of heat radiation directly consistent with the APRIL.MOD3 predictions.
from the core and from the flowing gas produce a This can be readily seen by comparing the results
significant heatup rate of the upper structures. It in Table 2.13 against the rates of upper structure
is interesting to notice that the time needed to melting shown in Figure 2.4 and Table 2.4.
completely melt the shroud head (the mass of

Table 2.13. Heating and melting rates of the upper in-vessel structures for various temperatures
at the top of the core

i

Temperature of the Heating rate of the
top of the core upper structure Steel melting rate

[K] [MW] [kg/s]

3073 9.0 33.8

2773 5.6 20.8

2473 3.1 11.6

2125 1.2 4.4
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8.0 Concluding Remarks

The APRIL.MOD3 code has been used to particular) are released onto the lower core
simulate the progression of core meltdown plate and, after the plate failure, into the
during short-term station blackout accidents in a lower plenum.
typical BWR/4 reactor with MARK-I contain-
ment. The particular input deck for the APRIL 3. The almost-adiabatic mode of core heatup
calculations was prepared based on the Peach results in a relatively uniform (axially)
Bottom data and the postulated pre-accident temperature increase in the core, especially--
conditions and ADS actuation timing similar to in its upper regions. With the increasing
those used before in BWRSAR calculations. In corium temperature the effect of heat
additional to the reference accident scenario, sev- radiation from the top of the core becomes
eral APRIL.MOD3 runs were performed in order more significant and the heatup of the top-
to test the sensitivity of results to various input most regions slows down compared with the
parameters and modeling assumptions and to other upper and central parts of the core.
quantify some of the major uncertainties in the
modeling of severe accident phenomena. 4. The heat radiation from the top of the core

substantially contributes to the heatup of the
In addition, stand-alone parametric calculations upper vessel internals (steam separator/dryer
were performed which confirmed the order of complex). It should be pointed out, however,
magnitude of the APRJl,-_'alculated melting rates that the temperature increase of the shroud
of the upper vessel internals due to heat radiation head, standpipes and steam separator is
from the degraded and partially molten reactor controlled by two interrelated processes:
core. direct heat radiation from the top of the core

and a combined heat radiation/convection

The obtained results can be summarized as from the hot gas flowing from the core
follows: upwards. As long as the evaporation of water

from the pool in the lower plenum is very
1. The depressurization of the reactor pressure low, the direct surface-to-surface radiation

vessel when the core is already partially has a dominant effect. This situation changes
uncovered leads to a sudden and complete dramatically when the core melting pro-
core dryout. As a result of this, the water gresses to the extent that the lower core plate
level drops below the lower core plate, which fails and molten corium is released into the
in turn minimizes the evaporation rate from lower plenum. The resultant evaporation, and
the pool and practically stops oxidation of the the associated oxidation of the remaining
metallic core constituents. Consequently, the zircaloy, increase the temperature of the
decay heat power becomes the only source of steam/hydrogen mixture at core exit. The
energy, and the core heatup process is much energy transfer from the gas to the upper
slower compared to the scenario without RPV structures via radiation and convection
depressurization, becomes an important (or even dominant)

factor in the heatup of the latter. During this
2. The gradual heating of the entire core (central phase of an accident, the thermal power

zones first) prevents a substantial crust received by the upper structures may become
formation and channel blockage, so that very high, resulting in fast melting of large
molten materials (zircaloy and steel, in quantities of steel.
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5. Due to the complexity of geometry involved metals in the lower plenum at the time of
and the material properties which can only be failure, and (b) the rate of in-vessel melting
roughly estimated, the modeling of heat immediately after the failure. In the present
radiation in a degraded core is inherently analysis, two bounding cases have been
associated with substantial uncertainties, considered for each calculated accident

Hence, it was deemed important that the progression sequence. In one of them the pre-
effect of'radiation be parametrically tested in failure melt was assumed to be completely
the present study. Specifically, two cases solidified, in the otherwin the liquid form.
were investigated using the APRIL.MOD3 In both cases, the predictions show that the
code. In one of them, the radiation model in melt released from the vessel during the
APRIL was used in its original form. In the initial time period after the failure (varying
other, the direct radi-.tion from the core from 10to 15 min) was predominantly metal-
towards the upper structures was reduced by lic. The results for both cases have been
a factor of ten. Whereas the observed subsequently used to obtain average release
differences in the results were consistent with rates for each scenario (Cases ! through 8).

the anticipated trends, the overall molten The total initial release in the base case
mass of the upper structures experienced only (Case 1) was 35,000 kg (less than 5 m 3) of
a moderate change. This can be explained by 94 percent metallic corium, at a rate of"
the fact that during the phase of intensive 0.5 m3/min. The maximum total initial release
heatup and melting of the steam was obtained in Case 7:71,000 kg (9.9 m 3)

separator/dryer complex the most important of 95 l?ercent metallic corium at a rate of
mode of heat transfer into the structures is via 0.66 m-Vmin. On the other hand, the highest
heat convection/radiation from the steam content of oxidic phase during the period of
flowing from the core towards the steam initial release was 13 percent (Case 3), but
separator (the steam/gas flow rate is enhanced the associated total release and release rate
by a closed-loop natural circulation formed were only 53,000 kg (7.3 m3) and
inside the vessel ('core'-'steam separator'- 0.5 m3/min, respectively. For a comparison,
downcomer'-lower plenum'-'core'). It is the major assumptions in NUREG/CR-5423
important to mention that this result of [Theofanousetal., 1990] were: in Scenario I
APRIL.MOD3 ca!,culations agrees well with -12.5 m3 of 90 percent + oxidic corium at a
the parametric estimates performed using a rate of 0.5- 4.0 m3/min; Scenario II- 14 m 3
separate stand-alone model described in of corium containing 10 percent of oxidic
Section 6.0. phase released at a rate of 0.7 m3/min.

6. The composition of corium released from the 7. Since the core heatup process after the RPV
reactor pressure vessel into the drywell failure and lower plenum dryout is due to the
depends on the time of vessel failure. In the decay heat only, the rates of corium melting
calculations performed in this study, and melt release into the containment are
APRIL.MOD3 predicted an early local failure much lower than during the initial period
of the lower head penetrations (in particular, after failure. During this time, however, the
of the lower head plug). In such a case, the composition of corium gradually changes and

mass of molten UO 2 at the time of RPV its oxidic fraction increases. In the base case,
failure is relatively small. "Vhe amount of the highest percent of oxidic phase in the
corium released immediately after the failure, corium being released from the RPV (after
and the associated rate of release, depend on about 5 hr from the beginning of accident)
two "najor factors: (a) the amount of molten was 25 percent, but the melt flow rate was
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only 0.16 m3/min. Of all the scenarios with vessel depressurization in BWR accident
system depressurization (Cases 1-7) the management strategies.
highest content of oxide during a late release
phase was about 50 percent at a rate of less Final Conclusions
than 0.15m3/min.

1. The objective of the present study was to
8. In order to see the effect of RPV failure time analyze the effect of heat transfer from a

on the composition and rate of the corium degraded and partially molten B WR core
released into the containment, calculations towards the upper internals in the reactor

were performed in which the originally- pressure vessel, and of the resultant melting
calculated failure time was delayed. As can of these structures, on the composition of
be seen in Appendices C and D, and in coriurn released into the drywell following
Tables 2.6 and 2.7, whereas the calculated: vessel failure. The numerical simulations for
initial releases, release rates, and oxide this study were performed using the
content, of corium tend to grow with the APRIL.MOD3 computer code, with the
increasing failure time, the observed changes Peach Bottom B WR as a reference power
are relatively slow and the conclusions drawn plant with Mark-I containment. The accident
in regard to the base case remain valid even if conditions analyzed assumed system depres-
the reactor vessel does not fail until about surization via ADS performed according to
4 hr after the beginning of core uncovering, the Peach Bottom emergency procedure

guidelines (EPG).i

9. A similar conclusion applies to the results of
calculations in which the effect was tested of 2. Scenario-I in the NUREG/CR-5423 report

axial power profile in the core. assumes the release of a large amount of
mainly oxidic corium over a short period of

10. Whereas the calculations for various options time. Practically speaking, such a release is
of a short-term station blackout accident with possible only when a molten debris pool is
system depressurization performed according formed inside the core. If water is still
to the current accident management available in the vessel, the heat transfer from
procedures gave similar results and led the bottom, sides and top of the molten region
to similar conclusions concerning the antici- may be sufficient to form a crust confining the
pated composition and amount of melt pool but insufficient to cool down the melt.
released into the MARK-I containment, the The melting and heatup processes may con-
calculation performed for a high pressure tinue for a long time, so that the accumulated
accident scenario (ie, without ADS) indicates melt may eventually amount to a substantial
that the accident consequences in the latter fraction of the total fuel inventory in the core
case would be significantly different. As the (see the TMI accident). It should be
results shown in Appendix H and Table 2.11 mentioned here that the phenomena of corium
indicate, in the case without depressurization solidification and crust/molten-corium-pool
the core meltdown process accelerates, and formation are modeled in APRIL.MOD3.
the corium released into the containment may However, according to the APRIL.MOD3
contain a larger fraction of the oxidic predictions reported in the present study,
constituent than in any other cases following system depressurization via ADS
investigated in this work. This, in turn, the water level in the BWR reactor vessel
confirms the importance of including quickly falls below the bottom of the core,
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and even below the lower core plate. As a results of the present study that if the melting
result of this, the core heatup process occurs of the upper structures was not accounted for,
rather uniformly, and the various molten the composition of corium released onto the
materials gradually relocate along the lower containment floor would be significantly
portions of the core and fall into the water in different (the fraction of oxidic constituents
the lower plenum (prior to reactor vessel would be much higher, although the metallic
failure) or are released into the containment phase could still account for as much as
(after vessel breach). Naturally, the melting 50 percent). At the same time, however, the
process is enhanced by the heat of oxidation release rates would be lower by at least one
reaction between the metallic zircaloy in the order of magnitude compared to the current
core and steam from melt quenching in the results of APPdL.MOD3 simulations.
lower plenum. Hence, if the corium release
onto the reactor vessel lower head directly 4. It is widely recognized that the modeling of
leads to vessel failure (which is the case in core meltdown phenomena in existing severe
both the NUREG/CR-5423 Scenario-i and accident codes (including APRIL.MOD3)is
the present simulations), the APRIL.MOD3 still associated with substantial uncertainties.
predicted release of molten oxidic corium Examples include: spatial effects of heat
into the containment is much smaller than the transfer (in particular, heat radiation) and
maximum Scenario-l-postulated value in heatup in a degraded core, eutectic interac-
NUREG/CR-5423. tions and the resultant changes in material

properties, the effect of core geometry
3. Heat radiation from the core and combined deformation and local steam availability

convective/radiative heat transfer from the on the extent of zircaloy oxidation, melt
hot steam/gas mixture may have a very coolability, core blockage, etc. Nevertheless,
significant effect on the heatup and melting the results of the present analysis indicate that
of the upper structures (steam separator/dryer even if the calculated oxidic debris releases
complex) and, consequently, may add a large were substantially incrzased (i.e., by 50
amount of molten steel to the molten debris percent or more), the overall melt release
accumulated on the reactor vessel lower head. should still stay below the bounding condi-
Hence, the molten steel is likely to dominate tions used in NUREG/CR-5423. It should be
the composition of corium released after ves- stressed here that this conclusion applies only
sel failure. The contribution of the oxidic to BWR core meltdown accidents with timely
phase may substantially increase during the system depressurization. According to the
long-term release through the vessel breach, statement of work, the present study was
but the volumetric flow rate of the melt at specifically directed towards the analysis of
that time is expected to be small. On the other such a class of severe accidents.
hand, it can be readily deduced from the
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Appendix A

Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case I
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Figure A-I. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-I scenario. I. bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure A-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-1 scenario
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Figure A-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-I scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure A-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-1 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure A-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculations for Case-1 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure A-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-1 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 2
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Figure B-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-2 scenario. 1 - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure B-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-2 scenario
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Figure B-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-2 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure B-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-2 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure B-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-2 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure B-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-2 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO2.
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Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 3
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Figure C-I. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-3 scenario. I - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure C-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-3 scenario
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Figure C-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-3 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure C-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-3 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zirealoy, 3 - UO2.
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Figure C-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-3 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO2.
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Results of AP.RIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 4
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Figure D-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-4 scenario. 1 - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure D-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-4 scenario
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Figure D-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-4 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure D-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-4 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure D-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-4 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure D-6. Mass of _:orium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-4 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 5
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Figure E-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-5 scenario. 1 - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure E-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-5 scenario
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Figure E-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-5 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure E-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-5 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure E-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-5 scenario.

i 1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure E-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-5 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zirealoy, 3 - UO 2.
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Appendix F

Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 6
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Figure F-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radiai zone for Case-6 scenario. 1 - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure F-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-6 scenario
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Figure F-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-6 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure F-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-6 scenario.
CR- control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure F-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-6 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure F-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-6 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 7
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Figure G-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-7 scenario.
1 - bottom axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure G-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-7 scenario
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Figure G-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-7 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure G-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-7 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure G-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-7 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, _ - UO 2.
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Figure G-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-7 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Results of APRIL.MOD3 Simulations of a Short-Term Station
Blackout at Peach Bottom: Case 8
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Figure H-1. Nodal fuel temperatures in the central radial zone for Case-8 scenario. 1 - bottom
axial node, 8 - top axial node.
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Figure H-2. Water level in the reactor vessel for Case-8 scenario
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Figure H-3. Temperature of the upper structures for Case-8 scenario. US - upper shroud,
SP - standpipes, SS - steam separator, SD - steam dryer.
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Figure H-4. Molten mass of steel from control blades and upper structures for Case-8 scenario.
CR - control rods, US - upper structures.
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Figure H-5. Mass of corium in the containment; upper bound calculation for Case-8 scenario.

1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO 2.
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Figure H-6. Mass of corium in the containment; lower bound calculation for Case-8 scenario.
1 - steel, 2 - zircaloy, 3 - UO2.
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PART III:
AUDIT CALCULATIONS WITH CORCON-MOD 3

OF THE DURATION OF SUPERHEAT
IN NUREG/CR-5423



Abstract

Analyses (T.G. Theofanous et al., The Probability of Liner Failore in a Mark-I Coptainmeot,
NUREG/CR-5423, July 1989, draft for comment) have shown that early rupture of the Mark-I boiling
water reactor containment by the direct action of core debris depends strongly on the time that core
debris is superheated above its liquidus. The analyses of the duration of superheat in the core debris
are compared to predictions obtained with the CORCON-MOD 3 computer code. The predictions of
this computer code as functions of the core debris mass, composition, and initial superheat are used to
create a polynomial response surface. This response surface is used in a Monte Carlo analysis to
produce probability distributions for the duration of superheat in core debris in the drywell of a Mark-I
containment. It is concluded that to a high level of confidence (>90 percent) the duration of
superheating predicted with the CORCON-MOD 3 code is less than what has been used in the analyses
of the threats to the Mark-I containment liner. Based on these results, to the extent superheat duration
dictates the threat to the liner, analyses in NUREG/CR-5423 would appear to overestimate the threat to
the liner in comparison to threats that would be estimated using the predictions of the duration of
superheating obtained with CORCON-MOD 3.
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Executive Summary

In response to review comments concerning the report The Probability o.f Liner..Failure in a .Mark-I
Containment (NUREG/CR-5423), calculations of the duration of melt superheat during the interaction
of core debris with concrete were done with the state-of-the-art model CORCON-MOD 3. Results for

17 calculations were used to construct a response surface for the duration of superheating divided by
initial melt depth in terms of the melt depth, the initial superheat of the melt, and the fraction of
zirconium metal in the debris. Uncertainty distributions for these independent variables were taken from
NUREG/CR-5423 and used in a Monte Carlo analysis of the response surface to determine the
uncertainty distribution in values of the duration of melt superheat divided by melt depth. The
uncertainty distribution indicates that to a confidence level of more than 90 percent values of the duration
of superheat divided by initial melt depth calculated with CORCON-MOD 3 are smaller than values used
in NUREG/CR-5423. It is concluded that conservative values of the duration of superheat have been
used in the analyses reported in NUREG/CR-5423.
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1.0 Task Statement

1.1 Background The USNRC has commissioned a more definitive
examination of the liner failure issue and the

The vulnerability of the Mark-I containment for effects of water, to be done by Professor
boiling water reactors to attack by core debris T.G. Theofanous and coworkers [8]. A review
expelled from the reactor coolant system was of this effort showed that core debris interactions
identified by Greene and coworkers in 1983 with concrete played a critical role in the quanti-
[1,2]. These investigators showed using the tative analysis of liner behavior. Analyses of
CORCON-MOD 1 code [3] and ancillary analyses these interactions were done by Professor
that, in the absence of a water pool, core debris Theofanous and coworkers using a computer code
would rapidly heat the Mark-I liner to melting in they developed. The analyses they did of liner
most cases. These early results have largely been failure indicated that the time following core
confirmed in subsequent calculations [4,5] at least debris expulsion from the reactor coolant system
for melts deeper than about 5 cm. Expert elicita- during which molten core debris is superheated is
tions on the issue of liner failure for the so-called an important factor in the prediction of the
"NUREG-1150 effort" [6] indicated a conditional vulnerability of the Mark-I liner. They concluded
probability of liner failure by core debris attack that this so-called "duration of superheat" is
when no water is present of between 60 and dependent on:
80 percent.

• the mass of melt expelled into the drywell,
Mitigation of the liner attack has become of con-
cern [7]. The most frequently cited basis for • the superheat of the melt when it was expelled
mitigating the debris attack on the liner is to into the drywell, and
assure a pool of water is present and maintained
in the drywell when core debris is expelled from • the amount of metallic zirconium present in
the reactor coolant system. Water has been found the core debris.
to do more than just extract heat from the core
debris. The liner above the core debris would be These quantities are uncertain in reactor
in contact with the water. The liner would tlaen accidents. Theofanous and coworkers developed
behave like a cooling fin. Heat imparted into the subjective probability distributions for these three
liner from core debris would be conducted away variables. They then used these distributions to
by the cooling fin. It has been contended that construct a probability distribution for the dura-
this cooling would be sufficient to prevent liner tion of superheat divided by melt depth. This
failure at least for several hours, was done for two hypothesized scenarios:

There has not been universal agreement that Scenario I: A massive amount of largely oxidic
water would be sufficient to prevent liner failure, melt is expelled from the RCS at the time of
Expert elicitations in the "NUREG-1150 effort" vessel failure.
indicated the conditional probability for liner
failure when water is present is on average Scenario II: A relatively small amount of largely
50 percent with essentially two points of view. metallic melt is expelled from the RCS at the time
In one view, water virtually assures no liner of lower head failure. The remainder of thecore
failure. In the other view, the water pool is only melt is slowly expelled over many hours.
a slight perturbation and there is little likelihood
that the liner will not be promptly penetrated by These two scenarios correspond to two dif-
the core debris despite the presence of water, ferent descriptions of the progression of core
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Task Statement

degradation in the boiling water reactor coolant definitions could yield numerical differences of
system (RCS). The first, usually attributed to the hundreds of degrees.
MAAP [9] or the MARCH [10] codes, envisages
a degradation scenario rather similar to that Superheat becomes even more difficult to define
observed in the Three Mile Island accident in the case of a molten mixture interacting with
involving a pressurized water reactor. Core solids. The reference temperature for superheat
debris accumulates within a frozen crust. Even- can be taken as the solidus of the melt, the

tually this crust ruptures, the melt spills out, liquidus of the melt, or the melting point of the
fails the lower head probably at a penetration and solid. Interactions of melts with concrete raise
melt cascades into the drywell of the reactor, other possible reference points. The ablation
The second scenario, usually ascribed to the temperature of the concrete [3] could be taken as
BWRSAR code [11], envisages debris being a reference point for defining superheat. Also,
quenched when it falls into the lower plenum of since heat transfer by convection is so important
the reactor vessel. Once all water in the plenum in such systems, a reference temperature could be
has boiled away, the fragmented debris reheats, defined as the temperature at which the viscosity
Materials melt and relocate when temperatures of a two-phase (solid plus liquid) melt is so high
exceed their melting points. The first materials to that heat transfer is predominantly by conduction.
melt are the metals and the metallic melt pene-
trates the reactor head. The liner of the Mark-I Careful discussions were held between one of the

BWR would in this scenario be exposed to authors of this letter report (DAP) and Professor
metallic melt initially. Theofanous on this issue of superheat definition.

It was established that the definition of superheat
Reviewers of the work expressed an interest in a adopted by Theofanous and coworkers is the dif-
comparison of the melt/concrete interaction ference between the liquidus temperature and the
results obtained by Theofanous and coworkers melt temperature. The duration of superheat is
with results that would be obtained with the the time required for the melt to fall to the
CORCON°MOD 3 computer code which is an liquidus the first time. This is the definition
advanced model of core debris interactions with adopted here. Calculations are also reported for
concrete. The task undertaken here is to develop two other definitions for the interests of others.
a probability distribution for the duration of In these other definitions, superheat is defined as:
superheat divided by melt depth using CORCON-
MOD 3. This is to be done for Scenario I above. • The difference between the melt temperature

and the average of the solidus and liquidus,

1.2 Definition of Superheat and

Superheat in a pure system is well defined as the • The difference between the melt temperature
difference between the melt temperature and the and the liner melting point which is taken to
melting point of the material. Superheat is less be 1700 K.
easily defined in a mixture because there is a
temperature range of melting rather than a single In examining results of the audit analysis it
melting temperature. Superheat could be defined should be born in mind that the liquidus temper-
as the temperature above either the liquidus or the ature for superheat calculation is time dependent.
temperature above the solidus. In most metallic The time dependence arises because the liquidus
systems there would not be a vast numerical and solidus temperatures change as the condensed
difference in these two definitions of super- products of concretedecomposition are incorpor-
heat--ca. 20 K. In oxide systems, the two ated into the melt. A schematic diagram of the
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Task Statement

temperature of the melt calculated by CORCON (t*',T_")){'_ time at which the melt temper-
as a function of time is shown in Figure 3.1. ature again reaches the liquidus
Also shown are the liquidus and solidus of the

melt and several important points: (t**,Tl/2) time at which the melt tempera-
ture reaches the numerical average

(to,T O) initial time and melt temperature of the liquidus and solidus
temperatures.

(t*,T_1)) time at which the melt first
reaches the liquidus temperature
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2.0 Objective of the Audit Calculations

The objective of these audit calculations is to - fractionof the zirconiumin the metallicstate
satisfy reviewer concerns about the durationof in the melt initially (to)
superheatused in analysis of probabilityof liner
failure in NUREG/CR-5423 [8]. To do this, a
probability distribution of the duration of Melt depth is related to the volume of melt
superheatis to be developed from predictionsof assumedto be deposited into the drywall by the
theCORCON-MOD3 code consideringas uncer- formula:
raininputs:

D(cm) = 1.83 V(m3) - 10.51
- melt depth (D)

where V is the melt volume. This formula
- initial superheatof the melt (AT) accountsfor holdupof melt in the drywell sumps.
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3.0 Approach Used for the Audit Calculations

The audit analysis was confined to Scenario I as calculations is labelled CV281. Also shown in
described in NUREG/CR-5423 [8]. Scenario I Table 3.1 are results of the calculations.
was selected because it is the scenario most easily
reproduced using the CORCON-MOD 3 com- The results include:
purercode. It is also the scenario that poses the
greatest threat to the integrity of the Mark I liner, t*/D = duration of the superheat using the
The approach adopted to audit the calculations liquidus as the reference temperature
was as follows: for calculation of superheat divided

by the initial, collapsed melt depth.
a. Use CORCON-MOD 3 to perform a set of

calculations of melt/concrete interactions in t*'/D = time at which melt temperature
the Peach Bottom Mark-I boiling water using permanently falls below the liquidus
several fixed values of the uncertain input of the melt (see text below) divided

i parameters, by the initial, collapsed me,t depth.

b. Fit the results of the CORCON calculations to t**/D = duration of the superheat using the
a simple equation using the uncertain inputs as average of the solidus and liquidus as
independent variables, the reference temperature for

superheat divided by the initial,
c. Consider the regression equation found by collapsed melt depth.

fitting the results of the CORCON calcu-
***/Dlations to define the response surface for the t = duration of the superheat using

dependent quantity of interest. 1700 K (approximately the liner
melting point) as the reference

d. Use the response surface to calculate values of temperature for superheat divided by
the dependent variable for randomly selected the initial, collapsed melt depth.
values of the three uncertain independent
variables. Results of the CORCON calculations were fit to

a polynomial expression in the dependent vari-
e. Accumulate results of the calculations (Monte ables (D, and T) using a linear, least-squares,

Carlo calculations) to define the uncertainty regression code. A least squares approach was
distribution of the dependent variable that adopted to avoid excessive parameterization of the
arises from the uncertainties in the polynomial expression and the attendant possi-
independent variables, bility of artificially introducing complexity to the

response surface. Variables considered in the
f. Characterize the calculated distribution for regression were:

the dependent variable so comparisons can be
made to the distribution found in NUREG/ 1. AT 7. e/AT 13. (co/D)2
CR-5423. 2. to 8. AT/D 14. _D

3. D 9. 1/(AT) 2 15. (_D) 2

The specificationsof the calculations done with 4. (AT_2 10. (co/AT)__ 16. ATD
CORCON-MOD 3 are shown in Table 3.1. The 5. (_)" 11. (AT/D) 2 17. 1/D
retained version of CORCON used for these 6. D2 12. to/D 18. (ATD) 2
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Approach

Table 3.1. Matrix of CORCON calculations

J iI ii i i i i ,ill, I i i i i llll, i i r ii i i ...... - ii iIll II I I I I

t*/D from
AT ¢_ D t*/D t*'/D t**/D NUREG/CR-5423

# (K) (-) (cm) (slcm) (slcm) (s/era) t***_ (slcm)
l llll l ]- l llllllml I I IFlrl I l l T; l II ............ II II llllll - l l I I Ill

1 10 0.05 2.3 0.43 0.43 18 112 1

2 150 0.05 2.3 1.3 1.3 7.8 86 6

3 I0 0.40 2.3 0.4 0.4 9.1 47 1

4 10 0.05 20.6 0.3 0.3 27.7 83 1

5 150 0.40 2.3 1.3 0.3 83.5 195 16.5
n,,,,,,,n , , [_ I III I II; I IIIII[III t I I II I J _ 7 sJ iii lllll -7 i i i ii i i I ? : _ i l

6 150 0.05 20.6 4.1 4.1 17.4 141 6

7 I0 0.40 20.6 0.15 38.0 66.7 132 1

8 150 0.40 20.6 1.7 41.0 62.3 147 16.5

9 40 0.14 11.4 1.9 1.9 36.8 139 2

10 40 0.40 11.4 1.3 42 71.8 139 2.5
....... i ii -7 I I i i ill J iiiH i _._ i I il!lll ilililil i ....... m _ )liililli iim IIIIIlilI ill H -

11 10 0.14 20.6 0.26 0.26 34.9 131 1

12 40 0.14 20.6 1.45 1.45 34.1 103 2.0

13 40 0.40 20.6 0.44 40 70 170 2.5

14 150 0.14 11.4 6.1 -- 31.4 173 8.5

15 75 0.14 11.4 2.63 -- 34.2 202 4.5
i jl i ]01l i i i -- i i i _l J iii i1[111 iii iiiiiii ii i i iiii i f ..........

16 75 0.14 20.6 4.75 -- 31.9 139 4.5

17 75 0.40 20.6 0.73 39 70 139 5.5
i i,i ii i ,, i , , ,,, irll,ll,,i i i t_l i . i

AT = initial superheat in melt
= weight fraction Zr

D = pool depth
t*/D = BASE CASE duration of superheat divided by melt depth

t**/D = alternatively defined duration of superheat divided by melt depth
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Approach

* V* >.Selectionoftheusefulvariableswasmadebya suchthatVM s V <VM+ Iand V.ifor
classicF testofvariances.Itisimperativethatit is M. By randomselection,a probabihtyis
beborneinmindthatnophysicalsignificanceis found.TheappropriatevalueofM isselecte.d.
ascribedtoeithertheregressione,quationorthe Inversionof the above formulayieldsthe
functionalformofvariablesusedinthefitting,appropriatevaluefortheindependentvariable
Fittingwasacompletelyempiricalefforttodefine V. ThisMonteCarloselection,ofcourse,has
aresponsesurfacethatcouldberapidlyevaluated tobedoneindependentlyforeachofthethree
intheMonteCarlocalculations, independentvariables.

The distributionfunctionsfortheindependent
variableswere obtainedfrom Professor Valuesoftheresponsefunctioncalculatedfrom
Thcofanous.These functionsare listedin randomlyselectedvaluesoftheuncertaininputs
Table3.2. Verificationorevaluationofthese wereaccumulatedandusedtodefinea distri-

distributionswas nota partofthistask.The butionfunction.An importantissueishow many
functionsareshownasprobabilitydensitiesand MonteCarloevaluationsoftheresponsefunction
cumulativeprobabilityfunctionsinFigures3.2 mustbedonetoderivethedistributionfunction
to3.4. The distributionfunctionsare all fortheresponsetoaprescribedconfidencelevel.

piece-wiseconstantdistributionswhichmakes Theconfidence,C,thataMonteCarlosampleof
statisticallyappropriateMonteCarlosampling sizenspansafractionpoftherangeofvaluesof
easilydone. Assume theseareN rangesof theuncertainquantityisgivenby [14]:
valuesdefinedforthefunction.Eachrangeis
characterizedbyitsendvalues.FortheiIllrange

C - I-npn'l+ (n-l)pn
theendvaluesareVi.IandVi.Theprobability
thata valueiswithintherangeis

For theanalysesreportedheren -_ 70000.
Pr(Vi.Is V < Vi)= P(i). Then,thereisaconfidenceofC - 0.9999thata

sampleofsizen ---70000spans0.9995ofthe
Thentheprobabilityofavaluelessthanorequal
V* rangeoftheuncertainvariable.Valuesobtainedto is: intheMonteCarlocalculationswere"binned"so

thattheresolutionsintheBASE CASE andthe

casewithan alternatedefinitionof superheat
M P(M +I)(V*-VM) describedbelowwere±0.05 and +_0.5s/cm,

Pr(VsV*)= _ P(i)+
i=l VM +1-VM respectively.

NUREG/CR-6025 3-8
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Approach

Table 3.2. Probability distribution functions for the
Independent variables for Scenario i

-vARIABLE: Melt Released ipdfl)" ......................................................

Probability
Total Probability Density Cumulative

Range (m3) In the Range (m"3) Probability

7-9 0.18 0.09 0.18
9-11 0.27 0.135 0.45
11-13 0.45 0.225 0.90
13-15 0.09 0.045 0.99
15-17 0.01 0.005 1.00

VARIABLE: Zirconium Content of the Melt (pdf3)*

Probability
Total Probability Density Cumulative

Range (%) In the Range (-) Probability

0-10 0.10 0.01 0.10
10-20 0.79 0.079 0.89
20-30 0.10 0.01 0.99
30-40 0.01 0.001 1.00

VARIABLE: Initial Superheat (pdf4)*

Probability
Total Probability Density Cumulative

Range (K) In the Range (K'I) Probability

0-25 0.045 0.0018 0.045
25-50 0.636 0.02544 0.681
50-75 0.182 0.00728 0.863
75-100 0.091 0.00364 0.954
100-125 0.036 0.00144 0.990
125-150 0.010 0.0004 1.000

*pdfl, pdf2, and pdf3 are identifiers used in Reference 8
...... , i
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Approach

030 ........................I ..... j .... n.............I 12

MELT VOLUME (m 3)

Figure 3.2. Probability density and cumulative probability for melt released (pdfl)
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Approach

Figure 3.3. Probability density and cumulative probability for zirconium content of the
melt (pdf3)
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4.0 Results

4.1 BASE CASE interactions such as combustible gas generation
and the depth of concrete ablation. CORCON-

The BASE CASE considers superheat to be the MOD 3 models do consider the possibility that an
temperature difference between the melt and the interfacial crust develops in the core debris when
liquidus of the melt. This is the definition of it first contacts concrete. The models, however,
superheat adopted in NUREG/CR-5423. Calcula- have been derived assuming a quasi-steady-state
tions with CORCON-MOD 3 indicate that the temperature distribution exists in the concrete.

melt temperature very rapidly falls to the liquidus Surface cementituous material is assumed to be
temperature. Especially for shallow melts, the identical to bulk concrete and no attempt is made
time required for the melt temperature to drop to to model the spallation of concrete.
the liquidus is so small that results of CORCON
calculations cannot be considered very accurate. A usual time step for CORCON calculations is

about 1 minute. A rule of thumb is that the first

When a high temperature melt first contacts cold 4 or 5 time steps may not be very accurate
concrete, there are highly transient heat transfer because of the initial transient phenomena that are
processes initiated. Experimental evidence not modeled in the code. For the BASE CASE
[12,13] shows that upon first contact and for a calculations, it is during this initial transient that
period of about 1 second there is no visual bulk debris temperatures are predicted to fall to
evidence of interaction. At the end of this the mixture liquidus temperature. The possible

induction period, a spallation event is often inaccuracies ofCORCON predictions during this
observed [12]. Available data [12] suggest that initial period are neglected in the discussion
this spallation event involves the surface, below.
cementitious material to a depth of about 0.4 cm.
At the conclusion of this spallation event, the Results of the CORCON-MOD 3 calculations for
melt begins a more conventional ablative attack the BASE CASE definition of superheat were fit
on the concrete, by linear regression methods to the completely

empirical expression"

Analysis of the initial contact between liquid melt
and cold concrete suggests that the induction 0 < t*/D (s/cm)=-0.107271 + 1.346 x 10-4 (AT)2
period involves the transient freezing of melt and + 979.349 (_/AT) 2

conduction of heat into the concrete, Gases -5.714 x 10-4 (AT/D)2

liberated from the concrete during this initial -24.236 (A/D)2
conduction period do not easily penetrate the still
intact layer of cementituous material. Whether - 3.612 x 10-2 (AD)2
the spallation process is the result of pressuriza- + 3.8464 x 10-3 ATD
tion near the cement-aggregate boundary immedi- - 1.1106 x 10-6 (Atd)2
ately below the surface of the concrete or is the where
result of thermal stresses in the surface layer
remains the object of debate, t = duration of the superheat

It was long ago decided that the contact transient D = depth of the melt
when melt first begins to interact with concrete
need not be modeled in CORCON. This highly AT = initial superheat
transient process contributes little to the major
safety issues associated with core debris--concrete _ = fraction of metallic zirconium
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Results

Predictions obtained with the regression equation purposes of NUREG/CR-5423 the durations of
and predictions of the CORCON code are com- superheat used in the analyses are conservative in
pared in Figure 3.5. The regression equation the sense conservative is used in NUREG/
accounts for about 93 percent of the variance in CR-5423.
the CORCON predictions. The standard error in
the regression equation is 0.66. The error 4.3 Excursions Beyond the Liquidus
amounts to only about 10 percent of the larger
expected values of t*/D. But, for very short The definition of the duration of superheat
durations of superheat, the regression equation is adopted in NUREG/CR-5423 is specifically the
of low accuracy. The inaccuracies of the regres- time after the contact of core debris with concrete
sion equation are similar to inaccuracies in the that the bulk melt temperature first falls below
CORCON model that arise because of phenomena the liquidus temperature. As noted in Table 3.1,
that are not modeled, in some, but not all, CORCON-MOD 3

calculations, the liquidus temperature fell below
The regression equation was taken to define the the melt temperature after the time defined as the
CORCON-MOD 3 response surface. The distri- duration of melt superheat. Eventually, the melt_[C • .

bution of values of t /D caused by uncertainties temperature again fell below the new, lower,
in inputs conceming initial superheat, melt depth liquidus temperature.
and zirconium concentration was determined from
70000 Monte Carlo calculations. The probability The authors do not believe the behavior observed

density of t*/D values is shown as a function of in these calculations is unphysical. It is entirely
t*/D in Figure 3.6. The complementary cumula- possible that melt temperatures could exceed the
tive probability distribution is shown in Figure liquidus temperature as the liquidus is reduced by
3.7. Representative probability densities and condensed products of concrete decomposition.
cumulative probabilities are listed in Table 3.3. Whether it will actually occur as predicted by the

CORCON code is debatable. Since the phenom-
Within the parlance developed in NUREG/ enon did not occur in all calculations, no attempt
CR-5423 particular significance is attached to was made to characterize the times at which the
values of t*/D at complementary cumulative melt finally and permanently fell below the
probabilities of 0.1, 10-2, and 10-3. The liquidus temperature.
uncertainty ranges at various confidence levels for

t*/D values at these critical probabilities were 4.4 Alternate Definition of Superheat
calculated using non-parametric methods [14].

Results are shown in Table 3.4. As discussed in earlier portions of this report,
definitions of superheat different from that

4.2 Conclusions Concerning the BASE adopted in NUREG/CR-5423 are possible. Pre-
CASE ference for one definition over another depends

entirely on the heat transfer models being used to
It cannot be claimed that CORCON is an describe the response of the liner to heating by
especially accurate model for the short initial core debris. That is, a consistent description of
period of interactions of melt with concrete. The superheat is all that is required.
modeling in CORCON is the best now available.
Results obtained with CORCON indicate dura- An analysis is reported here for an alternate
tions of superheat much less than durations of definition of superheat. The alternate definition
superheat found in NUREG/CR-5423. In some is based on taking the average of the time-
cases the differences amount to as much as a dependent liquidus and solidus as the reference
factor of 3. It can be concluded that for the temperature for superheat (of course, yet another
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Results

Table 3.3. Results of BASE CASE Monte Carlo calculations

Probability Complementary
t*/D density cumulative
(s/cm) (cm/s) probabUlty

jl Ill, l l __ L|. fill , s ,,,11.1 l i i i l.llll , llllll,)J fill Hill lllll,l rr lllll, Ill -

0.00 - 0.05 1.327 x 10.2 0.99934
0.05 - 0.10 3.327 x 10.2 0.99767
0.15 - 0.20 1.009 x 10"1 0.98934
0.45 - 0.50 2.925 x 10"1 0.92567
0.50 - 0.55 3.112 x 10"1 0.91011

0.65 - 0.70 3.755 x 10"1 0.85690
0.75- 0.80 4.101 x 10"! 0.81720
0.90 - 0.95 5.123 x 10"1 0.74588
1.05 - 1.10 5.710 x 10"1 0.66099
1.15- 1.20 5.673 x 10"1 0.60373

1.25- 1.30 5.346 x 10"1 0.54918
1.35- 1.40 5.088 x 10"1 0.49753
1.45- 1.50 4.846 x 10"1 0.44947
1.55- 1.60 4.245 x 10"1 0.40579
1.70- 1.75 3.903 x 10"1 0.34450

1.80- 1.85 3.490 x 10"1 0.30808
2.00- 2.05 2.462 x 10"1 0.25120
2.25 - 2.30 1.766 x 10"1 0.20179
2.60- 2.65 1.409 x 10"1 0.15036
3.00 - 3.05 9.589 x 10"1 0.10364

3.70- 3.75 5.776 x 10.2 0.05107
4.40- 4.45 2.841 x 10.2 0.02084
4.80 - 4.85 2.579 x 10.2 0.01035
5.10- 5.15 1.046 x 10.2 0.00526
5.75 - 5.80 5.420 x 10.3 0.00103

NUREG/CR-6025 3-18
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Results

Table 3.4. Critical values of t*/D for the BASE CASE

::: ......... i,, , : r -- i, ,, ii, : ll,l,,i,it, , _J__ :: i i,lllll ,ll ii ,,., , I,Illmr,

Complementary
cumulative Uncertainty range+ for t*/D (s/cm) at a confidence
probability level of ....................

(descriptionIn
NUREG/CR-5423) 50% 90% 95% 99%

........ : ............... : ....... : ........ : -:: : ::.:_ ii i ill

0.5 1.35-1.40 1.35-1.45 1.35-1.45 1.35-1.45
(median)

O.l 3.05-3.lO 3.05-3.15 3.05-3.15 3.05-3.15
(withinknown
trends)

0.01 4.85-4.90 4.80-4.90 4.80-4.90 4.80-4.90
(outside
spectrum
ofreason)

0.001 5.80- 5.85 5.80- 5.85 5.75 - 5.90 5.75 - 5.90
(physically

unreasonable)

+Note that the limit of resolution for these calculation is +0.05 (s/cm).
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alternativeis to takethe liner melting point as the
referencetemperaturefor superheat). Thisdefini- t**/D(s/cm) - 22.835.173.597
tiqn of superheat is of some significance for the
analysis of core debris attack on concrete, Heat - 1278.5 (_AT) +1620.6(1/(AT)2)
transferfrom the bulk melt to the melt interface
with concrete is a combination of conduction and . 5.421 x 10-3 (AT/D)2
convection. As solids precipitate as suspended
crystals in the melt, the melt becomes more -5.563 x 10-3 (ATD)
viscous, A point is reached at which the melt

- 81.661 (l/D)
viscosity is high-enough that heat conduction
predominates over convection as the mechanism
for heat transfer to the interface. For simple where

i
two-phase slurry melts high viscosities develop **
when about 50 percent of the melt is suspended t = durationof the superheat using the
solids. To a crude approximation, thisconcentra- alternative definition of superheat
tion of precipitatedsolidsdevelops whenthe melt
temperature is the average of the liquidus and D = depth of the melt
solidus. This alternate definition of superheat
may be of interest to those analyzing the Mark-I AT = initial superheat
liner issue with differentheat transfermodelsthan
those used in NUREG/CR-5423. _ = fraction of metallic zirconium

The authors emphasize that the discussions below Predictions obtained with the regression equation
do not relate to the analyses done in NUREG/ and predictions obtained with the CORCON code
CR-5423. are compared in Figure 3.8. The regression

equation accounts for more than 90 percent of the
Results obtained with CORCON for the alternate variance in the CORCON predictions. The stan-
definition of superheat are shown in Table 3.1. dard error in the results is 9.95. On a relative
Note that the durations of superheat using the basis this is about the same error as that obtained
average of the liquidus and solidus as the for the BASE CASE calculations.
reference temperature are an order of magnitude
larger than durations obtained when the liquidus The regression equation was taken to define the
is used as the reference temperature. These response surface for CORCON-MOD 3 for the
results should be much less affected by transient alternate definition of superheat. The distribution
phenomena that are not modeled in CORCON. of values of t**/D caused by uncertainties in
The results were fit to the totally empirical initial superheat, fraction of zirconium and melt
regression expression: depth was determined from 70000 Monte Carlo
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Results

calculations. Distributions for the uncertain parameters. Note also in the complementary
inputs were taken to be the same as the distri- cumulative probability distribution that one
butions used for the BASE CASE calculations, parameter (to) is having a _redominant effect on

. . . Sl iS

The probablhtydensity of t /D values is shown the values obtained for t /D. The step-wise
. S_

as a function of t /D in Figure 3.9. The corn- nature of the distribution of this input oarameter"*It

Rlementarycumulative probability distributionof is reflected in the computed values of t /D.
tS

t /D values is shown in Figure 3.10. Selected
values of the probability density and the cumula-
tive probabilityare shown in Table 3.5. Uncertaintyranges for t**/D values at thecritical

probability values of 10"1, 10.2, and 10.3 are
Note that even after 70000 calculations, the shown for variousconfidence levels in Table 3.6.
density distribution exhibits substantial "noise" The uncertainty ranges were found using
for low probability combinations of input non-parametric methods[14].
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Results

Table 3.5. Results of Monte Carlo calculations obtained for

the alternate definition of superheat

Probability Complementary
t**/D density cumulative
(s/cm) (cm/s) probability

2.00 - 2.50 3.429 x 10-4 0.99916
7.50- 8.00 1.571 x 10-3 0.99487

10.00- 10.50 2.200 x 10-3 0.99023
13.50- 14.00 3.771 x 10-3 0.97963
18.50- 19.00 9.657 x 10-3 0.94940

22.00- 22.50 1.588 x 10-2 0.90300
24.50 - 25.00 2.297 x 10-2 0.85100
28.00 - 28.50 4.046 x 10-2 0.74186
29.00- 29.50 4.797 x 10-2 0.69539
30.00- 30.50 5.303 x 10-2 0.64314

31.00 - 31.50 5.311 x 10-2 0.59030
31.50 - 32.00 5.309 x 10-2 0.56376
32.50- 33.00 5.231 x 10-2 0.51281
33.50 - 34.00 5.137 x 10-2 0.46150
34.50- 35.00 5.051 x 10-2 0.41153

35.50- 36.00 5.2914 x 10-2 0.36090
36.50- 37.00 4.8314 x 10-2 0.31226
38.00- 38.50 4.5971 x 10-2 0.24284
39.00- 39.50 4.3114 x 10-2 0.20034
40.00 - 40.50 3.9428 x 10-2 0.16003

41.50 - 42.00 3.0486 x 10-2 0.10936
48.50- 49.00 5.8571 x 10-3 0.04933
53.50- 54.00 4.9714 x 10-3 0.02041
56.00 - 56.50 3.0000 x 10-3 0.01047
60.50 - 61.00 5.7143 x 10-3 0.00514
68.50 - 69.00 4.0000 x 10-3 0.00108
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Table 3.6. Critical Values of t**/D

Complementary Uncertainty range + for t**/D (s/cm) at a confidence
cumulative level of

probability 50% 90% 95% 99%

0.5 33.5- 33.0 33.5- 33.0 33.5 - 33.0 33.5- 33.0

(median)

0.1 42.5 - 42.0 42.5 - 42.0 43.0 - 42.0 43.0 - 42.0

(within known
trends)

0.01 57- 56.5 57 - 56 57 - 56 57- 56
(outside
spectrum

of reason)

0.001 57.5 - 56.5 57.5 - 56.5 57.5 - 56.5 57.5 - 56.5

(physically
unreasonable)

+Note that the limit of resolution for these calculation is +0.50 (s/cm)
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5.0 Summary

The most important result reported here is that A non-parametric method is demonstrated for
durations of superheat used in NUREG/CR-5423 characterizing results of Monte Carlo uncertainty
are conservative, relative to predictions made distributions. This method is applied to
with the CORCON code. That is, longer dura- distributions found for the duration of melt
tions of superheat have been used in the analysis superheat divided by melt depth for two
of liner failure than would be calculated with definitions of melt superheat.
CORCON.
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PART IV:
COMPARISON OF MELTSPREAD-1 CALCULATIONS OF

CORIUM DEPTH NEXT TO THE MARK I LINER
WITH NUREG/CR-5423



Abstract

The MELTSPREAD-1 computer code has been used to calculate the depth of corium next
to the containment steel liner for the three melt release scenarios treated by Theofanous
et. al. in the report, "The Probability of Liner Failure in a Mark-I Containment,"
NUREG/CR-5423. Calculations were carried out for various combinations of released melt
volume, melt superheat, and metallic zirconium content consistent with the probability
density functions specified by Theofanous et. al. Additional calculations were performed
to examine the impact of c:_rtainphenomenological uncertainties currently involved in the
mechanistic prediction of melt spreading, namely the spread angle beyond the pedestal
doorway, immobilization of the spreading materials, and heat losses from the spreading melt.
Maximum corium depths adjacent to the shell were compared directly with Causal Relation
One (CR1) from NUREG/CR-5423. For Scenario I, virtually all of the calculated peak
corium depths lie within the range of CR1 or are conservatively bounded by CR1.
Calculated peak depths exceed the 95 percentile bound of CR1 only for a released melt
volume of about 9 cubic meters. However, the variance from the 95 percentile bound is
small such that the depths do not differ by a significant amount. For both the peak release
and averaged release variants of Scenario II, the calculated peak corium depths next to the
liner are conservatively bounded by CR1. More specifically, for melt release conditions that
correspond to the most probable values of the Scenario II probability density functions, the
melt is calculated to freeze short of contacting the liner such that the peak depth is zero.
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1.0 Introduction

An assessment of the threat to the Mark melt spreading, molten core-concrete
I containment liner integrity in the event interaction, and containment liner thermal
of melt release into the drywell during a attack, numerous conservative assumptions
postulated station blackout accident has were introduced. To account for
recently been carried out by Professor T. uncertainties in the melt release
G. Theofanous and co-workers in the conditions, probability density functions
study, "l'he Probability of Liner Failure in were defined covering a range of released
a Mark-I Containment," NUREG/CR- melt mass, zirconium metal content, and
5423. The Theofanous study defined two released melt superheat. The melt
classes of melt release from the reactor spreadingbehavior was described in terms
vessel by drawing upon the predictions of of a "causalrelation" designated as Causal
two differing in-vessel melt progression Relation One (CR1). This causal relation
analysis methodologies, namelythe MAAP is given by two curves providing as a
code (rapid melt release with mainly function of melt volume released from the
oxidic content) and the Oak Ridge models vessel the corium depths next to the liner
(prolonged release with high initial metal corresponding to the 95 and 5 percentile
content). The two classes of melt release values of a normal probability distribution
were termed Scenario I and Scenario ii, for the corium depth. Different CRls
respectively. For Scenario II, two subcases were specified by Theofanous et. al. for
were defined corresponding to melt Scenarios I and II. However, for the peak
release over a prolonged time at the release and averaged release variants of
average release rate ("averaged release" Scenario II, the same CR1 was used.
variant) and the release of a portion of Also, for each scenario, CR1 as quantified
the melt during the prolonged release at a by Theofanous et. al. depended only upon
temporarily greater peak release rate the melt volume released from the vessel
("peak release" variant). The study and not upon other conditions such as the
investigated the effects of water being released melt superheat or zirconium
present inside the containment drywell for content. Two other causal relations were
the alternative situations of a dr)well floor also defined to describe the melt
flooded with water up to the spillover interactions with the concrete substrate as
level into the vent pipes leading to the well as overlying water and melt
suppression pool (i.e., "wet" containment) interactions with the liner.
and a "dry" floor without water.

Assuming that liner failure corresponds to
For the combination of each scenario and thermal meltthrough, Theofanous et. al.
drywell flooding condition, a probabilistic calculated conditional probabilities for
methodology was employed to arrive at liner failure with a flooded drywell of 6 x
the containment conditional failure 10"s for Scenario I and 1.2 x 10.4 or 3.5 x
probability in the event of melt release 10.6 for the two Scenario II variants.
into the dr)well. In order to render These numbers correspond to "physically
tractable the complex interrelated unreasonable", /ents on the probability
phenomena associated with melt release, scale that was used. In contrast, for the
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case of a dry containment, conditional carried out at the request of Professor
failure probabilities of i (Scenario I) and Theofanous were included in Appendix G
0.63 (Scenario If) characterized as "a to NUREG/CR.5423.
virtualcertainty"were obtained. However,
in the dry case, Professor Theofanous As is the case with any code, a number of
noted that his approach "may prove to be idealizations and approximations have
unduly conservative in nt_t recognizing been introduced in formulating the
certain (unknown as yet) mitigating modeling incorporated into
aspects of the complex phenomenology." MELTSPREAD.1.

A computer code, MELTSPREAD.1, has This reflects, in part, the current level of
been developed at Argonne National uncertainties associated with the
Laboratoryunder Electric Power Research calculation of spreading-related processes.
Institute (EPRI) sponsorship to calculate Table 4.1 summarizes the major
the transient spreading of core and assumptions made in MELTSPREAD-I
structural materials inside reactor together with an evaluation of how they
containments (Farmer, Sienicki and impact upon the results of the present
Spencer, 1990). This mechanistic code analysis. Additional information on the
incorporates models for the basic modeling incorporated in
processes involved in the spreading of MELTSPREAD-1 and the numerical
reactor materials over a steel or concrete solution methodology can be found in the
substrate (e.g., Figure 4.1). The code papers of Farmer, Sienicki and Spencer
currentlyaccounts for: gravity-drivenflow; (1990) as well as a forthcoming EPRI
melt freezing, immobilization, and code report.
remelting; concrete heatup,
decomposition, and gas release; concrete The current analysis involves the use of
melting, entrainment, and intermixing with MELTSPREAD-1 to mechanistically
the spreading meltl enhancement of heat calculate the depth of corium next to the
transfer to overlying water or underlying liner for the melt release scenarios
concrete due to sparging decomposition specified by Theofanous et. al. The
gases; chemical oxidation of melt metallic calculated depths are directly compared
constituents; spreading of melt over with CR1 for each scenario. The results
previously spread material; and two- of the present study thus provide a basis
dimensional heatup of the liner due to gas for confirming the conservatisms
sparging-driven forced convection and incorporatedinto CR1 or indicatingwhere
impingement heat transfer from spreading potential variances from CR1 are
melt adjacent to the liner. Two calculated.
MELTSPREAD- 1 calculations previously
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-I

I II I I III I J III I ..... IIII I IIIlll III [I IIIJll - Ill I - I Illllll

Assumption Evaluation
..... .... IIII I III I/ ..... .............. Ilnll

Spreading is modeled within a pre- The degree of approximation introduced
J scribed one-dimensional channel defined by this assumption is dependent, among

on the drywell floor. Circular other things, upon how well the one-
nodalization of pedestal; constant dimensional channel approximates the
spreading angle between pedestal actual flow. The assumed flow con-
doorway and liner; and flow through the figuration is qualitatively consistent with
remainder of the drywell annulus are water spreading experiments of
assumed for Mark I configuration. Theofanous et. al. conducted in a 1:10

scale Mark I geometry. Good agreement
was obtained between MELTSPREAD-1
and measurements of transient water
depth at various locations in these tests.

'No_nal Spreadi'ngangle of 90 degrees ...... Tlaeoreticallanalysis by Mo0dy prediicts
assumed for melt exiting pedestal door- spreading angle of 106 degrees for melt
way and spreading between pedestal approaching doorway with negligible
doorway and liner, inertia. In general, spreading angle

should decrease as velocity of melt
approaching doorway increases or depth
upstream of doorway decreases. Spread-
ing angles as low as 55 degrees observed
in water spreading experiments of
Theofanous et. al. conducted in 1:10
scale Mark I geometry. A MELT-
SPREAD-1 parameter variation was
performed assuming a spreading angle of
55 degrees.

Heat transfer downward into the sub- ...... Sideward erosion of sumps 0r cavities
strate and immobilized solid material is eroded into the substrate is excluded by
modeled with local, one-dimensional, this assumption which is expected to be
transient finite difference calculations, good when a limited amount of substrate
Multidimensonal heat transfer effects are erosion occurs. As a consequence of the
neglected inside the substrate and omission of sideward erosion, downward
immobilized material, erosion may be overestimated, although

the eroded volume is probably under-
estimated. This would underestimate
melt retention in an enlarged sump
volume.

i iiHIi i , H . al i .i..i .,,J, i
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-I (Cont'd.)

..... . , ,, , , _,,,, , _!,H,, ,, ' 'I" _,'l,_l !r,f.,' 1 111'I I n P_I"_I IIII l l'lll I " : .,-,-, ': ...... .

Assumption Evaluation
ii - --_ II ._. - IIIIIIU I _ IIII Z: _ IIIII I f _ ! II I I [ I IIIIII III I] _[[: L _::

Transient, one-dimensional heat con- This is expected to provide an adequate
duction is calculated below the concrete treatment of local transient gas release
erosion front which is assumed to from the concrete. The onset of gas
correspond to the concrete liquidus release lags in time behind the passage
temperature. Release of free water, of the leading edge of the spreading melt
bound water, and carbon dioxide are and is followed by high transient gas
assumed to occur at five distinct fluxes.

temperatures below the concrete solidus
(Figure 1.1).

The melt Veiocity and temperature are For laminar creeping flowsi'a laminar ............
assumed uniform over the one-dimen- profile will exist across the layer thick-
sional cross section of the spreading melt ness. Frictional and heat transfer terms
layer, are formulated in terms of mean layer

velocity and temperature such that actual
axial profile is not required. Due to
multidimensional effects, local thickness
could vary somewhat across lateral extent
of melt, but spreading in lateral
directions will tend to reduce such
variations.

Interfacial fraction between the spreading The treatment of interfacial friction is
melt and the substrate is modeled with expected to be adequate for the present
standard engineering correlations for analysis where spreading is limited much
laminar and turbulent open channel flow more by melt freezing than by frictional
over a surface characterized by an effects. A lower transitional Reynolds
equivalent sand roughness. The laminar- number could either increase or decrease
to-turbulent transition is assumed to the heat losses from the melt depending
occur at a Reynolds number of 2300, upon the melt Prandtl number which
while open channel flow data show a determines whether the turbulent or
transitional range of 500 to 2000. A sand laminar forced convection heat transfer
roughness of zero is assumed in the coeficient is larger.
present analysis.

II I IL I
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-I (Cont'd.)

Assumption Evaluation
I I I II

Downward melt-to-substrate heat transfer Bradley has noted that the leading coef-
coefficient assumed to be superposition ficient in his correlation should be set to
of Bradley bubbling natural convection 0.29 rather than 0.53 as assumed in
coefficient and laminar/Dittus-Boelter MELTSPREAD-1. He also noted that a
forced convection coefficients dependent recent independent analysis over a wider
upon whether local Reynolds number ex- range of oxide compositions and
ceeds critical value for onset of turbu- temperatures yielded leading coefficients
lence. The forced convection heat somewhat above 0.29. Slag thermal
transfer coefficient neglects the thermal resistance effects will decrease the forced
resistance effects of concrete slag at the convection heat flux. A MELTSPREAD-
melt-concrete interface. 1 parameter variation was performed

with the downward heat transfer

coefficient reduced by a factor of 0.50
together with the upward heat transfer
coefficient.

Upward melt-to-water heat transfer Melt viscosity or non-Newtonian flow
encompasses the full boiling curve effects could retard the passage of gas
through film, transition, and nucleate through the upper surface thereby
boiling. The film boiling heat transfer reducing the area enhancement effects.
coefficient includes effects of thermal This would decrease the upward heat
radiation, conduction, and coolant losses resulting in greater spreading
subcooling. The upper surface area over extents than are calculated.
which film boiling occurs is assumed to
be increased by gas bubbles passing
through the surface.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-1 (Cont'd.)

Assumption Evaluation ]
i i iii i

Upward melt-to-water and melt-to-atmos- Crust formation will lower the upper
phere heat transfer coefficients neglect surface temperature at which energy
crust formation at the upper surface, radiates from the spreading layer. Crusts
The melt layer bulk temperature is will also impede the passage of gas
assumed in calculating heat transfer at through the surface decreasing the effects
the upper surface, of gas sparging-induced area enhance-

ment further reducing upward heat
losses. This will result in greater
spreading extents than calculated. A
MELTSPREAD-1 parameter variation
was performed with the melt-to-water
heat transfer coefficient multiplied by a
factor of 0.50 (together with the melt-to-
substrate heat transfer coefficient). A
second variation involved multiplication
of the nominal melt-to-water heat

transfer coefficient by a factor of 0.25
with the downward coefficient multiplied
by 0.50.

When water is absent, radiative heat This assumption is irrelevant to the
transfer from the spreading material to present analysis in which the drywell is
the liner and other overlying structures is always wet.
neglected.

Immobilized solid material is nodal- ized This assumption affects the continued
in the axial direction and not permitted relocation of solidified material that
to commence further relocation until the subsequently heats up and remelts. A
node temperature exceeds the solidus molten mass that forms inside a mound
and there remain no overlying solid of immobilized material is not permitted
nodes, to break out as the result of localized

failure of the constraining "crucible"
boundary. This assumption has no
impact upon the calculation of depths
next to the liner in the present analyses.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-1 (Cont'd.)

Assumption Evaluation
ii i i i

Chemical reacuon rates are assumed Slower rates would be expected to result
limited by rate of gas release from in slightly lesser spreading extents/
concrete. Zr, Cr, and Fe oxidize in greater depths than calculated.
sequence.

Condensed phase chemical reactions At temperatures below 2000 to 2200 K,
involving oxides from the concrete and reaction of silica with zirconium can
the released melt such as that between result in an increase in the chemical
silica and zirconium are ignored, energy release and dec,'ease in the gas

flux from the melt layer upper surface.
This would tend to increase the
spreading extent. For temperatures
above 2000 to 2200 K, opposite trends
(i.e., less energy release, greater gas
fluxes at the upper surface) can be the
result. Parameter variations were

performed with greater chemical energy
releases intended to bound the effects of
condensed phase reactions.

Newtonian melt flow is assumed. The Although completely molten core
Ishii-Zuber effective viscosity enhance- materials are expected to flow as
ment is assumed for the flow of slurries. Newtonian fluids, binary metal alloy

mixtures and core-concrete mixtures
exhibit non-Newtonian behavior below

the liquidus. In this slurry regime, the
melt can be described with an effective

viscosity, but this viscosity is shear rate
dependent. Due to non-Newtonian
effects, melt undergoing freezing could
exhibit a greater resistance to flow than
assumed in analysis resulting in lesser
spreading extents/greater depths than
calculated.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-1 (Cont'd.)

,,, ,

Assumption Evaluation
,, in i llnl i , i i,m.,, ,,, ,, , lllm' ,

Solid volume fraction of each phase is Non-linear relationships between solid
assumed to increase continuously fraction and temperature describe binary
between liquidus and solidus, metal alloys under non-equilibrium con-

ditions. The impact of this assumption
upon the present analysis is probably
minor compared with non-Newtonian
slurry effects.

Non-Newtonian flow effects upon heat Non-Newtonian behavior is expected to
transfer from the spreading melt and the affect heat losses from the melt as well
interactions of gases passing through the as the dynamics of gas bubbles inside the
melt are ignored, melt. While a reduction in heat losses

relative to those assumed in the present
analysis tending to greater spreading
extents/lesser depths is the initial expec-
tation, this aspect of non-Newtonian
behavior is currently regarded as an area
of uncertainty.

i iiii i iii i ii iii iii

Liquidus and solidus temperatures of Actual liquidus and solidus temperatures
oxide and metal phases are assumed to are composition dependent and will vary
remain constant throughout calculation due to the addition of concrete erosion

products into the melt and chemical re-
actions. Addition of concrete

constituents will decrease the liquidus
and solidus temperatures tending to
increase the local melt superheat above
the liquidus. This will result in greater
spreading extents than calculated.
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-I (Cont'd.)

Assumption Evaluation [
ii i i ii i

Scenario I substoichiometric U-Zr-O Examination of U-Zr-O quasibinary
melts are assumed to freeze over a broad equilibrium phase behavior reveals that
temperature range with a linear rela- the melt consists of immiscible mainly
tionship between specific enthalpy and oxidic and mainly metallic phases. The
temperature over the freezing range, mainly oxidic phase freezes at a temper-

ature of about 2400 C and the mainly
metallic phase freezes at about 1900 C.
The prescence of other materials in the
melt will give rise to the formation of
eutectics such that uncertainty must be
attached to the actual freezing ranges.
Freezing of oxide over a narrower range
at 2400 C will tend to sustain higher
temperatures resulting in increased heat
losses. This is expected to result in lesser
spreading extents/greater depths than
calculated.

Calculation of crust formation upon solid This is not expected to be a significant
surfaces neglects decay heat generation approximation in the present analysis. It
inside crusts, becomes more important as the thickness

of the crust increases.
L,
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Table 4.1. Summary of Major Assumptions Incorporated into
MELTSPREAD-I (Cont'd.)

, ," , i,,i ,,, ,, L ,,, , ' ' , " ,i,,, i l,,'l 'l l, "' ' , , ,, , ,, ,,,,,, " ,, -: ' ,

Assumption Evaluation
I II I Ill I Ill II,I I _ I I I Illll IJl J Ill I I lillIil I I I I I I[ I ] Illlll I I " Ill I II I Ill I Ill

Mass and enthalpy equations are The numerical scheme will give rise to
formulated numerically using an Euler- so-called "Eulerian mixing" effects which
ian finite difference scheme in which will tend to artificially equilibr, _e melt
convective terms are differenced by mass depths and temperatures more rapidly
of the donor cell differencing approach, than purely physical process. The degree

of approximation introduced by Eulerian
mixing depends upon the shape of the
depth and temperature profiles as well as
the numerical grid cell size. Any
Eulerian code using donor cell differ-
encing will give rise to this artificial
mixing that tends to somewhat reduce
the peak calculated melt depths and
temperatures. In the calculation by
MELTSPREAD-1 of a one-dimensional
"dam break" problem for which an
analytical solution is available, the time
dependent propagation of the advancing
and receding fronts was underpredicted
by no more than 6 percent.

Momentum equation for spreadingmelt The non-conservative form is employed
is formulated numerically using an such that the melt velocities and depths
Eulerian scheme in which the non- satisfy Bernoulli's law in the limit of
conservative form of the momentum negligible frictional resistance. This is
equation is differenced, the correct relationship for spreading

flows.
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2.0 Objectives

The objectives of this work aze to directly
compare the results of MELTSPREAD-1
code calculations of the corium depth next
to the liner with CR1 from NUREG/CR-
5423 for consistent conditions of melt
release from the reactor vessel.
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3.0 MELTSPREAD.I Input Conditions

The assessment of Theofanous et. al. in Table 4.5 were assumed by Theofanous
treats the released melt volume, melt et. al. These same release rates were also
superheat, and metallic zirconiumfraction used as nominal values in the
as uncertain quantities characterized by MELTSPREAD-1 calculations. For
probability density functions (pdfs). In Scenario I, a calculation was additionally
general, the pdfs defined by Theofanous performed for a higher release rate of 6.5
et. al. have the shape of piecewise cubic meters per minute equal to the
constant functions. MELTSPREAD-1 release rate used to scale one of the

input conditions were specified based on simulant material spreading experiments
combinations of melt volume, superheat, documented in NUREG/CR-5423.
and zirconium content that are possible
according to the pdfs as described in this The chemical composition of the released
section, melt is also required as input to

MELTSPREAD-1. The metallic
For each of the three scenarios, Tables 4.2 zirconium content by itself does not
through 4.4 show the ranges of possible provide sufficient information to
volume, superheat, and zirconium fraction determine the composition. In specifying
corresponding to the values for which the the melt composition, it was sought to
pdfs are nonzero. Also included in Tables maintain consistency with NUREG/CR-
4-2 through 4.4 are the central values of 5423 to the greatest extent possible.
the most probable segments of the pdfs. Fortunately, such compositions were
The central most probable values thus specified by Theofanous et. al. in the
obtained for each scenario were used to course of carrying out core-concrete
define nominal release conditions for the interaction calculations used to construct
MELTSPREAD-1 calculations. Causal Relation Two providing the
Calculations were also performed using superheat duration time for melt next to
other values within the range of each pdf. the liner. Based upon Table 5.5 of
Typically, the lower or upper end of the NUREG/CR-5423, the melt compositions
range was used. These calculations serve corresponding to specific zirconium
to determine the extent of variation of the contents shown in Table 4.6 were obtained
melt depth within the pdf range. Of and used in the MELTSPREAD-1
course, a very low probability is attached calculations. It is noted that the
to end-of-range release conditiotts in compositions i: Table 4.6 include the
NUREG/CR-5423. lower end, center of the most probable

segment, and upper end compositions
In order to mechanistically calculate the associated with the zirconium content
spreading of melt, additional information probability density function. For each
concerning the melt release must be composition, MELTSPREAD-1 requires
specified for each scenario. The rate of the specification of liquidus and solidus
release of melt into the pedestal is of temperatures. The liquidus and solidus
particular importance. In quantifying CR1 temperatures input to the code were
for each scenario, the release rates shown obtained from phase diagrams and have
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also been included in Table 4.6. sumps. Thus, melt must first fill up and
overflow the sump volume before

All calculations were carried out for the spreading over the surrounding pedestal
geometry of the Peach Bottom 2 and 3 concrete floor commences. This
Mark I units to maintain consistency with assumption is equivalent to assuming that
NUREG/CR-5423 which considered only meltthrough of the sump cover plates
the Peach Bottom plant. Figure 4.2 shows occurs immediately upon contact with the
the nodalization of the spreading channel melt first released from the vessel.
employed for most of the calculations of
the present comparison. It is necessary to In Scenario ILl,Theofanous et. al. assumed
define more than one node inside the that the sump covers survive such that the
pedestal to distinguish between the sump sumps are inaccessible to the debris. In
which is initially covered with carbon steel concert with this assumption, it was
plates and the surrounding concrete assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 that the
pedestal floor. The large node in the sump volume remains inaccessible
central region of the pedestal is a throughout the Scenario II calculations.
representation of the in-pedestal sump As released melt collects inside the
region. A single sump node is used in pedestal, it is thus assumed to first spread
order to uniformly rqstribute the arriving over the intact steel sump covers and then
melt over the full extent of the sump as spread over the surrounding concrete
would be the result of vigorous splashing floor.
of the impinging melt stream(s) relocating
from the reactor vessel lower head. The In Scenario I and the averaged release
sumps can potentially retain a portion of variant of Scenario II, melt is assumed
the released melt that would otherwise be released at a constant release rate until

available to spread over the surrounding the total released volume is attained.
pedestal floor. The concrete composition However, some elaboration is required
is taken to be a limestone-common sand concerning the peak release variant of
variety consistent with the limestone- Scenario II. As discussed by Theofanous
common sand concrete used in the Peach et. al., the peak release here follows an
Bottom units, initial slower release phase during which 8

cubic meters is released at a lower rate of

In modeling the sump region, assumptions -- 0.15 cubic meter per minute. This
about melt flow and retention inside the characteristic of the release behavior was
sumps were made that are consistent with confirmed through a telephone conver-
those made by Theofanous et. al. in their sation with Professor Theofanous
quantification of CR1. In particular, for (Theofanous, July 23, 1992). Therefore,
Scenario I, Theofanous et. al. assumed the MELTSPREAD-1 calculations for the
that 5.75 cubic meters of melt always fills peak release case of Scenario II model
the sump volume. Accordingly, it was this sequential release of melt over two
assumed in the MELTSPREAD-1 phases. Specifically, a volume of 8 cubic
calculations for Scenario I that the sumps meters is first released at a rate of 0.15
constitute an open sunken volume equal cubic meter per minute followed by a
to 5.75 cubic meters and that all melt variable volume of melt at the peak
released from the vessel collects inside the release rate of 0.70 cubic meter per
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minute. It is noted here that pdfl in limit of small release rates. Consequently,
NUREG/CR-5423 is formulated in terms a case involving an assumed spreading
of the volume released only at the peak angle of 55 degrees is thought to be more
rate rather than the total volume while relevant to Scenario I than Scenario II.
CR1 is plotted versus the total released
volume from both phases. MELTSPREAD-1 nominally assumes that

the resistance to flow of a spreading melt
Several calculations were performed in slurry increases rapidly as the proportion
which the values of certain parameters of solid in the slurry approaches unity.
which relate to the melt spreading Experiment data suggests that for many
dynamics were varied in order to cover systems a large resistance to flow is
current uncertainties in the parameters, encountered at solid fractions ranging
The specific parameters are: between 0.4 and 0.7. To account for

uncertainties in spreading melt
i) the angle of spread of the melt as immobilization, a 0.5 solid volume fraction

it exits the doorway leading from giving rise to a greatly enhanced flow
the pedestal to the drywell annulus; resistance was used as well as the nominal

1.0 value.
ii) the melt slurrysolid fraction below

which the melt immobilizes due to The downward melt-to-substrate heat
a greatly enhanced resistance to transfer coefficient in MELTSPREAD-1
flow; and consists of the sum of a coefficient

accounting for forced convection
iii) the heat transfer coefficients for horizontal flow and a bubble agitation

upward and downward heat losses naturalconvection coefficient. The forced
from the spreading melt. convection horizontal flow heat flux does

not nominally account for the effects of a
Table 4.7 shows the nominal values film of melted concrete slag between the
assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 for the spreading melt and remaining underlying
parameters and the variations carried out. solid concrete. Instead, the slag is

assumed immediately entrained by the
spreading flow. In contrast, the bubble

The UCSB simulant material spreading agitation coefficient does incorporate the
experiments documented in NUREG/CR- slag resistance. The effects of a slag film
5423 revealed spreading patterns during spreading are currently uncertain.
indicative of spreading angles as large as For non-spreading molten core concrete
90 degrees and as low as 55 degrees as the interactions, the thermal resistance posed
melt exits the drywell doorway, by the slag film has been estimated to
Accordingly, the spreading angle was reduce the downward heat flux by about
varied from the value of 90 degrees 50 percent (Bradley, 1988). To cover the
nominally assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 potential uncertainties associated with slag
to 55 degrees. It is expected that the thermal resistance effects, the downward
spreading angle is related to the melt heat transfer coefficient was varied
release rate such that an angle of 90 through a 50 percent reduction.
degrees is a very good assumption in the
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MELTSPREAD-1 calculates upward heat with the downward heat transfer
transfer from the spreading melt layer coefficient. For Scenario I, an additional
using the bulk melt layer temperature. A vairation is also carried out with the
distinct upper surface temperature is not upward heat transfer coefficient reduced
calculated. As melt spreads, the heat by 75 percent.
transfer phenomena at the upper surface
typically involve film boiling. At the In formulating Casual Relation 2
temperatures characteristic of Scenario I, characterizingthe melt superheat duration
thermal radiation effects from the melt next to the liner, Theofanous et. al.
upper surface to the water predominate, comervatively limited upward heat losses
If crust segments form at the melt upper from the melt to coolant to upper limits of
surface and substantiallycover the surface, 1.5 and 1.0 Megawatts per square meter
then the appropriate temperature for for Scenarios I and Ii, respectively. The
radiation would be the temperature at the upward heat losses nominally calculated
top of the crust segments. If the segments with MELTSPREAD-1 for Scenario I
are thin as they would be if sparging gases often exceed these values. As noted
cause the crusts to break up and to be above, an additional Scenario I parameter
entrained into the bulk layer, then this variation was also performed in which the
temperature would be expected to upward heat transfer coefficient in
approximately equal the crust freezing MELTSPREAD-1 was reduced by 75
temperature. An estimate of the range percent and the downward heat transfer
over which radiant film boiling heat coefficient coincidentally reduced by 50
transfer might be reduced due to crusting percent. This variation results in upward
is thus give by the ratio, heat fluxes bounded by the limits

considered by Theofanous et. al. and thus
r.o_,[ serves to determine the effects of the

Tb_, J' conservative upward heat loss assumptions
made in NUREG/CR-5423 upon the

In Scenario I, the bulk temperature
initially exceeds the oxide liquidus corium depth adjacent to the liner.
temperature of 2670 degrees Kelvin by a
most probable range with a central value Parameter variations were performed in
of 37 degrees Kelvin. Using this value for which the chemical energy release within
the bulk temperature together with an the layer was increased to encompass the
oxide solidus temperature of 2170degrees energeti_ effects of condensed phase
Kelvin, a fourth power temperature ratio chemical reactions. MELTSPREAD-1
of 0.4 is calculated. Thus, the upward nominally calculates the successive
heat flux might be 60 percent lower due to oxidation of zirconium, chromium, and
the formation of thin crust segments. For iron by water vapor and carbon dioxide
those melt compositions with a solidus liberated through heatup and
temperature of 1970 degrees Kelvin, a decomposition of the concrete substrate.
reduction ratio of 0.3 is obtained. In the For example, the zirconium oxidation

reactions are
present analysis, parameter variations are
performed for both Scenarios I and II with
the upward melt-to-water heat transfer Zr + 2H20--ZrO2 + 2H2 (4-1)
coefficient reduced by50 percent together + 6.7 MJ/Kg of Zr
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Zr + 2CO 2-- 2CO + 2CO (4-2) composition, the reactions represented by
+ 5.8 MJ/Kg of Zr. Equation 4 through 6 are limited by the

rate of silica addition to the melt layer.
The oxidation rate is assumed limited by The fractional increase in the energy
the gas release rate from the concrete. At release relative to that calculated solely
temperatures below about 2000 to 2200 with Equations 1 and 2 is given by
degrees Kelvin, silica in the concrete slag
formed by concrete erosion can also (4.7)
interact with zirconium giving rise to %_,I.2MJ/Kg

additional energy release. In particular, W.,o_6.TMJ/Kg.wco2_S.SMJ/Kgthe reaction, • ZM,_ co2

Zr + SiOz--ZrOz + Si (4-3)
+ 2.0 MI/Kg of Zr, where

can produce metallic silicon. For the ws_,, - mass fraction of silica in
present analysis, this and other associated concrete,

reactions that could increase the energy = 0.288,
release are considered. The silicon can

react with carbon monoxide to form w.,o = mass fraction of free and
silicon carbideand carbon dioxide through bound water in concrete,

the reaction, - 0.062,

Si + 2CO-. SiC + CO2 (4-4) Wco2 = mass fraction of carbon
+ 8.7 MJ/Kg of Si. dioxide in concrete,

- 0.218,
The COz formed may further react with
zirconium through Equation 4-2 that is Mz, = molar weight of zirconium,

rewritten here as = 91.224,

1/2 Zr + COz -. 1/2 ZrOz (4-5) M.2o --- molar weight of water vapor,
+ CO + 9.5 MJ/Kg of Si. = 18.0152,

From the viewpoint of energetics, the net Moo2 --- molar weight of carbon
effect of Equations 4-3 through 4-5 may dioxide,
be represented by

- 44.0098.

3/2 Zr + SiO2 + CO-. (4-6)
3/2 ZrO2 + SiC + 1.2 MJ/Kg of SiOz. This ratio is presently evaluated to have a

value of 1.4. Thus, the condensed phase

The limestone aggregate-common sand reactions might increase the energy
concrete composition assumed in the release by as much as 140 percent. In

'Scalculations _ shown in Table 4.8. For view of this, the energetics effects of
the relative proportions of silica and condensed phase reactions was investi-
carbon dioxide corre-sponding to this gated by increasing the energy release
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from zirconium-gas phase reactions two reduction together with a coincident
(Equations 4.-1 and 4-2) by a factor of 2.4. reduction in the melt-to-substrate heat
This enhancement to the chemical energy transfer coefficient were assumed so that
release is expected to constitute an upper the results could be compared with those
bound to the possible increase associated obtained from a case involving the
with condensed phase reactions, parameter variations in the heat transfer

coefficients by themselves.
Equation 4.2 creates one mole of carbon
monoxide for each mole of carbon dioxide In all cases, drywell was assumed to be
liberated from the concrete. The net flooded with water in all calculations
effect of Equation 4-6 is to destroy one consistent with the quantification of CR1
mole of carbon monoxide for each mole by Theofanous et. al. The d_ell
of silicon carbide formed. This will conditions shown in Table 4.9 were
reduce the molar flux of gas leaving the assumed in the present comparison. The
melt layer upper surface relative to that drywell pressure was taken to be 0.3
entering at the bottom surface. For this Megapascal based upon the results of a
reason, a Scenario I case involving BWRSAR calculation for a short-term
anenhanced energy release was also station blackout sequence in Peach
calculated with the melt-to-water heat Bottom (Hodge, 1991).
transfer coefficient reduced. A factor of
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Table 4.2. Range of Melt Release Conditions for Scenario 1 Obtained
from Probability Density Functions of NUREG/CR-5423

i i _ iiii i i i i i iiiii i

Melt Release Condition Low End Center of Most Top End
of Range Probable Segment of Range

I1' I1! I ]_ II IIII'll]]lllll I1[ __ '1 1_

Released Melt Volume, rrl3 7 12 i7

Released Melt Superheat, K .... 0 37 151J'

Zirconium Content, wt %' 0 15 40
...... im ii .... if ilml i,,,,

i

Table 4.3, Range of Melt Release Conditions for Scenario 11 Peak
Release Obtained from Probability Density Functions of NUREG/CR.5423

- " " ...... i - : - : ,T

Melt Release Condition Lower End Center of Most Top End
of Range Probable Segment of Range

.... illl [ I ] lift I i I1_11[I J ........ 1 iiiiii IT III II IIII [[ IIIHIJII llFIIlllllillhllll _]

Released Melt Volume ('), m3 7 10 15
...... i i i,,,,,,,,,,r,| i i i if,,, ,, c,,

Released Melt Superheat, K 50 87 150
,,,m , i __ I",'l I I 1 I "' I ,Ul I Ht

Zirconium Content, wt % 10 25 50
........ m_j I I Ill .[ I _ I Ijl ] I I II [ ]l I Illll I IIf IIIIII _[L? r: "IIIIIIPF'

a) Incremental volume released only at the peak release rate.

Table 4.4. Range of Melt Release Conditions for Scenario II Averaged
Release Obtained from Probability Density Functions of NUREG/CR.5423

I [111 IIIIII I _7: _ _ ?] ( ..... Illllll III S I

Melt Release Condition Lower End Center of Most ............"FopEnd
of Range Probable Segment of Range

I t II .... Ill I IIIII IIII II1-[ I I _{ II IIlIIIII - t[lllll _ :1 I[I I [I I II IIIIIIIIIII1[1111111

_ . II . l ..... I /11111111_[I I 3 _/ I IReleased Melt Volume, m 16 30 32

Released Melt s'uperheat, K...... 50 ....... 8;7..... 150

Zirconium content, wt% 10 ' 25 ' 50
t ! I I1 ._ _11 ICUI I I I .......... ,Jill ii i i ................... J| __, ....... ;;, I IIII
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Table 4.5. Melt Release Rates Obtained from NUREG/CR-5423 and
Assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 Calculations

Release Scenaxio Release Rate,
m3/min

,,,,, ' ii [' i ill i ill, i ii ,, i ,,

Scenario I 4.0
, , ,, , ,,, , , , ,, ,, ,, , ,.

Scenario II Peak Release 0.7

Scenario II Averaged Release 0.15
,,,, ,, ,,,,

Table 4.6 Released Melt Composition Corresponding to
Zirconium Fraction Obtained from NUREG/CR.5423 and
Freezing Range Assumed in MELTSPREAD.1 Calculations

Scenario Zirconium Composition Solidus Liquidus
Content, wt wt % Temperature, Temperature,

% UO2/Zr/ZrO2/Fe/Cr K K
/Ni

..... 30o/o//' '.... "Scenario I 0 67/0/3 2822 2835

Scenario I " 15 ' 70/i5/i"5/0/0/0 2170 2670

Scenario I 30 70/30/0/0/0/0 1970 ..... 2670

Scenario I 40 60/40/0/0/0/0 1970 2670 ..........
i ii i iiii i I1 ill i11 i iiii ii iiiii ii i

Scenario II 10 18/10/0/57/10/5 1580 1670
, , , • , ,n

Scenario II 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 1830 1930

Scenario II 50 ' 24/'50'/0/21/3/2 1370 1670 .....
, ,,
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Figure 42. Nodalization of Spreading Channel Assumed in MELTSPREAD-1
Calculations for Case of Ninety Degree Spreading Angle Including

Assigned Node Numbers.
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Table 4.7. Variations in Melt Spreading Dynamics Parameters Included
in Present Comparison

Nominal Variation
Parameter Value

, ,, ,, , ,
iii i ii

Spread angle 90 degrees 55 degrees
i

Immobilization solid fraction 1.0 0.5
!

Upward melt-to-water heat transfer coefficient ... 50 %, 75 %
reductions

Downward melt-to-substrate heat transfer coefficient 50 %
reduction

Chemical reaction energy release from zirconium 140 %
reactions with concrete decomposition/erosion --- increase
products

Table 4.8. Limestone Aggregate-Common Sand Concrete
Composition Assumed in MELTSPREAD-1 Calculations

Constituent Weight Mole
Percent Percent

iiii

SiO 2 28.8 22.8

MgO 9.8 11.6

CaO 26.4 22.4

Fe20 3 1.6 0.5

A120 3 3.6 1.7

Na20 1.1 0.8

K20 0.6 0.3

TiO 2 0.1 0.1
,,

CO2 21.8 23.4
28.0

H20 6.2 16.4
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Table 4.9. Drywell Conditions Assumed _n MELTSPREAD-1 Calculations

Condition Value [
t i ii1.1 ii ' " " i i '

Pressure, MPa 0.3

Water Depth Above Orywell Floor, m 0.70
,, ,.,,. . ,,

Water Temperature, K 357
.... , ,. ,,,

Saturation Temperature, K 407

Water Subcooling, K 50

Initial Structure Temperature, i( ' 407
,,, .. , . ,,
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4.0 Results

Tables 4.10 through 4.12 summarize the combined depth of the spreading melt
various calculations performed for each of including level swell and the underlying
the release scenarios and the calculated immobilized corium has been used. For

peak corium depths next to the liner. The Case I1, it is observed that the peak depth
melt depth next to the liner calculated is equal to 10.9 centimeters and that this
with MELTSPREAD-1 is dependent upon same peak depth is calculated at all four
time as well as location along the liner, nodes where melt collects next to the
For example, for Case I1, Figures 4.3 liner. It is also seen that the depth of
through 4.6 present the time dependent spreading molten material is greatest at
melt depths at those nodes in which melt the location directly opposite the pedestal
flows in contact with the liner. This is the doorway and falls off at greater distances
Scenario I case calculated using release along the liner. The peak spreading melt
conditons that are equal to those at the depth opposite the doorway is 9.6
centers of the most probable pdf centimeters. For completeness, Tables
segments. The nodalization scheme is 4.13 through 4.15 give the peak corium
shown in Figure 4.2. As shown by the depth next to the liner, the peak spreading
figures, the depth typically increases with melt depth next to the liner, the peak
time to a peak value and then decreases collapsed corium depth, and the peak
somewhat as melt continues to spread in collapsed spreading melt depth calculated
the drywell annulus. It is to be noted that for each of the cases. It is noted that, in
because MELTSPREAD-1 calculates the general, the four entries for each case in
spreading of melt over previously Tables 4.13 through 4.15 can occur at
immobilized corium, the material next to different locations as well as different

the liner is usually predicted to consist of times.
spreading melt overlying a previously
solidified layer. The upper surface Figures 4.7 through 4.9 show the peak
elevations of both the immobilized depths for the various cases calculated for
material and the melt flowing over it are each release scenario plotted together with
shown in each of the figures. It is also CR1. The cases are enumerated in Tables
important to note that the actual melt 4.10 through 4.12 which also include the
height includes the effects of local level calculated peak corium depth. In the
swell due to the void fraction through the approach of Theofanous et. al., the
layer resulting from concrete thermal loading on the liner rises as the
decomposition gases rising up through the corium depth increases. Thus when the
melt. This effect has been indicated in calculated depth is less than the band of
the figure by plotting both the actual melt values specified by CR1, it may be said
upper surface elevation as well as the that the CR1 used in NUREG/CR-5423
collapsed melt surface elevation that conservatively bounds the depth. For
would correspond to removal of the void. Scenario I (Figure 4.7), the peak corium

depths calculated with MELTSPREAD-1
In directly comparing with CR1, the lie within the 5 and 95 percentile bounds
maximum corium depth equal to the peak of CR1 or are bounded by CR1 except in
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the vicinity of a released melt volume of 9 (18 cubic meters), superheat (87 degrees
cubic meters. For the specific calculation Kelvin), and zirconium content (30 weight
that assumes values for the released melt percent) equal to those at the center of
volume (12 cubic meters), melt superheat the most probable pdf segments, the
(37 degrees Kelvin), and zirconium spreading melt is calculated to immobilize
content (15 weight percent) corresponding and freeze without ever having spread to
to the center of the most probable the liner. Increasing the released volume
segments of the respective pdfs (Case I1), to 21 cubic meters does not change this
the calculated peak depth is seen to be result; a zero depth is still calculated. For
located between the 5 and 95 percent fixed values of the superheat, zirconium
bounds. Holding the release superheat content, and spreading parameters, the
and zirconium content constant at these calculation of a zero melt depth at a
values and increasing the volume over the particular volume implies that the depth is
possible range to 17 cubic meters provides also zero for all lesser released volumes.
depths that remain between the bounds. Thus, a peak depth of zero is also
Decreasing the volume to 9 cubic meters predicted for all volumes less than or
results in a depth that just slightly exceeds equal to 21 cubic meters. Increasing the
the 95 percent bound. However, this is zirconium content to the maximum
observed not to be a significant variance possible value of 50 weight percent does
from CR1. Further reduction of the not result in melt spreading to the liner
released volume to the lowest possible for released total volumes as large as 21
value of 7 cubic meters provides a depth cubic meters. In general, significant
well below the 5 percent curve. For a spatial nonuniformities are calculated in
fixed melt volume of 9 cubic meters, the corium depth profiles for Scenario II.
variations in the melt superheat (reduction Consequently, it is not straightforward to
from 37 to 12 degrees Kelvin), zirconium draw a simple correspondence between a
content (increase from 15 to 30 percent), particular parameter variation and the
and spreading angle (reduction from 90 to resulting change in the calculated
55 degrees) do not significantly alter the maximum spreading extent. The Scenario
calculated peak corium depth. The II results also exhibit abrupt changes in
particularly small effect of varying the the depth next to the liner such as the
melt superheat above the liquidus difference in depth between Cases IIA3
temperature reflects the modeling in and IIA4. This reflects melt freezing as a
MELTSPREAD-1 that nominally layer short of the liner in some cases (e.g.,
immobilizes the melt when the Case IIA4) such that a large increase in
temperature has decreased down to the depth is obtained when the extent of
solidus. Consequently, the liquidus-to- spreading increases to encompass those
solidus temperature range represents the nodes adjacent to the liner (e.g., Case
greatest portion of the melt energy that IIA3).
must be removed to bring about
immobilization. For the averaged released variant of

Scenario II, melt immobilization and
Comparison with CR1 for the peak freezing without reaching the liner are
release variant of Scenario II is shown in also calculated for release conditions
Figure 4.8. For a released melt volume equal to those at the center of the most
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probable pdf segments (Figure 4.9). depth is comervatively bounded by CR1.
Increasing the superheat to the highest The lack of spreading to the liner
possible value of 150 degrees Kelvin (Case calculated for the peak release variant of
IIA2) does not change this result. As Scenario II is consistent with the lack of
discussed above, an implication of a spreading to the liner obtained for the
calculated peak depth of zero is that the averaged release variant under similar
depth is zero for all lesser released conditions of zirconium content and
volumes as well. Raising the zirconium superheat. This result would be expected
content to the highest possible value of 50 if the melt spreading behavior is not
weight percent (Case IIA3) does result in strongly semitive to an increase in the
melt spreading to the liner at a volume of release rate from 0.15 to 0.70 cubic meter
30 cubic meters. In this case, though, the per minute.
peak melt depth of 22 centimeters remains
below the 5 to 95 percent range given by For Cases I1, IIP1, and IIA1, the
CR1. For the maximum possible calculated upward melt-to-coolant heat
zirconium content, reducing the released fluxes were also compared with those
volume from 30 to 26 cubic meters which comervatively assumed in the evaluation
is equal to the center of the next most of CR2 by Theofanous et. al. in
probable segment of pdfl results in the NUREG/CR-5423. For Scenario I (Case
calculation of freezing short of the liner. I1), the upward heat fluxes range from 1.5
Again, the depth next to the liner will also to 4.1 Megawatts per square meter. In
be zero for all released volumes below 26 Scenario I, Theofanous et. al. assumed a
cubic meters at the maximum possible limitation of 1.5 Megawatts per square
zirconium content. A calculation was meter. The parameter variation
performed in which the downward and encompassed by Case I19 results in heat
upward heat transfer coefficients were fluxes that vary between 1.0 and 0.3
reduced by 50 percent, the superheat was Megawatts per square meter. For
taken to be 100 degrees Kelvin Scenario II (Cases IIPI and IIA1), the
corresponding to the upper end of the calculated melt-to-coolant heat fluxes
most probable segment, and the zirconium range between 0.6 and 0.7 Megawatts per
content was assumed equal to 50 percent, square meter. These values are less than
A peak corium depth next to the liner of the 1.0 Megawatt per square meter
22 centimeters was calculated. Again, this limitation assumed by Theofanous et. al.
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Table 4.10. MELTSPREAD-1 Calculations for Scenario I

Naximum

Released Release Corium
Case Melt Melt Zirconium Melt Composition, Spreading Depth

Content, wt _ Other Variations Extent,
Deslg- Volu_ne, Superheat, Next to
nation m K wt _ UO2/Zr/ZrO2 . Node No. Liner,

cm
i

II 12 37 15 70/15/15 18 I0.9

12 7 37 15 70/15/15 15 0.4
i

13 9 37 15 70/15/15 16 9.4

I4 15 37 15 70/15/15 18 15.5

I5 17 37 15 70/15/15 18 19.5

16 12 37 15 70/15/15 Reduce spreading angle from 90 to 55 degrees 18 11.4

17 12 37 15 70/15/15 Decreaseimmobilizationsolid fractionfrom 2 0
1.0 to 0.5

I8 12 150 15 70/15/15 Reducemelt-to-substrate and melt-to-water 22 9.7

4_ heat transfer coefficients by 50 percent
t_

I9 12 37 15 70/15/15 Increase release rate frem 4.0 to 6.5 mS/mtn 19 10.4

I10 12 37 30 70/30/0 19 10.1

Ill 12 37 40 60/40/0 16 9.8

I12 12 37 0 67/0/30 11 0

I13 9 12 15 70/15/15 16 9.2

I14 9 37 30 70/30/0 17 7.2
,,,,,,

115 9 37 15 70/15/15 Reduce spreading angle from 90 to 55 degrees 17 9.6
,,,

I16 15 12 15 70/15/15 18 15.4

I17 12 37 15 70/15/15 Increase chemical energy release from 19 10.3
zirconium reactions by factor of 2.4

' ,
I18 12 150 15 70/15/15 Reducemelt-to-substrate and melt-to-water 22 10.4

heat transfer coefficient by 50 percent as
well as increase chemical energy release from

C} zirconium reactions by factor of 2.4

I19 12 37 15 70/15/15 Reducemelt-to-water heat transfer coefficient 22 11.0by 75 percent and melt-to-substrate heat
<_ transfer coefficient by 50 percent

• , ,

t/I



Table 4.11. MELTSPREAD-I Calculations for Scenario ii sPeak Release"

Maximum

Released Total Released Zirconium Melt Composition, Spreading Coriu=Case Melt Volume Released Helt Me]t Depth
Content. wt _ Other Variations Extent. Next to

Designa- During Peak Volu_e,m_ Superheat, wt _ UO2/Zr/ZrO2/Fe/Cr/Ni NodeNo.tion Rel_e_se, K Liner,
gl C=I

IIPt 10 18 87 30 14130/0/45/7/4 12 0

IIP2 13 21 87 30 14/30/0/4517/4 12 0

lIP3 10 18 100 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 Reducemelt-to-substrate 16 0.6
and me]t-to-waterheat

transfer coefficients by
50percent.

lIP4 10 18 87 50 241501012113/2 5 0

IIP5 13 21 100 50 24150/0/21/3/2 11 O

4_ lIP6 13 21 87 10 18/10/0/57/10/5 5 0
t_J
Oo [[P7 10 18 87 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 Increase chemic.a] energy 5 0

re]ease from zirconium
reactions by factor of

2.4

rn

L/I



Table 4.12. MELTSPREAD-I Calculations for Scenario !I "AveragedRelease"

Released Naximum
Case Melt Released Melt Zirconium Melt Composition, Spreading Corlum

Designa- Vol"-% Superheat, Content, wt % Other Variations Extent, Depth Next
tion m_J"= K wt % UO2/Zr/ZrO2/Fe/Cr/Ni NodeNo. to Liner,cm

i

IIA! 30 87 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 8 0

IIA2 30 150 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 Reducemelt-to-substrate and 5 0
melt-to-water heat tranfer
coefficients by 50 percent

IIA3 30 87 50 24/50/0/21/3/2 16 22.2
, ,,,

IIA4 26 87 50 24/50/0/21/3/2 13 0

IIA5 30 100 50 2415010/21/3/2 Reduce melt-to-substrate and 17 21.9
melt-to-water heat transfer
coefficients by 50 percent

4_ IIA6 30 87 30 14/30/0/45/7/4 Increase chemical energy 15 0 _i
t,_ releasefrom zirconium

reactions by factor of 2.4
,

Z
C

0
c_

R
t/I
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Table 4.13. Peak Corium Depths Next to Liner Calculated by MELTSPREAD-1 For Scenario I

Maximum Maximum

Maximum Corium Spreading Melt Collapsed Corium Maximum Collapsed
Case Depth Next to Spreading Melt Depth

Designation Liner, Depth Next to Depth Next to Next to Liner,

cm Liner,cm Liner,cm I cm

11 10.9 9.6 10.9 8.2

I2 0.4 0.4 0.4 ().4

13 9.4 8.1 9.3 7'1

14 15.5 14.2 15.3 12.9

15 19.5 17.5 19.4 16.0

16 11.4 10.4 10.9 9.6

17 0 0 0 0

,'_ 18 9.7 9.7 8.4 8.4
t_

"_ 19 10.4 9.6 10.3 8.2

110 16'1 9.0 10.0 8.2

Ill 9.8 9.3 9.5 8.6

112 0 0 0 0

113 9.2 8.0 9.2 7.1

114 7.2 6.3 7.2 5.6

115 9.6 8.7 9.3 7.6

116 15.4 14.1 14.9 12.7

117 10.3 9.3 9.6 8.1

I18 10.4 10.4 9.3 9.30
119 11.0 11.0 9.8 9.8

&
t,O
L_



Table 4.14. Peak Corium Depths Next to Liner Calculated by MELTSPREAD-1 for Scenario II
Peak Release

MaximumSpreading MaximumCollapsed MaximumCollapsed
MaximumCorium Depth Melt Depth Next to Corium Depth Next to Spreading Melt Depth Next

Case Next to Liner. Liner. Liner. to Liner,
Designation cm cm cm cm

IIPI 0 O O 0

IIP2 O O O O

IIP3 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6
i

IIP4 O 0 0_ 0

IIP5 0 0 0 0

IIP6 0 0 0 0

IIP7 0 0 0 O,,

,-p
Table 4.15. Peak Corium Depths Next to Liner Calculated by MELTSPREAD-1

u_ for Scenario 11 Averaged Release

MaximumSpreading MaximumCollapsed MaximumCollapsed
MaximumCoriumDepth Melt Depth Next to CorlumDepth Next to SpreadingMelt Depth Next

Case Next to Liner, Liner, Liner, to Liner,
DesIgnation cm cm cm cm

II_ O O O O

:1 ,i

W __::,_..: _ 22.2 4.6 22.1 4.5

l.I_ - 0 O O O
_,.._-_-._._ _ ._..-_.,..,.-_ _ _,

I_5 __ 21.9 16.4 21.9 16.1

IIA6 | G O O O

g , , _ _-_..L.:! -.__, -__ . " ;:_: .... _-

6,,
L./I
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Figure 4.7. Comparison of Peak Corium Depth Next to Liner Calculated with MELTSPREAD-1

versus CR1 for Scenario I.
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5.0 Summary of Findings

The MELTSPREAD-1 computer code has ure 4.5) such that the calculated depths do
been used to calculate the corium depth not differ significantly from the depth
next to the liner for melt release given by the 95 percentile bound.
conditions consistent with those of

Theofanous et. al. in NUREG/CR-5423. For both the peak release and averaged
release variants of Scenario II, the

For Scenario I, virtually all of the calculated peak corium depths next to the
calculated peak corium depths lie within liner are conservatively bounded by CR1
the 5 and 95 percentile bounds of CR1 or (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). In fact, for melt
are conservatively bounded by CR1. release conditions that correspond to the
Calculated peak corium depths exceed the center of the most probable segments of
95 percentile bound of CR1 only for a the probability density functions from
released melt volume of 9 cubic meters. NUREG/CR-5423, the melt is calculated
However, the variance from the 95 to freeze short of contacting the liner such
percent bound here is very small (see Fig- that the peak depth is zero.

i
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PART V: CREEP-RUPI'URE FAILURE
IN A MARK I DRYWELL LINER



Abstract

A three-dimensional, finite element, structural analysis of a Mark I drywell liner in localized contact
with reactor core debris under water is described. The analysis was done with the ABAQUS computer
code and constitutive relationships for steel described in the report. The analysis was undertaken to
determine if creep rupture could lead to liner failure at temperatures significantly less than the melting
temperature of the linear steel. Failure criteria were developed in terms of creep rupture strains and the
accumulated Damage Index based on the Larson-Miller parameter. Because a suitable data base could
not be found for the strength properties of the A516 steel used to make the Mark I liners, analyses were
done using a data base for another fine-grained ferritic steel, A533. The particular accident scenario
involved debris at a maximum depth of 20 cm (angle of repose = 7.9 °) in contact with a 22.4 ° arc of
liner. Debris in this configuration has been calculated to heat the liner to a maximum temperature of
1300°C in 10 minutes. Creep rupture is predicted to fail the liner at 1260°C which is about 240°C less
than the liner melting temperature. Uncertainty in the Larson-Miller parameter data base is used to
define the 95 percent confidence bounds of the failure temperature of the liner for the configuration
analyzed to be 1238 to 1310°C.
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Executive Summary

A three-dimensional creep-rupture analysis has been done for a Mark I drywell liner exposed to core
debris under water. The analysis, done with ABAQUS computer code, was undertaken to determine
if creep rupture induced by localized contact of the liner with core debris could lead to structural failure
at temperatures significantly less than the melting temperature of the liner steel. Melting has been the
criterion for liner failure used in previous analysis of the Mark I liner including the analyses presented
in NUREG-1150 and NUREG/CR-5432. For this limited objective, a single, hypothetical, accident
sequence was considered. In this accident, core debris was assumed to contact a 22.4 ° arc of the liner
immediately opposite the pedestal doorway of a Mark I drywell. The maximum depth of the debris, at
the midpoint of the arc, was taken to be 20 cm. Analyses in NUREG/CR-5423 indicate that the liner
in contact with the debris would be heated to a maximum temperature of 1300°C in 10 minutes. The
pressure in the drywell was taken to be 0.2 MPa (29.4 psi).

The localized heating of the liner creates biaxial stress. This biaxial condition is outside the range where
conventional Larson-Miller parameter failure analyses are rigorously applicable. Consequently, failure
criteria have been developed in terms of strain as well as stress. An accumulated Damage Index or life
fraction rule based on the Larson-Miller parameter for the steel has been defined. The first criterion
for failure is that this Damage Index exceeds one. This criterion was supplemented with a criterion
based on observed creep rupture strains corrected for the biaxial configuration of the liner.

To apply these failure criteria in the analysis of the Mark I liner, it is necessary to have a data base of
material properties of liner steel extending to high temperatures. A suitable data base for the A516 steel
used for the Mark I liner was not found. Data bases for a somewhat similar fine-grained, ferritic steel,
A533, extended to 1100°C were obtained. A516 and A533 steels have rather different properties at low
temperatures below about 627°C. Material transformations, especially at temperatures above the ferrite-
to-austenite phase transition at 727°C, cause properties of these two steels to become very similar. Since
interests were focused on liner behavior at elevated temperatures, the properties of A533 steel are
adequate for this work.

Material property data bases for A533 steel were obtained from the Idaho National Engineering
Laboratory (INEL) and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The INEL data provided high-
temperature yield strength, creep rates, and the Larson-Miller parameter (LMP) as functions of time,
temperature and stress as appropriate. The EPRI data provided yield strength and creep rates at lower
temperatures. Both sets of data were analyzed and merged to provide a continuous data base for
temperatures to 1100°C. This data base was used in a rate-dependent, elasto-plastic constitutive model
capable of tracking the material response throughout its history from the very low-temperature, purely
elastic regime to the high temperat,._re, low strength, large strain rate regime. Material properties for
temperatures greater than 1100°C were taken to be the same as those derived from the data base for a
temperature of 1100° C.

The three-dimensional analysis of liner response during the 10 minute transient heating predicted failure
initiation at the inner surface of the shell at 1140°C (2090°F). Complete, throughwall failure was
predicted to occur at 1260°C (2300°F). These failure predictions are based on simultaneously satisfying
the Damage Index criterion and the creep-rupture strain criterion. It is recognized that there are
uncertainties in the quantitative values used in these criteria. Larson-Miller parameters used in the
Damage Index are derived by least-squares analyses of experimental data. A quantitative uncertainty
analysis of this fitting was done. Scatter in the creep rupture strain data is large. Consequently, the one
standard deviation bound on a least-squares regression of these data against temperature was used to
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Executive Summary

define the criterion. This bound accounts for uncertainties not explicitly taken into account such as
thinning of the metal by corrosion or flaws in liner fabrication. Based on the quantitative uncertainty
analysis, the 95 percent confidence bounds on the failure temperature for the configuration analyzed are
1238 to 1310°C.

The analysis has been done for a single accident scenario. No attempt has made to assign a probability
to this particular scenario. Creep is a function of both time and temperature. Changes in the
specification of the rate of heating, peak temperature or extent of liner contact with core debris could
affect the prediction of the liner failure temperature.
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1.0 Introduction

The vulnerability of the Mark I drywell liner to redistribution, becomes significant. For example,
attack by molten core debris has long been an a creep rate of 1 percent per hour can be
issue of concern [1-6]. Rupture of the liner by supported by a stress of 207 MPa (30 ksi) at
melt attack early in the ex-vessel phases of a 650°C and by a stress of only about 7 MPa
reactor accident could lead to large releases of (1 ksi) at 1093°C. The creep rate of the steel is
radioactive material from the plant. The recent quite sensitive to the stress level. At 1093°C
probabilistic risk assessment of a Mark I boiling increasing the stress from 7 MPA (1 ksi) to
water reactor sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear 14 MPa (2 ksi) increases the creep rate by about
Regulatory Commission established that there is a factor of 30. Thus, creep rupture may be the
substantial technical uncertainty about the effects failure mode of the Mark I boiling water reactor
water on the drywell floor will have on the drywell liner when it is simultaneously exposed to
vulnerability of the liner to attack by core debris both core debris and water. Creep rupture of the
[7]. Resolution of this issue of dryweU liner liner can occur at temperatures substantially
vulnerability is a priority activity in the strategy below the melting point of the liner.
developed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission to resolve severe reactor accident This report presents results of a three-dimensional
issues [6]. structural analysis of a Mark I drywell liner

exposed to core debris and water. The general
Nearly all past analyses of core debris attack on arrangement of the Mark I boiling water reactor
the drywell liner have been based on liner melting and the configuration of the core debris and liner
as the failure criterion [1-5]. This appears to be are shown in Figure 5.1. Many of the previous
a satisfactory criterion when there is no water thermal analyses of the vulnerability of the
present on the drywell floor. There is little doubt Mark I liner to core debris attack assumed a two-
that in this case the liner can be heated rapidly to dimensional axisymmetric configuration based on
very high temperatures. The melting criterion a belief that core debris would rapidly spread
may not be as satisfactory when a water pool is across the entire drywell floor [1-5]. Indeed a
maintained in the drywell. Cooling of both the two-dimensional axisymmetric structural analysis
core debris and the liner may slow the heating of was done in the first phase of this work and the
the linel" and even prevent the liner from reaching results of this analysis have been reported
its melting point (- 1500°C). elsewhere [8]. Recent mechanistic analyses of the

core debris spreading process when water is on
Rupture of the liner in contact with core debris the drywell floor (see NUREG/CR6025 Part II)
may not be prevented simply because the suggest spreading will be inhibited. Because of
temperature is kept below the melting point. The this finding, analyses of the structural response
liner (SA516-70 carbon steel) rapidly loses are done here for core debris contacting only a
strength at temperatures above 427°C. The 22.4 ° arc of the liner. The objective of the
temperature dependence of carbon steel properties analyses is to define a temperature criterion for
becomes especially severe at temperatures above liner failure based on creep rupture.
the ferrite-to-austenite phase transition at 732°C.
This is true for all f'me-grained ferritic steels.
Consider, for example, the SA533-B1 pressure Temperature and pressure boundary conditions
vessel steel. At 316°C its yield strength is about employed in the structural analysis are based on
345 MPa (50 ksi). At 732°C the yield strength a recent, detailed thermal analysis of core debris
is only 69 MPa (10 ksi) and at 1093°C the yield behavior during a hypothetical severe reactor
strength is about 14 MPa (2 ksi). At accident analysis in a Mark I boiling water
temperatures above about 650°C the creep of the reactor [1]. The accident considered here
steel, which drives stress relaxation and corresponds to Scenario I of this thermal analysis.
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Introduction

The structural analysis was done using the SA516 steel. The basis for this conclusion is
ABAQUS computer code (version 4.9-1) [9]. presented in Appendix A. All fine-grained,
ABAQUS is a widely used, general purpose, carbon steels exhibit similar temperature depen-
finite dement code. The aoalysis done here, dencies in their properties at temperatures above
however, is not routine. Ferritic steel used to 427°C and close similarities at temperatures
make the Mark I drywell liners was never in- above the ferrite-to-austenite phase transition at
tended for service conditions involving tempera- 727°C. Material transformations that occur
tures as high as those expected to occur when rapidly at high temperature quickly eliminate
core debris contacts the liner even when water is many of the differences in the properties of these
present. To model the behavior of the liner two steels. Creep damage to the liner was
accurately under these conditions, a physically expected to be most extensive at even higher
descriptive andrigorouslyformulatedconstitutive temperatures where there should be a great
model is required. The constitutive model must similarity in material properties of the two steels.
account for the temperature-dependent and strain-
rate dependent deformations of the liner. The Extensive though the database is, it is not as
constitutive model utilized in the analysis reported complete as needed for the analyses done here.
here is a viscoplasticity model developed from It was necessary to assume that the creep
data for a fine-grained, reactor pressure vessel properties of the steel above l l00°C were the
steel. Details of the model are presented in same as those measured at l l00°C. This
Appendix B to this report. The model is coded in probably is a non-conservative approximation.
a subroutine for use with the ABAQUS code. Indeed, it is found that for the three-dimensional
This technique of coupling material models with analysis described below, rupture is predicted for
the ABAQUS code has been used previously by temperatures greater than 1100°C.
Clauss [10] and by Dameron et al. [11] in
research sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Accurate modeling of the liner behavior also
Regulatory Commission on concrete containment requires that very detailed, finite element
behavior. The approach has been widely and computation grids be used to capture the highly
successfullyused in experimentverification work. localized effects that govern the liner response.

Well-posed thermal and mechanical boundary
The constitutive model requires an extensive base conditions as well as a proper account of the steel
of experimental data. A suitable database for the liner interactions with the concrete floor and
SA516 carbon steel used to make the liner could reactor shield wall are also necessary. The
not be found. Two sets of data extensive enough concrete constitutive model used for these
to be used in the constitutive model were found concrete structures accounts for cracking,
for the rather similar SA533-B1 pressure vessel plasticity, crushing, and temperature-induced
steel. One data set was obtained from the Idaho degradation of the concrete stiffness and strength
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) program [14].
researching reactor vessel lower head failure [12].
The second data set is from a program sponsored Finally, it is necessary to have a history-
by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) dependent criterion for failure of the deforming
to study high-temperature properties of reactor liner that can be expressed in terms of
vessel steels [13]. These two data sets were computable responses of the liner. A life fraction
analyzed and mathematically fitted to be approach based on the LMP is used here to
consistent with the constitutive model. The data predict shell rupture as a function of time and
and the curve fitting are described in Appendix A temperature, it should be noted, however, that
of this report. These databases for SA533 steel the experimentzzLMP data that are available have
were thought to be applicable for the analysis of been determined from constant load and constant
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Introduction

creep experiments. These experimental There is, however, some uncertainty associated
determinations could not be used directly in a with the computation of the Damage Index based
time history analysis for failure prediction. The on LMP data obtainedin constant-load creep tests
LMP data were modified for application to that do not simulate at all the spatially and
time-dependent stress and temperatures. The temporally varying stress and temperature con-
LMPs were used to compute rupture times for ditions in the liner. Consequently, the Damage
prevailingconditions during a computational step Index criterion was augmented by a second cri-
in the finite element analysis: teflon. A Damage Index of D>I was taken to

indicate rupture if effective plastic strains were in

tr [o(j), TO)] the vicinity of creep rupture strains for the two-dimensional configuration. Data available on the? 3

= exp /2.303[(LMPfj)/0.001T(j)- 20]_ creep rupture strains are from uniaxial tests.

They are very scattered as rupture strain data are
apt to be. To account for uncertainties in these

where data, a procedure described in detail in Appendix
C was followed. The rupture strain data from
uniaxial tests was linearly regressed against

tr [o(j), TO)] = time to creep rupture temperature. A one standard deviation displace-
as a function of stress

ment of this line was adopted as the uniaxial
and temperature during
the jtli ealculational rupture strain. For application to the biaxialconfigurations of interest here, a biaxial factor
step, of 2 was used. This defines a failure criterion to

augment the Damage Index criterion. This strain-
LMPfj) = applicable LMP for based, second criterion was, however, used in a

conditions during the more qualitative way than the stress-based
jth calculational step, Damage Index criterion. "[he rupture strain

o(j) = stress during the jth criterion was used to exclude predictions ofrupture when strains are small despite large
calculational step, and computed values of the Damage Index.

T(j) = temperature in degrees Analyses reported here are interpreted in terms of
Rankine during the jth a temperature at which the Mark I liner will
caleulational step. rupture. The intent is to offer an alternative to

the melting point failure criterion used in the past
These rupture time,s were then used to formulate which might not be applicable for situations in
a Damage Index, D, to describe the accumulation which water is present in the drywell. The
of creep damage to the liner during heatup: melting point of carbon steel is relatively well-

known. There will, on the other hand, be some
n

D - _ At(i) significant uncertaintythat must be ascribed to afailure criterion based on creep rupture. The
j-1 tr[o(j), T(j)] authors of this report believe the most important

sources of the uncertainty are:

where At(j) is the time duration considered in the ,, the material model formulated to treat high
jth calculational step. A Damage Index of 1 was temperatures and large strains, and
taken to indicate rupture at 50 percent confidence
level. ,, the failure criteria adopted in this work.
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introduction

The magnitudes of uncertainties from these Analyses are reported here for a generic Mark I
sources are difficult to quantify, liner as designed. There has been no attempt to

account for the effects of corrosion of the liner
Other sources of uncertainty include the material material or flaws in the installation of the liner.
data, the finite element computational model, and
the geometric representation of the surface. Finally, there are uncertainties that arise from the
These uncertainties are somewhat easier to boundary conditions. The analysis reported here
quantify and control. For example, conventional is for a single example of a class of severe
statistical methods can be used to define reactor accidents represented by Scenario I of
confidence bounds for materials properties such Reference 1. Creep rupture is, however, a
as creep rate, yield strength, elastic modulus, and function of both time and temperature. Changes
even LMP. Uncertainties related to the finite in the specifications of the rate and extent of
element mesh can be minimized by using a highly heating of the liner could affect the selection of a
refined mesh to the limit that resources permit, temperature of failure.

There are also uncertainties associated with the
application of these results to a particular reactor.
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2.0 The Three-Dimensional Analysis

The approach and the results of a three- 2.1.2 Boundary Conditions
dimensionalanalysis of the Mark I liner response
to contact withcore debris are describedbelow. The boundary conditions for the analysis are
Formulationof the analysis was assisted by the shown in Figure 5.2. The model imposes hod-
experience gained in a two-dimensional, zontal constraintsat the centerline and a stress
axisymmetric analysis of the same problem, boundaryconditionat the equilateralplane that is
Results of this two-dimensional analysis are equal to the membranestress in a perfectsphere:
reportedelsewhere [8].

om = Pr/2t
2.1 Finite Element Model

2.1.1 GHd where

Because of the excessive computational cost for °m = membrane stress,
three-dimensional brick elements, it was
necessary to perform the three-dimensional P- pressure,
analysis using shell elements for the liner. A
schematicrepresentationof the three-dimensional r = radius of the sphere, and
model is shown in Figure 5.2. Eight node shell
elements (in ABAQUS, SSR) with reduced2x2 t = thicknessof the sphere wall.
integrationwere used for the steel, and twenty
nodequadraticelements (C3D20R) withreduced It is importantto apply stress constraintsrather
2x2x2 integration were used for the sand. The than displacement constraints because of the
shield building, concrete floor, and the gap thermalexpansion to the liner.
elements, as demonstratedby the previous two-
dimensional analysis, do not contributeto the 2.2 Applied Pressure and Temperature
failure mechanism and, therefore, were not Conditions
includedin thethree-dimensionalmodel. (Inboth
the previous two-dimensional analysis [8] and in The pressure within the drywell recommendedby
three-dimensional analysis presented here, the Professor T. G. Theofanous (private communi-
radial deformation of the liner does not exceed cation) is a constant 0.2 MPa (2 atmosphere)
the gap lengths of 5 cm between the concrete and applied in the analysis at the inner surface. This
the steel, and therefore gap elements and the pressure represents the approximate steady-state
shieldbuildingnever affect the results because the pressure expected during the severe accident
gap elements do not close.) Note that the sequence. The lower portion of the primary shell
penetrations of the liner by downcomers to the is assumed to be full of water, and this water is
suppression pool are not modeled in the three- in the free-boiling condition (the ambient pressure
dimensional analysis. For the particular nuclear in the containment is not high enough to support
plant of interest, the penetrations for the substantially higher water temperatures than
downcomers are more than 30 cm above the 100°C [212°F]). The weight of the water has
drywell floor. This is high enough that the been considered.
downcomer penetration ought not affect the stress
and temperature distributions produced in the The temperature conditions away from core
liner by contract with the debris. Inspection of debris in contact with the shell are the same as
the results obtained in this work confirms the the water, 100°C. Temperatures other than
adequacy ofthisassumption, standard temperature, 25°C, and pressure,
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Three-Dimensional Analysis
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Figure 5.2. Schematic representation of the three-dimensional grid used for the finite element
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Three-DimensionalAnalysis

O.1 MPa(one atmosphere),conditionsareapplied Note that it was assumed that any temperature
only to the shell. This includes the first few gradientthroughthe shell wall was negligible.
elements embedded in concrete (though the
concreteis notmodeled). The sandis assumedto In the present three-dimensional analyses, the
be largely unaffectedby the shell temperatures, heating scenario chosen corresponds to the

NUREG/CR-5423 Scenario I with a 10-minute

The t_0erature distribution associated with core rise time. The temperature history was applied as
debris contact was formulated from recommenda- a simple linear ramp to the temperature
tions made during a project meeting with the distributions shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. First,
sponsors of the work (February 18, 1992, San the pressure, 0.2 MPa (29.4 psi), was applied
Diego, CA) and published in NUREG/CR-5423 over five load increments, then the temperature
[1]. The distribution as input to ABAQUS is was applied in 120 increments with up to ten
plotted as temperature contours in Figures 5.3 equilibrium iterations in each increment. The
and 5.4. In Figure 5.3 the entire grid is shown; analysis converged in all the increments through
in Figure 5.4 the local area of interest is shown, the temperature 7amp.
Note that the highest temperature applied is
1300°C (2372"F). The distribution presented in As discussed below, the analysis indicates a
the NUREG/CR-5423 [1] is reproduced here as deformation away from the presumably solidified
Figure 5.5. However, instead of applying the core debris. No attempt was made to ascertain if
distributionas indicated in these two-dimensional the deformation would significantly affect the
contours, the temperatures, shown here through temperature distribution in the liner. The
the thickness, were mapped around the circum- absolute magnitude of the deformation is not
ference. This temperature configuration simulates great, but it is enough to, perhaps, introduce
a corium spread as shown in Figure 5.6 with an additional resistance to heat transfer from the core
angle of repose of 7.90. The corium-shell contact debris to the liner.
zone extends 20 cm (8 in.) vertically in the
meridional direction; at 20 em (8 in.) above the 2.3 Analysis Results
center of contact, the temperature reduces to
100°C (212"F). The contact extends 11.2°, The failure results are summarized first in this
148 cm (58 in.), horizontally in the circumferen- section, and then other results are discussed in
tial direction; at 11.8°, 156 cm (61 in.), from the more detail with illustrations.
center of contact, the temperature reduces to
100*C (212"F). At the level of the maximum The analysis resulted in creep rupture and
temperature (center of corium contact), the excessive strain failure before the final applied
radius of the liner is 760 cm (299 in.), and temperature of 13000C (23720F). As described
hence, the corium spread spans 22.4°, 290 cm above, the failure criterion developed for this
(116 in.). The contact is somewhat oval in work consists of a cumulative Damage Index
shape. Unlike the axisymmetric analysis reported based on the LMP. When this index exceeds
previously [8], the 0-distribution of temperature unity, the time to rupture based on the
is significant. In the two-dimensional analysis, temperature and the stress history during the
the temperature was assumed to be constant analysis is exceeded, and thus, rupture is
around the circumference of the containment [8]. predicted. Due to the sensitive exponential
In the three-dimensional analysis, the tempera- behavior of the LMP, however, it is important to
ture varies around the circumference of the check the strains in the material to verify that
containment, they are large enough to expect rupture as the
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Figure 5.6. Core debris spread during the hypothesized accident



Three-Dimensional Analysis

Damage Index reaches unity. At elevated circumferential cross section, is shown in
temperatures and creep conditions, a specific Figure 5.8. The maximum radial displacement
strain failure criterion does not exist for this occurs at the center of the contact region (at the
material loaded in three-dimensional states of line of symmetry), and the general shape of the
stress. However, experience suggests that strains deformation resembles a bubble protrusion around
of about 10 percent to 20 percent would be the center of corium contact. Note that the
reasonable at rupture. In the present analysis, present analysis predicts a maximum radial
strains of this magnitude are reached at roughly displacement of 2.1 cm (0.82 in.) which is
the same time as the Damage Index reaches 1.0. smaller than the 5 cm (2 in.) space between the
Appendix C provides more detailed explanations liner and the shield wall. Thus, the liner failure
of the damage model and a strain-based failure by creep rupture is predicted before contact with
criteria, the wall. This figure shows the diminishing

deformation away from the contact center which
Table 5.1 provides a summary of the effective suggests that the cool region of the liner away
plastic strain and Damage Index at different times from the hot section is attracting redistributed
in the temperature ramp and different locations in stresses from the corium contact region. The
the critical zone. The critical zone is shown in maximum temperatures of the liner at 11.2 °,
Figure 5.7 where the reported locations are 148 cm (58 in.), and 11.8 °, 156 cm (61 in.),
identified. Surface failures (possible crack from the contact center are 1143°C (2090°F) and
initiation) are predicted around 1140°C (2090°F). 221 °C (430°F), respectively. A two-dimensional
Rupture is first indicated by high strains and axisymmetric analysis can not predict these
damage at the inside liner surface below the deformations. In a two-dimensional analysis, the
hottest zone and at the outside of the liner surface deformed shape of the liner is assumed to look
above the hottest zone. Through-wall membrane like the contact center displacement around the
failures are indicated by large Damage Index entire circumference of the containment. In the
values zt 1260°C (2300°F) in the hottest zone at two-dimensional model, resistance to creep is not
the contact center. Note that by 1220°C provided by nearby circumferential areas that are
(2230°F), effective plastic strains and Damage cooler and stiffer. These observations
Index values become large at many locations in "demonstrate the significant difference between
the critical zone. At the final applied temperature two-dimensional axisymmetric and three-
of 1300°C (2372°F), Damage Index values dimensional analyses. As expected, the failure
continue to grow, and at many other locations, temperature predicted by the three-dimensional
strains become significant. Because the strains analysis is higher than predicted by the two-
approach failure values at nearly the same time dimensional analysis.
the Damage Index approaches unity, the adopted
failure criteria are thought to accurately predict 2.3.2 Effective Plastic Strains
failure for this analysis.

Effective plastic contours containing the critical
More details of the response are presented in the regions of the liner interior and exterior at two
form of deformed shapes, strain and damage different temperatures, 1143°C (2090°F) and
index contour, profile, and history plots in 1260°C (2300°F), are shown in Figures 5.9 and
Figures 5.8 through 5.19. 5.10, respectively. (Unless otherwise indicated,

strain and damage values reported in the text are
2.3.1 Deformations integration point predictions; values displayed in

the contours are extrapolated to the nodes. Thus,
At an applied temperature of 1143°C (2090°F) differences between the contour levels and
the radial deformation, looking down at a integration point dataareexpected.) At 11430C
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Table 5.1. Maximum effective plastic strain and Damage Index in the critical zone
I

C3 o

,_ Maximum Applied Temperature: (2090°19 1143°C (2160°19 1182°C (2230°19 1220°C (2300019 1260°C _=

Effective Effective Effective Effective =

Integration Liner plastic Damage plastic Damage plastic Damage plastic Damage
Element* point position strain (%) index strain (%) index strain (%) index strain (%) index

,.<
5 2 Temperature (2010°F) 1100°C (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C _.

Inside 9.1 0.42 11.3 0.98 13.4 2.86 13.9 4.60
Outside 4.7 0.07 5.2 0.07 5.3 0.07 5.5 0.08

6 1 Temperature (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C (2300°F) 1260°C
Inside 9.4 0.69 9.8 1.04 10.7 2.62 10.9 4.72

Outside 4.8 0.08 4.9 0.08 5.0 0.09 5.0 O.12

7 1 (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C (2300°F) 1260°C
Inside 3.9 0.20 3.9 0.25 4.3 1.59 4.7 6.30

Outside 5.3 0.40 5.3 0.52 5.3 1.14 5.4 1.47
!

4_ 7 2 Inside 3.5 0.05 3.5 0.05 3.7 0.08 4.1 1.30
Outside 9.3 0.67 9.5 0.92 9.8 1.91 9.8 2.19

8 1 Temperature (2010°F) 1100°C (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C
Inside 3.3 0.04 3.5 0.45 3.7 0.06 3.9 0.29

Outside 8.4 0.55 9.6 0.99 I I. l 2.50 I 1.3 3.06

9 l Temperature (1830°F) 1000°C (1900°F) 1040°C (1970°F) 1075°C (2010°F) 1100°C
Inside 1.7 0.02 8.2 0.28 6.6 0.08 6.8 0.08

Outside 2.7 O.13 2.3 0,03 17.4 0.60 18.6 0.80

9 3 Inside 1.1 0.02 3.0 0.04 4.7 0.06 4.9 0.06
Outside 1.7 0.06 5.8 0.36 11.5 0.75 12.5 0.92

23 2 Temperature (2010°F) 1 lO0°C (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C
Inside 5.1 0.38 6.6 1.45 7.2 2.78 7.3 3.49

Outside 3.7 0.06 4.1 0.07 4.2 0.07 4.2 0.09

26 1 Temperature (2010°F) 1100°C (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C
Inside 2.9 0.04 7.6 1.22 3.4 0.06 3.7 0.56

Outside 6.6 0.77 1.4 0.02 7.9 1.74 8.0 1.80

*See Figure 5.7.



Table 5.1. Maximum effective plastic strain and Damage Index in the critical zone (continued)

Maximum Applied Temperature: (2090°F) 1143°C (2160°F) 11820C (2230°F) 12200C (23000F) 1260°C

Effective Effective Effective Effective

Integration Liner plastic Damage plastic Damage plastic Damage plastic Damage
El_mnemt* point position strain (%) index strain (%) index strain (%) index strain (%) index

43 4 Temperature (2090°F) 1140°C (2160°F) 1180°C (2230°F) 1220°C (2300°F) 1260°C
Inside 6.5 0.34 6.7 0.95 7.1 3.12 7.4 8.12

Outside 1.6 0.23 1.6 O.18 1.6 O.19 1.6 O.19

*See Figure 5.7.

!



Figure 5.7. l._cation qJfcritical poillts ill tile higll teml_erature zone. Results for selected poillts are listed ill l'_lhle 5.1.
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Three-DimensionalAnalysis

Concrete FIo¢

SDVl VALUE

+4.49E-03 __'" Liner Inside 29 inches+1.41E-02 (74 cm)
,_:_. +2.38E-02 (5.6 o)

+3.35E-02
+4.31 E-02

.:

+5.28E-02
+6.25E-02
+7.22E-02
+8.18E-02
+9.15E-02
+1.01 E-01
+1.10E-01

Concrete Floor

29 inches
(74 cm) Liner Outside 1

(5'6°)

Figure 5.9. Effective plastic grain contours of the liner inside and outside at 1143°C (2090°F)
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I Three-DimensionalAnalysis [

Concrete Flo¢

SDV1 VALUE

.8.14E-03 {_ Liner Inside 29 inches
+8.60E-03 _ (74 cm)

:_;: +2.13E-02 (,5.8°)
: +3.60E..02

+5.08E-02
+6.55E-02
+8.03E-02
+9.50E'02
++-1,09E-01
+1.24E-01
+1.39E-01
+1.54E-01

Concrete Floor
I

29 inches
(74 cm) Liner Outside l

(5'6°)

Figure 5.10. Effective plastic grain contours of the liner Inside and outside at 1260"C (2300"F)
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Three-Dimensional Analysis

Concrete Ftoc

Liner Inside 29 inches
SDV4 VALUE (74 cm)

(5.6")
+1.00E-02
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+! .95E-01
+2.57E-01
+3.19E-01
+3.81E-01
+4.43E-01
+5.05E-01
+5.67E-.01
+6.28E-01
+6.90E-01

Concrete Floor

29 inches

(74 cm) Liner Outside t

(5"60) _..

Figure 5.14. Damage Index contours of the liner inside and outside at 1143°C (2090°F)
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Figure 5.17. Profiles of the Damage Index at 1143°C (20900F) in meridionai cross sections at the center of core debris contact
with the liner and at 11.2° and 11.8° circumferentially from the center
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Three-Dimensional Analysis

(2090°F) on the inside of the liner, the maximum corium contact, the maximum strain at the
effective plastic strain contour level is about I 1 maximum applied temperature is 18.7 percent.
percent and occurs at the corium contact center At 11.2 ° from the contact center, the maximum
just below the hottest temperature zone. On the strain is 8 percent, and at 11.8 ° from the center,
outside of the liner, the maximum effective plastic the wall strains are less than 0.5 percent. From
strain contour level is about 10 percent and these strain results, a critical zone is defined from
occurs at the contact center just above the hottest the center of corium contact to 37 cm (15 in.) or
temperature zone. In both cases, the vertical 2.8 ° and between 13 and 38 cm (5 to 15 in.)
(meridional) gradient of the strain is large, and above the floor.
the horizontal (circumferential) gradient is small.
At 5 cm (2 in.) vertically, the strain reduces to The effective plastic strain history at a point in
l percent. Horizontally, the strain remains this critical zone is shown in Figure 5.13. As
constant for about 37 cr, (15 in.) or 2.8 ° from can be seen from this figure, the strain is well
the contact center. At 1260°C (2300°F) on the below 1 percent throughout most of the tempera-
inside of the liner, the maximumeffectiveplastic ture ramp until the failure temperature is
strain contour level is about 15 percent and approached. At this time, the strain begins to
occurs at the corium contact center just below the grow to above 18 percent. In this three-
hottest temperature zone. On the outside of the dimensional analysis with a 10-minute tempera-
liner, the maximum effective plastic strain ture rise, the critical zone's strains begin to grow
contour level is about 18 percent. This maximum from 0.3 percent at 770°C (1420°F) to 4 percent
effective plastic strain occurs at the contact center at 904 °C (1660°F) and peak at about 18 percent
about 25 cm (10 in.) above the hottest tempera- by 1221°C (2230°F).
ture zone. Note that the strain is larger than
10 percent throughout the hottest temperature 2.3.3 Damage Index
zone. On both sides of the liner, the horizontal
(circumferential) gradient is much larger than at Damage Index contours containing the critical
1143°C (2090°F). Horizontally, the strain regions of the liner interior and exterior at two
reduces by 1 percent every 3.7 cm (1.5 in.) or different temperatures, 1143°C (2090°F) and
0.28 ° from the contact center. 1260°C (2300°F), are shown in Figures 5.14,

5.15 and 5.16. At 1143°C (2090°F) on the
Effective plastic strain profiles predicted at inside of the liner, the maximum Damage Index
1143°C (2090°F) are shown in Figure S.11. The contour level is 0.6 to 0.7 and occurs at the
profiles follow a vertical path (meridional) in the corium contact center in the hottest temperature
containment at the center of corium contact and at zone. On the outside of the liner, the maximum
11.2 ° and 11.8 ° from the center. Figure 5.12 Damage Index contour level is about 0.9 and
displays the strain profiles for the same locations occurs 37 cm (15 in.) or 2.8 ° from the contact
at 1260°C (2300°F). At 1143°C (2090°F), the center in the hottest temperature zone. In both
maximum effective plastic strain of 9.4 percent cases, the vertical (meridional) gradient of the
occurs on the liner outside at the contact center damage is large, and the horizontal (circum-
and about 19 cm (7.5 in.) above the concrete base ferential) gradient is small. At 5 cm (2 in.)
floor. At 1260°C (2300°F), the maximum effec- vertically, the damage reduces to 0.1.
tire plastic strain of 18.7 percent occurs on the Horizontally, the damage remains constant for
liner outside at the contact center and about about 37 cm (15 in.) or 2.8 ° from the maximum
38 cm (15 in.) above the concrete base floor. All contour center. At 1260°C (2300°F) on the
the strain plots indicate the greatly elevated strain inside of the liner, the maximum Damage Index
clue to the severe bending that occurs just above contour level is about 8 and occurs 111 to
the shell-concrete junctures. At the center of 148 cm (44 to 58 in.) or 8.4 ° to 11.2 ° from the
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Three-Dimensional Analysis

corium contact center and just above the hottest throughout most of the temperature ramp until the
temperature zone. On the outside of the liner, failure temperature is approached. At this time,
the maximum Damage Index contour level is the Damage Index begins to grow to above 19.
about 6 and occurs 93 to 148 cm (36 to 58 in.) or In this three-dimensional analysis with a 10-
7°to 11.2° from contact center and just below minute temperature rise, the critical zone's
the hottest temperature zone. Note that the damages begin to grow at about 1143°C (2090OF)
Damage index is larger than 1 throughout the and continue to grow up to the final applied
hottest temperature zone. In both cases, the temperature of 1300°C (2372OF).
vertical (meridional) gradient of the damage is
large, and the horizontal (circumferential)
gradient is small. 2.4 Comparison to Results of the Two-

Dimensional Analysis
Damage Index profiles predicted at 1143°C
(2090°F) are shown in Figure 5.17. The profiles The results obtained in the three-dimensional
follow a vertical path (meridional) in the analysis indicate that Damage Index values
containment at the center of corium contact and at indicative of rupture develop at various points in
11.2° and 11.8° from the center. Figure 5.18 the liner at temperatures as low as 1143oC
displays the Damage Index profiles for the same (20900F). Plastic strains at these points are also
locations at 1260°C (2300°F). At 1143°C in the vicinity of expected rupture strains at
(2090°F), the maximum Damage Index of 0.77 12600C. These results can be compared to
occurs on the liner outside at 2.8° from the rupture predictions obtained in a previous two-
contact center and about 32 cm (12.5 in.) above dimensional, axisymmetric analysis [8]. In the
the concrete base floor. At 1260°C (2300°F), case of a heating scenario similar to that used for
the maximum Damage Index of 8.1 occurs on the the three-dimensional analysis in which heatup of
liner outside at 5.6 ° from the contact center and the liner occurred over a 10-minute period, the
about 32 cm (12.5 in.) above the concrete base two-dimensional axisymmetric analysis indicated
floor. At the center of corium contact, the liner rupture would occur at temperatures of 982
maximum Damage Index during the maximum to l l00°C. Slowing the heating rate of the liner
applied temperature of 1300°C (2372°F) is 19.4. so that the temperature rise to 1300°C occurred
At 11.2° from the contact center, the maximum over a two hour period yielded predicted liner
Damage Index is 16, and at 11.8° from the rupture temperatures of 910 to 1040°C.
center, the Damage Index at all locations is less
than 0.15. From these damage results, a critical It is apparent from the comparisons of predicted
zone is defined between 0 to 148 cm (0 to 58 in.) liner rupture temperatures that limiting the region
or 0° to 11.2" from the center of corium contact over which core debris contacts the liner reduces
and between 13 and 38 cm (5 to 15in.) above the the vulnerability of the liner to creep rupture.
floor. This section encompasses the hottest zone The results of the two-dimensional analysis also
of the temperature distribution, suggest that there may be some sensitivity of the

creep rupture results to details of the accident
The Damage Index history at a point in this scenario. This sensitivity was not explored in the
critical zone is shown in Figure 5.19. As can be three-dimensional analysis.
seen from this figure, the damage is nearly zero
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3.0 Failure Temperature Distributions

The three-dimensionalstructuralanalysisreponed SA533 steel were used to fit the regression
here is an attempt to obtain a point estimate of equation:
structural failure to replace the melting failure

criterionthat has been used in past analyses of the In (LMP) = In(b) . In[In Ooe/a]Mark I liner failure issue [1-7]. There are,
however, many sources of uncertainty associated
with structural analyses of steel behavior at where
elevated temperatures,especially at temperatures
above the ferrite-to-austenitephase transition at LMP = Larson-MillerParameter,
727°C. Structural analyses of carbon steel at
these elevated temperatures are by no means Ooe -initial stress, and
routine. The analysis described in the previous
section was an attempt to definea "best-estimate" a,b - parameters adjusted to fit the
criterion. That is, some uncertain aspects of the data.
problem might bias analyses to yield a higher
failure temperaturecriterion and other uncertain The data set used to determine the parametric
aspects of the problem might lead to a lower values by linear least-squares methods consists of
failure temperaturecriterion. 13 data points. It would be expected then that

predictions derived from the regressionequation
Because of the uncertainties, it might be more would have uncertainty distributions that are
rational to consider a distribution in the failure characterized by a Student's t distributionwith 11
temperaturecriterion. That is, the single melting degrees of freedom. Then, the 10')(1 - a) percent
failurecriterion usedin the past might usefully be confidence interval for a predicte,.!value derived
replaced by a creep rupture failure criterion from the regressionequation is given by [15]:
characterized by an uncertaintydistribution. This

uncertainty distribution in the failure criterion (11).,could be combined with other uncertainty In (LMP) = < In (LMP) > _+t(1_,,,,.) o(LMP)
distributions used in the analysis of the Mark I
liner failure issue.

where
Therefore, after the structural analysis was
completed, an effort was undertaken to estimate In (LMP) -- bounds of the 100
the shape of an uncertainty distribution that could (1 - a) percent confi-
be associated with the best estimate failure dence interval
temperature. A completely rigorous approach to
the development of an uncertainty distribution that < In (LMP) > = value of the LMP
took into account all potentially significant derived from the
contributions to the uncertainty in the creep regression equation
rupture failure analysis would, of course, exceed

by a wide margin the time and resources available (11)to the project. A meaningful estimate of the t(1 - ,,.,2) = critical value of the
distribution was sought. Students t distribution

for 11 degrees of free-
The essential indicator of the rupture used in the dora at a 100 (1 .- _t/2)
analysis described above is based on the percent confidence
experimental database for the LMP. Data for level.
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above, it is evident thatthe confidenceboundson
, the valuesof In(LMP) derivedfrom the

(x(i)-_')2ll regressionequationincreaseas:

• conditionsdeviatefrom themean of the
database,and

where
• the level of confidence being demanded

s = standard error in the determina- increases.
tions of ln(LMP) in the data set
= 0.09 The distribution of values of the LMP that are

derived from the limited, available, database can

n - numberof data points = 13 be usedto derive a distributionin the temperature
needed to produce a value of the Damage Index,

prediction of D, equal to 1. The Damage Index is given by:x = In (Ooe) for
< In (LMP)>

N

x(i) = In (aoe(i)) values in the data set D = j=l_ tr (of,j),&t(J)T(j))

n

X" = (I/n) _ x(i) where
i=l

&t(j)-- time increment in hours
Note that to obtain a 100(1 - o_) percent associated with the jth
oonfidence level for the predicted value of step in the temperature
In(LMP), the critical value of the Student's t ramp i,
distribution is evaluated at the 100(1 - ,t/2)
percentconfidencelevel. Thisis,of course, f r

becauseuncertaintiesleadingtovaluesbothabove tr(O(j),T(j))= exp_2.303[(LMPfj)/
andbelow the prediction are ofinterest. Critical _l
values of the Student's t distribution at various /0.00IT(j)) - 20]_, and
confidence levels are:

T(j)- temperature in Rankine
during the jth step in the

I00(I 00% _x/2 t(l(II)2)- - temperatureramp.

50 0.25 0.6974 For thescenariohypothesizedinthestructural
80 0.10 1.363 analysis,temperatureincreasesattherateof
90 0.05 1.796 about 7800°C/hr. For typical elements in the
95 0.025 2.201 structure, most of the damage accumulates in the
98 0.010 2.718 final time step. For instance, at the inner surface
99 0.005 3.106 of element 7:
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T(°C) T(°R) D LMP Probability(%) Temperature (°C)

1140 2540 0.2 0.5 1180.7
1180 2615 0.25 49.0 1.0 1181.0
1220 2687 1.59 46.6 2.5 I 182.0
1260 2759 6.20 46.4 5.0 1183.2

10.0 1185.4
The DamageIndex reachesD = 1 during the
temperatureinterval from 1180 to 12200C. The 50.0 1201.4
LMP used in the analysis for this interval is 46.6.
The confidence intervals for the LMP derived 90.0 1235.4
from its Student's t distribution are: 95.0 1249.3

97.5 1263.4
ConfidenceLevel RangeforLMP 99.0 1282.6
I00(I-a)% 99.5 1297.9

80 48.8 to 44.5 The cumulative probability distribution for the
90 49.5 to 43.9 failure temperature in element 7 is shown in
95 50.2 to 43.3 Figure 5.20, and the associated probability
98 51.1 to 42.5 density function is shown in Figure 5.21. As
99 51.8 to 42.0 expected the distribution sharply rises from

1180°C and has a long tail extending to
The cumulative distribution for values of the temperaturesabove 1220°C.
LMP parameteris then characterizedby:

Similar analyses have been done for the outside
Probability(%) that LMP element 7, outside of element 9, the inside of

LMP is less element 23, and the insideof element43. Results
are shown in Table 5.2.

0.5 42.0
1.0 42.5 These various distributions for the rupture
2.5 43.3 temperatureexhibit a similarityof shape around
5.0 43.9 a median. The distributionshave, however, been

10.0 44.5 computed considering only the Damage Index as
an indicator of rupture. The rupture strain

50.0 46.6 criterion has been neglected.

90.0 48.8 Rupturestrainsare also estimatedby a correlation
95.0 49.5 of data. A distribution for predicted rupture
97.5 50.2 strains in terms of a Student'st distributioncan
99.0 51.1 also be defined. If it is assumed that strainand
99.5 51.8 the Damage Index are independent(which they

are not), then a joint distributionof temperatures
The distributedvalues of the LMP can then be at which the Damage Index is one and the
usedto determinethe distributionof the values of effective plastic strainexceeds the rupturestrain
temperatureat which D = 1" could, inprinciple, be formulated.Uhi:3rtunately,
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Figure 5.20. Cumulative probability distribution for the temperature of rupture at the inside of
element 7. Temperature of rupture has been taken to be the temperature at which
the Damage Index equals 1. The strain criterion Is neglected in formulating thIs
distribution.
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Figure 5.21. Probability density function for the temperature of rupture at the inside of element 7.
Temperature of rupture has been taken to be the temperature at which the Damage
Index equals 1.
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Table 5.2. Cumulative probability distributions for the rupture temperature at
various locations on the liner

11 J][L I IIIII j F I .......... I iii ii i i IF II II

Cumulative

probability Failure temperature (°C) at**(_) of a
lower Element "/ Element "/ Element 9 Element 23 Element 43
failure Inside Outside Outside Inside Inside

temperature Int. pt. 1 Int. pt. 1 Int. pt. 1 Int. pt. 2 Int. pt. 4
¢ IHII I1! ]LI ]JILl ]]I ...................................... I

0.5 1180.7 1220.3 1101.5 1104.2 1142.i
1.0 1181.0 1220.5 1102.4 1106.5 1143.3
2.5 1182.0 1220,9 1104.5 I111.4 1146,0
5,0 1183.2 1221.5 II07.2 1116.7 I149.3
10.0 1185.4 1222,5 1111.5 1124.4 I154.4

50.0 1201.4 1231.7 1136.7 1158.9 i182.1

90.0 1235.4 1257.4 1177,4 1205.5 1224.6
95.0 1249,3 i269.4 1192.6 1222.2 1240.4
97.5 1263.4 1282.0 1207.6 1238,3 1255.9
99.0 1282,6 1299.7 1227,6 1259.6 1276,5
99,5 1297.9 (1314.0)* 1243.3 1276.I 1292,6

____1 L [ [111111II

*Temperatureramp hypothesizedfor the analysis went to only 1300°C.
**See Table 1 and Figure 7 for furtherinformationon the locations of the elements

of the computationalgrid.
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there is not sufficientinformationavailable from predictedfrom the DamageIndex is not thought
the structural analyses to compute the entire reliablebecauseof the limitationsin theavallable
distribution.Partialdistributionscomputedin this data for the LMPs. A plausible, thoughobvi-
way suggestthat the shapesof the distributions ously very approximateuncertaintydistribution
are rather similar to those shownin Table 5.2, can then be formulated by consideringtemper-
but the medians are shifted to slightly higher ature deviations from a median value. The
temperatures, absolutelocation of the median (or any other

selectedquantileof the distribution) can then be
The distributions in rupture temperaturededuced deducedby consideringboth the Damage Index
by consideringonly the uncertaintyin the LMP and the strain criterion for rupture. Such a
have an intuitive appeal with respectto their distribution of deviations from an unspecified
shapes. The absolute value of the rupture median is shownin Figure5.22 and is listed in
temperature (say the median temperature) TableS.3.
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-20 0 20 40 60 80

TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE (°C)

Figure 5.22. Cumulative probability distribution for deviations from a selected median
temperature of liner rupture
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Table S.3. Uncertainty dh"trlbutlon for temperature deviations
from a selected temperature of liner rupture

iii,,i, r,,,,,L,,L _ J - _ _ i1,11 -- i __ J

l_'obabIilty
Probability (%) h,Y Density
of a Lower AT (°C) (°C'l)

f _ _ ill . , , , ,,,,, ii. i i ,

0.5 -24.5 9.8 x 10.3
1.0 -24.0 0.012
2.5 -22.8 0.016
5.0 -21.2 0.019

10 -18.5 0.021

20 -13.9 0.0225
30 -9.5 0.0226
40 -4.9 0.0216
50 0 0.019
60 5.6 0.018
70 12.4 0.014
80 21.4 0.010

90 36.0 5.9x I0"3
95 50.4 3.5x 10-3
97.5 64.9 1.7x 10-3
99 84.4 7.7x 10-4
99.5 99.9 3.2x I0"4

•_
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4.0 Conclusions

Though the structural analysis reported here is confidence that for the scenario being
limited in scope, it does lead to some conclusions analyzed the creep rupture failure temperature
pertinent to the issue of the vulnerability of the will not be less than 1238°C. The uncertainty
Mark I drywell liner to direct attack by core analysis also indicates there to be a 95 percent
debris: confidence that the creep rupture failure

temperature will be less than 1310°C.
1. Heating of the liner by core debris produces

substantial deformations of the liner in the

local regions of contact with core debris. 3. The inability to use the Damage Index methodalone to obtain satisfactory predictions of the
Deformations are, however, not so large that creep rupture of the Mark I liner when heated
the liner can derive support from the concrete by core debris probably stems from the
shield wall of the reactor, limitations in the available database for the

LMP. Experimental determinations of this
2. The Damage Index failure criterion based on database have come from constant load and

the LMP has to be coupled with at least a constant creep rate tests. Such data cannot be
qualitative examination of rupture strains to directly applied to situations involving varying
obtain appe_ing predictions of liner failure, temperatures and varying stresses.
Damage Index values indicative of rupture on
both the inner and outer surface of the liner

and large plastic strains were calculated to 4. In addition to the phenomenological
develop in the liner at 1260°C in the vicinity uncertainties cited above, there are uncertain-
of the center of core debris contact with the ties in the boundary conditions for structural
liner. This temperature is about 240°C less analyses. Variations in the heating rate of the
than the melting temperature which has been liner can reasonably be expected to affect the
used as the failure criterion in previous creep history of the liner. Certainly in past
analyses of the Mark I liner. An approximate two-dimensional analyses, it has been found
uncertainty distribution for this value of the that slowing the rate at which the liner heated
rupture temperature was derived by analysis reduced the temperature at which rupture was
of the uncertainty in predictions of the LMP predicted to occur. The amount of the liner
from the available database. This uncertainty that is in contact with the debris can also
analysis indicates there to be a 95 percent affect the predicted temperature of rupture.
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Appendix A

Material Properties Data

For the creep-rupture analyses performed in this The parameters A, r, and s in Equation (A-l) are
study, a high temperature constitutive charac- dependent on temperature but independent of
terization of the Mark I containment liner is stress. The form of this equation was suggested
required. However, until now, interests in high in Reference [A-2], but the parameters A, r, and
temperature creep rupture have focused on the s were not quantified and had to be determined as
reactor vessel material instead of liner material, part of the present study. This was done by
The data available for the present study are digitizing the creep curves in Reference [A-2] and
derived from literature characterizing reactor applying a least squares fit to the data. The
vessel steel, namely, SA533-B1. Although the resulting expressions for A, r, and s were
liner is made of SA516-70 steel, the use of the incorporated into the elastic-viscoplastic
SA533-B 1 creep data can be justified on the basis constitutive model described in Appendix B.
that fine-grained steels behave similarly at high
temperatures. Two sources provided creep data: The differences between the response of the liner
a Combustion Engineering Inc. (CEI) report and pressure vessel steels are assumed to be
prepared for the Electric Power Research Institute negligible at high temperatures due to their
(EPRI) [A-l], and an Idaho National Engineering similar fine-grain structure. At high tempera-
Laboratory (INEL) report prepared for the U.S. tures, the material undergoes a heat treatment that
Nuclear Regulator)' Commission (NRC) [A-2]. negates the differences between the two materials.
Both reports describe high temperature creep B.C. Gowda, [A-3] examined the temperature
experiments for SA533-B 1 steel, dependence of the yield stress for SA516-55 steel,

and this data, compared with the CEI, INEL, and

A.1 Creep Law ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [A-4]
data, suggest that SA516 and SA533 steels behave

Combustion Engineering performed creep similarly after the phase change at 727°C
experiments at moderately high temperatures (1340°F). Figure A-1 shows the yield stress
ranging from 399 to 649°C (750 ° to 1200°F). temperature dependence for the SA516 and
INEL performed experiments at high tempera- SA533 steels at various strain rates. Before the
tures ranging from 627°C to l l00°C (1160 ° to phase change, the trends in the temperature
2012 ° F). At each temperature, several constant dependencies of yield stresses for both steels are
load creep tests were reported. A creep power similar even though the yield magnitudes are
law, shown in Equation (A-l), is used to fit the different. After the phase change, the yield stress

data where, ¢c is the creep strain, o is the applied temperature trends and magnitudes for all strain
initial stress in ksi, and t is the time in hours, rates converge to a single value (within normal

scatter) for both materials. Since the focus of this
study is on the high temperature creep rupture

_c = A _ ts (A-l) modes, the SA533 data are deemed adequate for
the formulation of an approximate creep law.

The creep strain rate is: A.2 EPRI Creep Experiments

CEI, in a topical report to EPRI [A-l], reported
gc - As or ts-1 (A-2) constant load creep data for SA533 steel from
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Figure A-1. Yield stress and modulus dependence on temperature
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23 experiments; Table A-1 summarizes the Equation (A-3) of all the data points for the
experiments reported. Construction of the creep constants A, r, and s.
power law used data from 15 experiments. Table
A-2 summarizes the experiments used. The
experiments in Table A-2 were chosen because error = (_ (e c - A or ts)2) 1/2 (A-3)
creep histories for these experiments were
provided; the other experiments were reported,
but creep histories were not available in the A large number of computations is required to
report. Creep data from the experiments are provide a reasonable fit; for example, 100 trials
shown in Figure A-2. Note that all tests are each for 3 constants leads to 300 calculations per
completed over the same time history, data point. Table A-4 contains the constants at

each temperature as determined by this approach,
A.3 INEL Creep Experiments and Figures A-2 through A-6 show the predicted

curves compared to the experimental creep data.
INEL [A-2] detailed constant load creep data for Again, note that these constants are valid for
SA533 steel from 13 experiments. Table A-3 stresses in ksi and time in hours. The values of
summarizes the experiments reported. Construc- A, r, and s are linearly interpolated between 399 °
tion of the creep power law used data from all the and 1100°C (750 ° and 2012°F). Outside this
experiments. Creep data from the experiments range, A, r, and s are held constant. This restric-
are shown in Figures A-3 through A-6. Note that tion implies that for temperatures below 399°C
all tests are completed over a wide range of time (750°F), the creep strain may be overestimated,
histories. Thus, the strain rates for these and for temperatures above1100°C (2012°F), the
experiments vary substantially, creep strain may be underestimated. In Figures

A-3 through A-6, notice that the valid portions of

A.4 Creep Data Fit the curves are the primary/secondary curve up to
the intersection point with the tertiary part and

To provide a fit to the creep data discussed then the tertiary curve. In implementing the
above, the parameters A, r, and s of the power creep equation in the constitutive model (see
law in Equation (A-l) are determined using the Appendix B), the model automatically switches to
least squares method. (The constants are valid the tertiary curve after the point of intersection of
for stresses in ksi and time in hours.) The the primary/secondary curve with the tertiary
parameters were held constant with stress and curve. This process required a separate state
strain rate and allowed to vary only with variable that keeps track of the intersection point.
temperature. Separate fits were performed for

the primary/secondary creep portion and the A.5 Yield Strength and Modulus Data
tertiary creep portion.

The dependence of the yield strength and elastic
The structure of the power law does not lend modulus on temperature are shown in Figure A-1.
itself to existing automated least squares fit The yield strength fit used in the analysis is
methodologies but requires optimization techni- shown with a solid line in the figure. The low-
ques. However, optimization techniques [A-5] temperature (CE) data and the high-temperature
require a level of effort beyond the scope of this (INEL) data were fit separately, and the two
study, and thus, a brute force automated least curves were joined by interpolation. Similarly,
squares fit methodology [A-6] was devised to the elastic modulus data were fit separately for
determine the constants. This methodology the low-temperature and the high-temperature
minimizes the least squares error shown in regimes and then joined by interpolation.
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Table A-1. Constant load creep experiment for SA533 steel _ by
Combustion Engin_g

Temperature OF 750 900 1050 1200
(°¢) 099) (482) (564) (649)

Applied Stress 30.0 (207) 14.0 (97) 10.0 (69) 2.0 (14)

KSI (MPa) 45.0 (310) 18.0 (124) 14.0 (97) 3.0 (21)

50.0 (345) 22.0 (152) 18.0 (124) 4.0 (28)

55.0 (379) 26.0 (179) 20.0 (138) 5.0 (34)

60.0 (414) 30.0 (207) 22.0 (152) 6.0 (41)

35.0 (241)

40.0 (276)

44.0 (303)

Table A-2. Constant load creep experiment used in the creep power
law construction

Temperature *F 750 900 1050 1200
(*C) 099) (482) (564) (649)

Applied Stress 45.0 (31f0 26.0 (179) 10.0 (69) 3.0 (21)

KSI (MPa) 50.0 (345) 30.0 (207) 14.0 (97) 4.0 (28)

55.0 (379) 35.0 (241) 18.0 (124) 5.0 (34)

44.0 (303) 22.0 (152) 6.0 (41)

Table A-3. Constant load creep experiment configurations for
SA533 steel reported by INEL

Temperature *F 1160 1340 1430 1610 1790 2012
(°C) (627) (727) CT7?) (877) (977) (II00)

Applied Stress 10.1 (70) 5.7 (39) 2.0 (14) 1.8 (12.5) 1.2 (8.0) 0.5 (3.5)

KSI (MPa) 20.0 (140) 8.1 (56) 3.8 (26) 3.8 (26.5) 1.8 (12.5) 1.0 (7.0)

3.8 (26.5)
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Figure A-6. Creep data for 1100°C (2012°F)
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Table A-4. Creep power law constantsdeterminedby least squaresapptordmation
....... J I I I IIIIIIIL I II I I 11 III II II III I I I

Primary/ma_ary creep Tertiarycreep power law
t c "- A or ts power law _stantS constants

.......... ± II i ilJll ii ii

Temperatun_°F (°C) A r s A r s
_ II Ill ::::.......................... Ill I II Illl I I I Ill I i iii JLJIII .1

750 (399) 3.17E-16 7.01 0.243 - - -

900 (482) 3.76E-10 3.83 0.405 - - -

1050 (564) 4.90E-9 3.96 0.624 - - -

1160 (627) 1.06E-6 2.83 0.836 2.18E-11 5.93 1.69

1200 (649) 2.64E-5 1.76 0.564 - - -

1340 (627) 1.25E-3 1.77 0.678 1.05E-4 2.55 1.75

1430 ('7'77) 6.62E-4 2.66 0.704 6.52E-7 6.75 1.53

1610 (877) 1.08E-3 3.00 0.788 5.82E-5 4.73 1.38

1790 (977) 8.56E-3 3.67 0.536 1.20E-4 11.1 1.57

2012 (1100) 0.236 4.74 0.714 0.748 11.6 1.82
ii i iiiii ...... 1 i 111|11ir_ I [11II L I I I I 1 II I I IIIII II1[I II!1 III II IIIII I I
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Appendix B

Viscoplastic Constitutive Model

The constitutive formulation presented here is when the test specimen gets closer m failure by
based on a rate-dependent plasticity formulation localized necking. The onset of the tertiary creep
[Y. R. Rashid et al., "A Rate-Dependent in a constant stress test marks the beginning of
Plasticity Model for High Temperature Metals," localized necking and can therefore be called the
to be published] in which the material's deviatoric true instability strain. This instability strain and
response is viscoplastic and the dilatational the corresponding true stress may be regarded as
(volumetric) response is elastic. Thus, the plastic the best failure measures since the measurements
strains are time dependent and are determined beyond thatpoint become highly unreliable. This
from a flow potential that is a continuous function is due to the fact that the reduction-in-area data
of stress, temperature, and time. The material are affected by local imperfections, causing
data utilized to quantify the parameters of the localized necking that differs from specimen to
constitutive model were presented in Appendix A. specimen, thus producing large scatter in both the
Before presenting the three-dimensional con- reduction-in-area and the elongation data. If we
stitutive equations of the material model, it is were to regard the instability strain from a
necessary to discuss the use of the experimental constant stress test to be the failure strain, then
data in finite strain analysis,, the failure stress would be the true stress at that

instability strain. This will be discussed further

B.1 Implementation of Material Data under failure criteria. Since constant-stress creep
data are not available, it is necessary to develop

The creep data discussed in Appendix A were a procedure for using the constant-load data. To
obtained from constant load tests, and therefore, this end, let the principal stretches be _.1, _'2, and
the stress variable in the creep equation is the _'3' Then
initial stress rather than the current stress. Also,

the creep strain is the nominal strain rather than _'1X2_'3= 1 (B-l)
the logarithmic strain. Therefore, it is necessary
that the stress and strain variables be redefined

before they are used in the constitutive model. In a tension test, _'I is in the direction of the load
This is discussed below, and is a measure of the strain that is recorded in

the tests. The product _'2 _'3 is a measure of the
It is of interest to note that the tertiary creep area of the specimen. The logarithmic strain, EL,
observed in a constant load creep test may be which is the strain that is conjugate to the true
thought of as a geometric effect due to the stress, is the strain measure normally used in
reduction in area rather than a material effect, finite strain analysis. Inelastic constitutive laws
Consequently, the analysis may utilize the are best expressed in terms of the true stress and
minimum creep rate (ignoring the small primary logarithmic strain, because when plotted against
creep part) thereby greatly simplifying the curve each other they match the experimental data best.
fitting process. However, the limited available The logarithmic strain is given by
data for constant stress tests also show tertiary
creep, but its time range is significantly shorter
than its counterpart in the constant load tests, eL " ln(gl) (B-2)
Closer examination of the data would show that

the tertiary creep in a constant stress test may still

be a geometric effective, perhaps because of the The nominal strain eN, which is the strain that is
inability of the testing machine to shed the load usually recorded in an experiment, is
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AI. = kl _ 1 (B-3) o = oo eeL (B-9)
EN - L===_

In finite strainanalyses, the true stressesand the
and logarithmic strains are the calculated variables.

Therefore, it is necessary to convert the

k I = e'_L = c N + I (B-4) calculated true stresses to the nominal stresses• before entering the material data routines.
Furthermore, since the material data are one-

Since X2 _'3 = Area = I/_.I, then dimensional, the one-dimensional equivalence,
namely the effective stress, of the calculated

Area = e-tL- II(I . iN) (B-5) three-dimensional stress state must first becalculated. This is done as follows:

and the reductionin area is Ooi = oi/ki = oi e-eLi

AA = 1 -e-eL = eN/(1 + eN) 03-6) where

Therefore,using eitherstrainmeasureseL or CN, eLi - the ithprincipallogarithmicstrain,
the calculatedreductionin area is always smaller
than the elongation. However, the data would o i ffi the ith stresscomponent (assumed
show "measured"area reductions that are much here to be principal value) in the
higher than the elongation, indicating localized direction of eLi, and
neckingthat is non-uniformover the gaugelength
Lo. Ooi ffi the ith principalstress referenced

to the undeformedgeometry.
The nominalcreeprate, fromEquation(A-2), can
be writtenas The effective stressreferencedto the undeformed

(initial) geometry becomes
c r -1

t N =As o0t s (B-7)

=[l°oe _((°01- 002)2 (8-11)

where oo is the initial stress in the specimen and

A, r, and s are determined fromdata. Theabove )]I/2isan oononoaoo + °00
variable-stresscreep test. In sucha test the time-
dependenttrue stress o evolves as follows: This "initial" effective stress would be the

uniaxial equivalent stress to be used in the

o ffiOo(1. eN) (B-8) material data expressions Equations (A-l) and(A-2) in Appendix A.

B.2 Uniaxial Constitutive Model

where CN is the total time-dependent nominal
strain. In termsof the logarithmicstrain, the true A rate-dependentuniaxial materialresponse can
stress becomes be expressedas follows:
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( _m to the logarithmic strain e c using Equation 03-4)

o = Ken/_ ] 03-12) before Equation 03-13) can be used to calculate
_r/ the logarithmic creep rate. In order to make use

of the material data reported in Appendix A, the
model parameters K, m, and n can be expressed

where in terms of the material parameters A, r, and s as
follows:

o = true or Cauchy stress,
1

w

e = logarithmic strain, K = (sSA) 7,

= logarithmic strain rate, n - 1 - S 03-14)
t

_r = reference strain rate, Sm = -

K = strength coefficient, function of r

temperature and has units of stress, B.3 Three-Dimensional Constitutive

n = hardness coefficient, function of Formulation
temperature, and

It should be noted that the stress and strain

m = strain-rate sensitivity coefficient, variables in the following derivations are
function of temperature respectively true stress and logarithmic strain

unless stated otherwise.

Applying Equation (B- 12) to a constant-load creep
test, we substitute Equation 03-9) for o and solve The deviatoric strain rates are decomposed into

for _c to obtain elastic and plastic components as follows:

.e ¢..p (B-15)

ec = _r -- "_ e-% e N 03-13) We assume that a flow potential F exists such that

.p = k aF 03-16)
where eij c3S----_lj

_c = logarithmic creep strain rate at
time t, and

ec = integrated logarithmic creep strain, 1 Sij Sij _ K2 (B-17)and F --

oo = initial applied stress.

where _¢ is temperature dependent and the

Sittce the measured creep strain is the nominal deviatoric stress Sij are functions of the plastic
eNC, it is necessary to convert the measured eNC strains:
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Sij _._Sij(ePmn) (B-18, dSij--21_(de_j)--21x(deij- de p) 03-24,

The effective strain rate is: -- 21_(deij - dZSij)

(i }1,2 03-19,6e -'- 6ij eij In the above, I_is the shear modulus and E' is the
plastic modulus which is the slope of the stress-
plastic strain curve.

where
Substituting Equation 03-24) into Equation 03-23)

eij = J Sij (B-20) yields:

dF -- 21_ Sij deij - 21adk SijSij
and J is the material viscoplastic compliance 03-25)

determined from the data given in Equation -2/3 E'dLSijSij- 2_:dK---0
(B-13), namely,

J _e3_r([-_J_l/m(e -'e ee n_}l (B-21) Solving for dk from Equation (B-25), we have:= Sij deij i¢d_: (B-26)dk=
R

From the consistency condition, we have
where

dF = C3Fds.. + OFdeP + 3--F-Fd_:---0 (B-22)
_ p 11 OK R = 2x2(1 + E'/31s) (B-27)

0Sij _J Oeij

Making use of the following: Substituting Equation 03-20) into Equation (B-26)
gives:

OF =Sij, OF = _ 2E,Sij,

OS"_Ij oep a d_.-- -J SijSij _ I¢dI¢
03-28)

R
dep = _.dtSij = d k Sij

Now, for convenience, we will continue the

we have, derivation using matrix notation:

' dF = SijdSij - 2/3E'Sij dkSij - 2t:dt¢ = 0 d_. = -R~J ST ~S - __t:dt:_R 03-29)
03-23)

from the elastic relations From elastic relations we have for the deviatoric
stress vector:
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dS = 2_~ee = 21sl-_2 d_e (B-30) where M = 21_2 - --_-,_j._2

and for the pressure
But _on = _n-I + d_°n (B-39)

dakk _ _Hld £ (B-31)dP = _ 3,% Then:

where 13is the bulk modulus and H1 and _2 are

numerical matrices to be de_ned Eelow. [_ )_IH _ }Combining Equations (B-30) and (B-31): _n -- + Mn _n - H-1 ML_qn-1
(B-40)

do = dS + dp_ = 21a_2 d£2 + H2 d£e(B-32)
Equation (B-40) is the incremental stress-strain

where do are the coordinate stresses and [ is the relations that will be used in the finite element
Kronecker delta, formulation.

da = 21aa_j2(de.e-d£P)+ _H 1 de(B-33) Referring to Equation (B-12)and taking e r =~ ~ 1/hr, we can derive an expression for the yield

(flow) stress by setting e = aylE and a = ay as
follows:

or,

1 m

do= Hdj_ - 21_i_2Sd_. (B-34) f K/T_ l--n 03-41)

where H,_= 21sl_2 + _-H] 03-35) and

is the elasticity matrix. 1 m

= f K/T:'fi _ 1--"fi/V/_" (B-42)
Substituting Equation (B-29) into Equation _: [_-_j(B-34),

ISiST J _ gdKl/S (B-36)dE = Hd£ - 21a]_2 _ --_-_j~ As can be seen the yield stress is dependent on"" the strain rate, and the incremental stress-strain
relations, Equation (B-40), are function of the

where I is the identity matrix, strain rate not only through the creep compliance
J but also the parameter K. The material

Substituting _2g for S and writing Equation parameter K, m, and n are determined from data
(B-36) for tirn'e step n gives, through the expressions B-14 and the creep

curves presented in Appendix A. The following

d._n = Hd_en - _n _n (B-37) definitions are used in the above equations:
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vE
E H=

= 2(1 +v) ' _ (1 +v)(1 -2v)

1-v 1 1 0 0 0
E = elastic modulus, v

E' = plastic modulus, 1 -v 1 0 0 0V

v = Poisson's ratio, Symm 1 -v 0 0 0
V

sT = (SII' S22' S33' S12' $23' SI3)' 1-2v 0 0
2v

1 1 1 0 0 0 1 -2v 02v

1 1 0 0 0 1 -2_

Symm 1 0 0 0 2v

H1 - 0 0 0 ' o e = (3/2 Sij Sij) 1/2
0 0

ee = (2/3 eij eij) 1/2
0

Sij = oij- 1/30kk dij

2 1 1
0 0 0 eij = eij-1/3 _kk dijm mm m m

3 3 3

Equation (B-40) is used to derive the element
2 _ 1 0 0 0 stiffness and internal force vectors. Stresses
3 3 calculated from Equation (B-40) are adjusted,

2 using the radial return correction, to remain

H2 = Symm _ 0 0 0 ; consistent with the flow potential as follows:

100 / ]final _ [ 2_:2 / 1/2 (B-43)

1 0 _n --_n-1 + Agn) 1 [Sij SijJ1
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Creep-Rupture Failure Model for Steel Under Elevated Temperatures

The creep-rupture failure model developed in the
present study is based on the cumulative damage LMP = b In --°°-----_;
concept. The damage increment is defined as the a (C-2)

ratio of the time increment to the rupture time. a - 5,272.0, b = -5.7241
The rupture time is calculated from the current
temperature and stress. The Damage Index is
obtained by summing the incremental damages, where Ooe is the initial stress (ksi) given in
The Damage Index is unity at failure by creep Equation (B-11).
rupture. The Larson-Miller Parameter (LMP) is
determined from constant load, constant tempera-

ture creep tests [C-1]. Data from INEL [C-2] C.2 Larson-Miller Parameter Damage
were used to express the LMP as a function of Index
the applied stress. This appendix describes the
use of the LMP in the cumulative damage failure
model and its application to time varying stresses Let a stress a and a temperature T be applied for

a time duration At. Then incremental damage isand temperatures.
defined as follows:

C.1 Creep-Rupture Data Summary
at) = At/tr (a,T)

INEL reported creep rupture times for the SA533
steel at temperatures ranging from l160°F
(627°C) to 2012°F (1100°C)[C-2]. LMP values where tr is the rupture time determined from a
were calculated using Equation (C-I), where tr is constant-load creep-rupture test conducted for the
the time to rupture in hours and T is the stress a and the temperature T. By rearranging
temperature in Rankine. Equation (C-I), the time-to-rupture tr can be

determined by Equation (C-4), where T is the

LMP - .001(20.0 + lOgl0tr)T (C-l) temperature in Rankine,

Table C-1 contains a summary of all the SA533 tr _ e2.303[(LMP/.001T) - 20.0] (C-4)
creep rupture tests reported by INEL. Included
in this table are the temperature of the test (°F),
the applied stress (ksi), the creep rupture time
(hours), and the LMP. Figure C-1 shows the The total damage at any given time is given by
relationship between the applied stress and the the sum of the incremental damages as shown in
LMP with the data points from the experiment. Equation (C-5). Thus, failure by creep rupture is
These data were fit with Equation (C-2), and the indicated when D > 1.0.
constants a and b were determined using a stan-
dard automated least squares fit utility as follows: D = _ At/tr
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Table C-1. Summary of the SA533B1 material creep tests

Temperature Applied stress Time to rupture Larson-Miiler
OF (°C) (KS1) (MPa) (hours) parameter

1160 (627) 10.1 (70) 190. 36.08

1160 (627) 20.0 (140) 11.3 34.10

1340 (727) 5.7 (39) 8.9 37.70
J

1340 (727) 8.1 (56) 4.6 37.19

1430 (777) 2.0 (14) 264. 42.37

1430 (777) 3.8 (26) 18.9 40.21

1610 (877) 1.8 (12.5) 54.7 44.99

1610 (877) 3.8 (26.5) 4.1 42.66

1790 (977) 1.2 (8.0) 61.2 49.01

1790 (977) 1.8 (12.5) 2.2 45.76

1790 (977) 3.8 (26.5) .045 41.96

2012 (1100) 0.5 (3.5) 46.9 53.56

2012 (1100) 1.0 (7.0) 0.65 48.97

The Damage Index D is calculated for each /_ _1] aeb_I1 /

3 (C-6)
integration point in the grid and stored as a state % - _ S1 - 1variable for post processing. _ $2

As noted previously, the LMP was determined
from uniaxial constant-load creep data. where
Generalization of this data to multiaxial stress

states through the effective stress Ooe, given in S1 = o I - I 1
Equation (B-11), would pose some difficulties
because the definition for the effective stress does

(o21 2 2_1/2not distinguish between tension and compression. $2 = + 02 + 03]
Similarly, the maximum principle stress cannot be
used because it changes directions with time.
Huddleston addressed this problem in two articles I1 ffi°1 + °2 + °3
[C-3, C-4] where he developed a multiaxial

creep-rupture strength model that showed good [( )]1/2agreement with multiaxial creep-rupture data. _ = (o1_o2) 2 + (02-03) 2 + (o3-Ol)2/2
The Huddleston model uses a new definition for
the effective stress as follows:
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Figure C-1. Stress dependence on Larson-Miiler parameter
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o1 > 02 > 03"The principal stresses Creep ductility under multiaxial stressconditions
differs from and is significantly lower than the

a, b: constants uniaxial elongation. The Mark-I shell is pri-
marily under a biaxial stress state, and therefore

Huddleston found that "a" tends to have a value the rupture strain is expected to be smaller than
in the range of 0.85 to 1.1 with 1.0 being a good the rupture strain in a uniaxial test under equal
universal value to use in the absence of data. effective stress. In orderto develop the biaxiaiity
The parameter "b" tends to have a value in the dependenceof the creep ductility, we makeuse of
0.15 to 0.3 range and an averagevalue of 0.24 is workby Manjoine [C-5]. Manjoine cited testson
recommended. Using these two values of a and various ductile materials and proposed the
b, Equation (C-6) reduces to following formula for the ductility ratio tL:

Ill ) eefT (C-8)
0.2 - 1 (C-7) _ ffi(uniaxial elongatic)n)

oe = %ee

t_ = 2(1-TF) (C-9)

Where Ooe from Equation (B-11) is substituted
for _. This definition of the effective stress is WhereTF is the Davis triaxiality factor.
used in the LMP expression, Equation (C-2), in

place of Ooe. _/_"(o 1 +02 +03)
TF = (C-I0)

C.3 Consideration of Creep Ductility [(Ol_02)2 +(02_03)2 +(o3_Ol)2] 1/2
Ill

As discussed previously, the measured creep
elongation is strongly affected by localized
necking which produces large datascatter. In a A literature survey (e.g., [C-7], [C-8], [C-9])
constant-stress creep test, the instability strain gives additionalexperimental datasupportingthe
whichis the onsetof neckingis generally a more plate fracturephenomenonunderbiaxial states of
reliable measure of material failure than the stress similar to the conditions existing in
elongation. However, since the presentdata are containment liners. The ductility relationship,
basedon constant-loadtests it is not possible to Equation (C-9), has been found to be a reliable
recover the true instability strain from the data formulation,particularlyfor thetriaxiality factors
(the onset of tertiary creep is due to area which are most likely to occur in containment
reductionnot material instability). It is therefore liners. While ManjoineproposedEquation(C-9)
necessaryto develop a measureof creepductility for the range0 < TF < 5, we need only be con-
from the constant-load data to be used as a cernedwith i < TF < 2. Since the out-of-plane
confirmationof the validity of using the LMP in stress (o3) hasa negligibleeffect on TF, Equation
a life-fraction creep rupture model. In other (C-10) reduce to
words, the condition that D > 1 is only a neces-
sary but not a sufficient condition for failure. (o I + 02)
This damage-basedcriterion need to be tightened TF = 2_1/2 (C-11)
by introducing the creep ductility-exhaustion (o21-Ol 02 +02]
criterion developed below.
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With this formula, it is straightforward to ALMP = 0.001T (C-14)
calculate ductility ratios at various liner stress
states. For example, for uniaxial tension, o 2 ffi
0, TF = 1, ductility ratio ffi 1. For o I ffi 02, This equation, Equation (C-2) for LMP vs o, and
the approximate stress condition in the shell, the relationship between the initial stress and the
TF ffi 2, ductility ratio ffi 0.5, which means that final stress at rupture, namely,
the liner will tear at an effective plastic strain of

only half the uniaxial failure strain. This range % ffio e'4r (C-15)
of application of Equation (C-9) is plotted in
Figure C-2 with additional biaxial stress data
added from the literature survey already cited, where
The reciprocal of the Ductility Ratio is used in
the present analysis to magnify the calculated o o ffi the initial stress
effective strain before it is compared to the
uniaxial creep elongation. This has been labeled o = the final stress at rupture
the biaxiality coefficient ([3), such that

_r = the rupture strain that is consistent
gr = [3geff, (C-12) with the LMP

are used to arrive at an expression for the rupture

= 1 = -,1 1.0<[_2.0 (C-13) strain that is consistent with the LMP as follows
ductility ratio I_

Gr ffi 1.747 x 10-4T (C-16)

where er is the strain to be compared with the
uniaxial elongation data. where T is in degrees Rankine. Equation (C-16)

is shown in Figure C-3 compared to elongation
Uniaxial constant stress temperature experiments data, converted to logarithmic strains, from
conducted by INEL [C-2] exhibited specimen Reference C-2. As can be seen, Equation (C-16)
elongations ranging from 20 to 80 percent, which gives a reasonably good correlation with the data
is indicative of the wider scatter exhibited by the and the least squares fit of the data. The least
elongation data. squares fit of the data has a standarddeviation, o,

of 13.1 percent strain and a correlation, r, of
An alternative procedure for deriving a 0.43. Thus, strains that are within 13 percent of
relationship for the uniaxial rupture strain can be the rupture strain predicted from Equation(C-16)
developed using the LMP and rupture time from are considered failure strains within the bounds of

constant-stress tests compared to constant-load uncertainty.
tests rupture times. Comparing the rupture time
for limited constant-stress data ID. Sturm,
University of Stuttgart, private communication, Using this expression for rupture strain and a
May 25, 1992], it was observed that the o vs biaxiality coefficient 13 = 2, we state the creep
LMP curve shown in Figure C-l, which was ductility-exhaustion criterion as follows:
developed for constant load tests, can be shifted
to the right to obtain a curve for constant-stress ¢cff z 0.874 x 10-4 T (C-17)
tests. This shift was estimated to be
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ConditionC-17 and C-5, satisfiedsimultaneously C-4 Huddleston, R. L., "An Improved
within the bounds of uncertainty,are necessary Multiaxial Creep-Rupture Strength
and sufficient conditions for shell rupture. This Criterion," Journal of Pressure Vessel
doublecriterionwas used in the presentanalysis _F,_, Vol. 107, November 1985.
to predict the creep rupture temperatures.
Equation (C-16) can be implemented as the
denominator in an incremental damage C-5 Huddleston, R. L., "Assessment of an
formulationsimilar to Equation(C-5), namely ImprovedMultiaxialStrengthTheory Based

on Creep-Rupture Data for Type 316

V = _ ACeff/(Cr/[_)z 1 (C-18) Stainless Steel," _SME Pressure V©ssel
and Pivin2 Conference, New Orleans, LA,
June22-26, 1992.

For monotonic loading, Equations (C-17) and
(C-18) give equivalentresults.

C-6 Manjoine,M. J., "Creep-RuptureBehavior
of Weldments, Welding Research

C.4 References Supplement," February 1982.

C-1 Larson, F. R., and Miller, J., "A Time-

Temperature Relationshipfor Ruptureand C-7 Dictor, G. E., _, AmericanSociety
CreepStresses," Transac_0nof theASME, for Metals, October 1967.
July 1952, pp. 756-775.

C-2 Rempe,J. L., Thinnes,G. L., andAllison,
C. M., Light WaterReactor_wer Head C-8 Aerospac.e Structure Metals Handbook,
FailureAnalysis, U.S. NuclearRegulatory Vol. 2, 1981.
Commission, NUREG/CR-5642, 1990.

C-3 Dameron, R. A., Dunham,R. S., Rashid C-9 Eibl, J., Schluter, F. H., and Terbeck,G.,
Y. R., "Conclusionsof the EPRIConcrete Ultimate Stre,ins of Liner Sheets Under
ContainmentRer,earch Program,"_ Biaxial Tension, Test Report from
I_ngineeringand Design, _125 V, 1991, Massivbau BaustofflechnologieKarlsruhe,
pp. 41-55. 1988.
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Appendix I

Working Group Members* Comments on the Independent Evaluation

AppendixIisacompilationofrespectiveworkinggroupmembers'commentsontheindependentevaluation
of four major issues discussed in Parts II through V of the report. The author's responses to the comments
were incorporated into the respective partsof the report. For the purpose of referencing the comments, the
following identifications apply.

Working Test Group Comments
_ Reference _embers

1 LinerFailureCrimria Pan V K.Bandyopadhyay Yes

R.Henry Yes
D.Horacek No

Y.Rashid N/A*
P.Shewmon Yes

2 CORCON Audit Calculations PartIll D. Bradley N/A*
R. Henry Yes
D. Powers N/A*

B. Spencer Yes

3 MeltSpreading PartIV F.Moody Yes
M. Podowski Yes

D.Powers Yes

B.Spencer N/A*

4 MeltReleaseConditions PartII V.Denny Yes
R.Henry No
S.Hodge Yes**
M. Podowski N/A
R.Schmidt Yes

* Notapplicablesincetheseindividualswereinvolvedintheindependentevaluation.
** Comments wereprovidedduringtheearlyphaseofthework.

Duringthereviewprocess,authorsandreviewersoftenexchangedinformationand discussionon the

respectiveissueswhichledtooneormorerevisionsofthereports.
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TO: Sudhamay Basu

FACSIMILETELEPHONE NO.: 301492-3585

FROM: KamaI Bandyopadhyay

TELEPHONE NO: (516)282-2032

MESSAGE: REVIEW OF ANATE.L_.REPORT ON CREEP-RUPTURE FAILUREIN A MARK l
CONTAINMENT REPORT NO. ANA-92-0143.NOVEMBER 1992

It appears that most of the information presented in graphical forms was by use of
a color code which does not appear in the reproduced copy I reviewed. The information
presented in tabular forms is often incomplete (e.g,, spatial distribution of elements is
missing in Table 3-1). Therefore, it was very difficult to properly review the analysis
modeling and results presented in the report in its current form. Anyway, I would provide
the following comments based on the information I managed to get out of the report.

KEY ISSUE

The most importantinformationthatsetsthestageformajorconclusionsregarding
thefailuremechanismsisembodied inAppendixA,particularlyFigureA-I.The material
losesmost ofitsstrengthbeingheatedupfromabout1000°Fto1500°F.By1600°I:0ithas
lostmore than90Y_ofitsstrengthand stiffness,Fortemperaturesgreaterthan1600°F,the

uncertaintiesofmaterialproperties(e,g.,yieldstress,modulesof"elasticityandcreepstrain)
areextremelyhigh.

The structuralanalysis(includingfiniteelementmodel,computercode,constitutive

relationsand damage estimation)was performedbyextremelycompetentpeoplesuchasDr.
JoeRashidfollowingthestate-of-the-artknowledgeinthisfield.The validityoftheanalysis
techniquewas demonstratedin the pastthroughtestsand analyses.However,such
validationwas accomplishedforlow materialtemperaturesatleastbelowthephasechange
temperature.
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Page2 _ ..... ......

No justification wasprovided as to why the same damageestimate will be applicable
at high temperatures. For example, an effective strain value of 1_%20_ can be considered
to be the failure limit for steels at reasonable temperatures (e.g., up to 1000=F), however,
it is not clear why at very high temperatures (e.g,, 2300°1=) a larger strain cannot be
accommodated.

SIkIPLIF_IED,,MODEL

The sharp drop of the material stren_h and stiffnessvalues clearlyindicates that the
failure will be highly localized along the corium-shell contact surface (like a tear drop). The
remaining colder region of the shell vill act as a support for the hotter surface. In other
words, the material information alone is sufficient to reduce the analysismodel to a simple
plate encompassing the corium-shell contact area, or even a beam spanning in the vertical
direction since the contact length in the circumferential direction is much greater (see
sketch).

/

For example, for a maximum radial

displacementof t = 0.82",R = 2.85",= -- 0.7784, _ /

C=4.44", e (strain)= 11_;. 4/t _ _ /

The straincomputed inthisregionin "_/: _,

thereportisI0-18_;.Therefore,a

reasonablecorrelationexists.

If the shell were to touch the

concrete. Therefore, the

quesdon is whether such a strain can

be accommodated for the highly viscoelastic

_z + h2material. Forging of carbon steel is h = 2/: R = -- - •.......
' 24

conducted at such high temperatures and _ = sin.Z_hR
experienceshows thatinthisprocesssuch c = 2R¢

a large deformation may be easily accommodated _ = e-2.._._h2h
(References1, 2 and 3),
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P_a,_e3

C_.'ONCLUSIONS

The analysisperformed byANATECHfocused on refining the model and following the
constitute relationship that was developed at low temperatures. Dr. gashid and his
associates have a record of "fine tuning" such models and achieving reliable results at low
temperatures, However, for the present study, the model could have been simplifiedwithout
losing essential characteristics as shown above and the effort should have concentrated on
establishing a revised acceptable strain range for estimating the damage/failure of',.he shell.
The difficulties of obtaining defensible material failure strain data at such high temperatures
are recognized. But without such information, the postulation of a creep strain failure
instead of achieving a contact with concrete and an eventual melt-down is not properly
supported. The information on forging available with the steel mills may be useful for this
purpose.

I_EEEREN,CE$

1. Camp, J.M. and C.B, Francis, "The Maldng, Shaping and Treating of Steel," Fifth
Edition, Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, 1940.

2. ASMInternational Handbook Committee, "Metals Handbook Ninth Edition,"Volume
I4, Forming and Forging, Metals Park, Ohio 4407:3.

3. Smitheils, ColinJ., "Metals Reference Book,"Volume Ill, Fourth Edition. Plenum Press,
New York. blew York, 1967.
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December 23, 1992

Dr. Sud Basu

U.S. Nuclear Re_latory Co=mission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sud:

T have reviewed two of the three audit calculations for the response of the
Mark I liner under severe accident conditions, as represented in NUREC/CR-
5423. These have been reviewed in the context of their application to the
decision makin S process, specifically with respect to the questions to 't_e
addressed by such audit calculations.

1. Is the analysis reported in the NUREG/CR-5423 reasonable with
respect co the issues addressed in the report?

2. Does NUREG/CR-5423 adequately represent the uncertainties
chat should be addressed based on the analyses reported in
the audit document?

• .

The conclusions of the audit documents need to be such that these questions
are addressed.

I have reviewed the audit calculations with CORCON-MOD3 and the structural

analyses presented in the ANATECH report. My assessmenn of each of these

is given below.

CORCON_tCalculatiens

The analyses performed with CORCON-MOD3 appear to be performed in a manner

consistenc wlch that necessary to establish the robustness of the analyses
repor=ed in NUREG/CR-5423. Also, the results are reported in a manner
conslstenC with an audit calculation.

At_TECH4_s!vses

From my review of the ANATECH audio document, it is apparent thac che
necessary information is available buc it is not reported as an audit
calculation.

With respect to the first question, the three-dimensional analyses in the
audit report show conclusively that the liner failure would occur at tem-
peratures less than the steel melting temperature. However, the calculated
failure temperatures are still quire high. Values typical of chose recom-
mended by the 3D analysis have already been incorporated into the Hark I
analyses. Therefore, the answer co the first question is yes.

I-IO
16W070 West 83rd Street • Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521 • (708) 323-8750

Telefax (708) 986-5481



Dr. Sud Basu - 2 - December 23, 1992

For the second question, one needs to consider the uncertainties associated
with the containment liner strength. These include the debris depth, tha
extent of the periphery (angle) of the drywell wall raised to the elev&tsd

temperatures addressed in the analysis, the temperature 8radient _Iro_'
the liner, etc. The audit report currently uses a two-dimensional approa_._

(360" contact) to represent the lower bound of the temperatures at w_'_.,_
failure could be prevented. Unquestionably this calculation provlde_

answer which is a lower bound to the temperature at which the conta__
intesrlcy would not be challenged. On the ocher hand, one must also

the analysis addresses the physlcal conditions of interest for the is
question. Since the particular point in question is one of the
dimensional response of the containment liner, and particularly since on!_

one relatively small angular region would be at the elevated temperat_u_e_
if water was present, the two-dimensional analysis does not address _.i.th_
specific issue of interest for the Mark I liner attack. Consequently, dai_
analysis is not aDDllcable as art audit calculation for the analyses per_
formed in NUREG/CR-5423. As a result, I suggest that ,the t-wo-dimenslona_

calculations in the ANATECH report be set aside as interesting, but not
applicable to the issue of interest. The focus for the ANATECH documen4_
should be the three-dimensional calculations performed.

It is also my assessment that the 3D calculations represented in tha
ANATECH document are conservative for at least two reasons.

I. The temperature profiles represented In NUREG/CR-5423 are
indicative of a heat transfer boundary condition in which the
debris remains in contact with the steel liner. For the

large displacements (strain) presented in the ANATECH docu-

ment, one would expect the liner to separate from the debris
crust and thereby add another heat transfer resistance be-
t_een the molten debris and the wall. This could enable the

wall to increase in temperature at a slower rate or to cool

somewhat in this sensitized locale. Consequently, the large
localized growth calculated in the ANATECH analyses is a
conservative representation of the actual behavior.

2. The typical values used for straln-to-failure in the analysis
are representative of those values usually measured at com-
paratively low temperatures. As the material loses some

strength at elevated temperatures, one would also anticipated
that it becomes more ductile and therefore would have greater

values for the strain-to-failure. In this respect the 3D
analysis presented in the ANATECH report are also conse_¢a-
rive.

For the above reasons, I believe that the information i_ the ANATECH docu-

ment provides the necessary information for the audit calculations needed

by the NRC for closure on the Mark I liner issue. However, the cwo-
dimensional calculation is not appropriate as an audit calculation and

should be set aside. The three-dimensional calculation is appropriate,
conservative and satisfies the necessary objective.

I-ll
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Dr. Sud Sasu - 3 - December 23, £9_

I apologize that I have not been able to provide a review of the third
document. Time did not allow for a sufficiently in-depth review and _hece_
fore I would prefer to defer my Judgement Co _hose who have alre_
reviewed this report for _he NRC. If I can be of any additional serviee_
this matter, please feel free to give me a call.

Sincerely yours,

Robert E. Henry, ,Senior Vice President
Process SafeLy Depar_nent

REH:Jab
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"MDNM"

TO: DR. SUD BASU FRO_!: DR. PAUL SHE:'_ION

NRC, RES/AEB ACRe, COLUmbUS OH
Tel: 493-3561 Tel: 614-457-4378
FAX 301-492-3585 F.%._:61_-457-199S

RE: CO_'_ENTS ON ANATZCH _EPCR" 0._ Z'.%A.K_ FAILURE

Dear Dr. 5asu,

finally got your report. Your cove_- letser was dated
11/10/91, bu_ a'- dldn'', show up "_n my maalbox as _he universlty
un_ll Jan. 11, thou._h _ wa.-.out o£ to_:n she first week of the
month so is could have arrived as early as Jan 4. Dur$ng the 6
weeks from 11/20 to i/4/93 it must have been with NRC or UPS. If

you send than._s _o me in the fu_-ure, please send them so my home,

2477 Lytham P.i, Columbus OH 4.'-'I,9

COt_NTS :

!. The re_ort repeatedly calls the I-D approximation 'highly
conserva_.ive '. _..;ouldn'ti_. be mere realistic _o call it

'physically impossible'. Little men_.ion is made of the geometry
of the reactor cavity on _he dr)-_ell floor, bu_ the 'door'
conszrains the corium to come ous a_. only one point. Is there any
credible way _hat one could get uniform 360 dog. contact? If no_,
then it is misleadin_ to call it 'conservative', it is impossible.

i.._ was interested in ".he _ilure/rupture criteria used, and

they seem ap_ropriase. Long time creep strains _o failure (I000+
hour tes_sl can be _ui-_e low (a few _ercen_l, bu_ _he assu_.ed
-,alue of I_[.-20% in a uniax_-al test is reasonable, and the creep

test results they give, TABLE C-I, are for appropriate times (10-
i00 hri, or close enough.
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ARGONNE NAONAL ORATORY
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, Illinois 60439

October 23, 1992

Dr. S. Basu
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
5650 Nicholson Lane
Rockville, MD 20852

Dear Dr. Basu:

I have reviewed the CORCON audit calculations of melt superheat duration for
MCCI performed in support of NUREG/CR-5423 analyses. The audit calculations are
contained in SAND91-2692. The conclusion from the audit calculations is that the duration
of superheat predicted with CORCON-MOD3 is shorter than was used in the analyses in
NUREG/CR-5423. The superheat definition is the conventional one; that is the superheat
is the incremental temperature of the melt above its liquidus temperature.

The audit calculations are a very well focused examination of the superheat duration
for a spectrum of code cases as calculated by CORCON-MOD3. The results are very
clearcut and unambiguous and confirm that the CORCON code calculates a consistently
shorter superheat duration. Hence, the analyses in the NUREG report regarding the heat
transfer from the melt to the steel wall can be regarded as conservative.

Yours truly,

Bruce W. Spencer
Reactor Engineering Division
Engineering Development Laboratories

BWS:Ijo
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Dr. sud Basu .=ebruary 1, 1993
Accidemt Evaluation Branch
Division of Systems Research
office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
_.?ashingtcn, DC 20555

Dear Sud,

T have reviewed the revised draft c _ the report,
":!ELTSPREAD-I Calculations of Corlum Depth Next to the MarM I
L_ner with NUREG/CR-5423, by Slenicki, Chu, and Spencer.

The purpose of this study was to compare rigorously
calculated corium depths on the liner with Causal Relation
,3he (CRI) predictions from Theofanous' study presented in,

* It

"-_e Probabilizy of Llner Failure in a Mark-! Containment,
[_REG/CR-5423.

The subject report appears to have addressed all of the
z_9or concerns expressed in previous reviews, incorporating
ranges on important parameuers. The calculated results are
shown to be bounded by the corium depths of CRI, except for a
release of 9 cubic meters, which slightly exceeds the 95

percentile bound.

_he assumptions, models, and parameter ranges are
r* _ 4_esc_bed sufficiently :o give confidence that the results
are moderately conserva:ive, and would not De exceeded by a
significant amount in a full size accident. Figures 4.5
through 4.7 provide evidence of the modeling conservatism.

It is my opinion tha_ this study is mature, and possible
future refinements wall not materially affect the predicted--
results. Further predictive work As unnecessary. The
results and conclusions of NUREG/CR-5423 are strongly
supported by the MELTSPREAD-1 study.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this work and
comment on it.

Yours truly,

Fred Moody
GE Nuclear Energy
Mail Code 469
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125
(408) 925-6434

cc: J. J. Sienicki, ANL
T. G. Theofanous, UCSB
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January 25, 1993

Dr. Sud Basu
Nuclear Evaluation Branch
Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Dr. Basu:

Enclosed are my comments on the report entitled "Comparison of MELTSPREAD-1
Calculations of Corium Depth Next to the Mark-I Liner with NUREG/CR-5423", by
J.J.Sienicki, C.C. Chu and B.W. Spencer. In addition, I am sending you a copy of the
paper on a similar subject based on a combined experimental/analytical work at RPI.
As I pointed out in my review, the best way to obtain reliable estimates of the
consequences of melt spreading and Mark-I liner attack is via comparing and cross-
examining the results of various analyses and experimental/numerical simulations.
This type of work was the subject of the attached paper. Its main objective was to
investigate fundamental physical phenomena rather than perform a specific study
such as that in the report which I reviewed. Nevertheless, even the results already
shown in the paper can be used to complement those of Sienicki et al., and
additional parametric studies can add a substantial amount of new information
important for the liner failure issue resolution.

Please, feel free to contact me to discuss any comments or questions which you may
have in regard to the matter of this letter.

Sincerely yours,

Michael Z. Podowski
Professor

cc. F. Eltawila

• .. - : -
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Comments on the report entitled "Comparison of MELTSPREAD-1 Calculations of
Corium Depth Next to the Mark-i Liner with NUREG/CR-5423", by J.]. Sienicki, C.C.
Chu and B.W. Spencer.

General Comments.

The reviewed report is concerned with a parametric study of melt spreading on
the floor of Peach Bottom 1 & 2 Mark-I containments during hypothetical core
meltdown accidents. The analysis was performed using the MELTSPREAD-1
computer code. The situations analyzed were based on the Scenario-I and Scenario-
Ii conditions proposed in the probabilistic study on Mark-I containment failure
issue by Theofanous at al. (NUREG/CR-5423).

Severalcaseshavebeeninvestigatedby theauthors,includingtheeffectsof
coriumcomposition,heatlossfrom themelt,phasechangetemperatures,melt
superheat,and others.The resultsofcalculationsshown inthereportindicatethat
themeltthicknessnearthelinerpredictedby MELTSPREAD-I lieswithin,orclose
to,theboundsusedinNUREG/CR-5423. Inthissense,thepresentreportdearly
confirmstheassumptionsmade by Theofanousetal.Naturally,thecorrectnessof
theoverallanalysisiscontingentupon two majorfactors:thecompletenessand
consistencyofthepresentstudyand theaccuracyandcorrectnessofthemodeling
assumptionsand computationalmethodologyofMELTSPREAD-1. Inregardtothe
formerissue,theauthorsanalyzedthesensitivityofcalculationstoseveral
assumptions.Whereasthescopeofthestudyisquiteextensiveand itseemstobe
freeofany majorerrors,therearecertainquestionswhichcould,and should,be
clarifiedand/orsupportedby additionalevidence.Specificcomments inthisregard
aregivenbelow.The resolutionofthelatterissueinvolvesthevalidationof
MELTSPREAD-I againstexperimentaldata,analysesofcoriumspreadingand liner
attackphenomena usingothermodelsand physicalsimulationsetc.Sincethisissue
goesbeyondthescopeofthereportby Sienickietal.,itwillnotbe discussedinthis
review.

Specific Comments.

In regard to Table 1.1.

1. The transition from laminar to turbulent flow conditions in free-surface flows
occurs at much lower Reynolds numbers than for flows in pipes. As a result,
turbulent flows are likely during melt spreading for high release rates. It is not clear
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ifsuchflowconditions,and theireffecton corium-concreteheattransfer,are
accountedforinMELTSPREAD-I.

2. The formation of crust at the upper surface of the melt may significantly reduce
the heat loss to water above. This heat loss is very sensitive to the surface
temperature (radiative heat transfer is proportional to 1"4).It would be useful if
stand-alone scoping calculations were shown to confirm that the proposed 50%
reduction in the heat transfer coefficient is sufficient.

3. The statement on p.1-7 that the "... Spreading behavior in the present analysis is
not expected to be sensitive to rate or extent of chemical reactions..." is not clear. For
instance, oxidation of Zr in contact with steam from concrete ablation may
significantly heat-up the corium and, therefore, affect the spreading distance on the
containment floor.

4. The non-Newtonian behavior of molten corium may have two effects opposing
each other. On the one hand, it will (as stated in the report) increase the resistance to
flow and enhance corium freezing from the bottom. On the other hand, however,
the solidified layer will insulate the corium from the concrete floor and reduce gas
generation, thus facilitating the flow of subsequently delivered corium. The effect of
thisphenomenon on MELTSPREAD-1 predictionsshouldbe discussed.

5. It is known that the liquefaction temperature of eutectics may be lower than the
melting temperature of the interacting materials. Among others, a study in this
regard was performed at KfK (Karlsruhe, Germany). In the present calculations the
lowest temperature of U-Zr-O eutectic was assumed at 1900oC (which is higher than
the melting temperature of metallic Zr). It is not clear if the authors were aware of
the above-mentioned experimental results.

6. Before any computer code is applied to solve particular problems, its numerical
consistency should be fully tested, acceptable accuracy firmly shown, and error
bounds assessed. If it was the case in regard to the MELTSPREAD-1 code, the effects
of "Eulerian mixing" and non-conservative form of equations must have been
discussed and quantified when the core was released. Such factors should not be
treated as a source of uncertainty in the present study.

Other comments.

7. In Table 4.1, the only difference between cases I4 and I16 is the release melt
superheat. Although the I4 superheat is only 12OK,compared to 37OKfor I16, the
spreading extents and maximum corium depths are practically the same. Is it really
true that melt superheat does not affect spreading?

1-18



8.A similar,probablyevenmore significant,questioncanbe raisedinregardto
Table4.2.The superheatincaselIP2is87oC,theZr contentis30% and theresultant
spreadingdistanceislargerthanincaseliP5wherethesuperheatis100OKand theZr
contentis50%.At thesame time,comparingcaseslIP2and lIP6indicatesthathigher
Zr contentresultsinalongerspreadingdistance,asexpected.

9. Along the same lines, why does increasing the melt superheat from 87oK to
150OK,combined with reduced heat losses from the melt, (cases IIA1 and IIA2 in
Table 4.3) reduces the spreading distance from node 8 to node 5._

I0.The resultsinFigs.4.2through4.4shouldbeexplained.Specifically,thereasons
why theheightofimmobilizedmaterialeitherstaysconstantorsuddenlychanges.

MichaelZ.Podowski
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Science Applications International Corporation
An Employee.Owned Company

January 31, 1993

Dr. Sud Basu
Divisionof Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
USNRC Mailstop NL/N 344
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Basu:

Enclosed please find review comments for the RPI report entitled
"The Effect of Heatup and Meltdown of Reactor Vessel Upper Internals
on the Composition of Corium Discharged into the Drywell of BWR
MARK-I Containments", authored by Professor Podowski, with assis-
tance by Chang S. Cho. This work, which was sponsored by ORNL,
provides extensive parametric calculations for the timing and com-
position of the discharged corium, with principle emphasis on heat-
up and meltdown behavior following ADS operation for short-term
station blackout. (The election of [early] depressurization of the
vessel results in near adiabatic heatup of the fully-uncovered core
for a significant time interval followed, thereafter, by substantial
rates of thermal radiation from the upper surface of the presumed
core rubble bed to overheating and liquefying upper vessel internals.)

Based on their generated results,the authorsconclude that the initial
coriumreleaseto containment,whichis predictedby the APRIL.MOD3
code to resultfromearly(order3 hours)localfailureof the lower
head drainplug,containsvery littlemoltenurania (lessthan 10 per
cent by mass).For the base case,the total initialrelease (10-15
minutetime period)was predictedto be 35,000 kg (about0.5 cubic
metersper minute)consistingprimarilyof moltensteel fromthe
uppervessel;thereafter,a muchlowerdischargerate of increasingly
higherurania contentis predictedduringthe subsequent3 hourperiod.
The latter "dischargeas melt" intervalis drivenby decay heat only
and gives,forthe base case (bottompeakedpowerdistribution,no
CRD flow,0.5 emissivityforthermalradiation,vesselfailureat 173
minutes),a largecumulativemassin containmentwiththe end state
massesfor steel,Zircaloy,and uraniatotalingabout100, 35, and25
tons,respectively.Thisdominancebythe metalliccomponentsis some-
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Page 2, NRC/let ®

what diminished if vessel failure is delayed; for a one hour delay
(failure at approximately four hours), the steel mass is reduced to
about 60 tons, due primarily to the larger down-side effects of the
lower bound assumption for failure state (completely solid debris in
the lower head at failure)--recall author's Figure Vl-6.

Based on reviewer's experience with the EPRI-developed CORMLT code,
wherein a similar thermal radiation network for a PWR upper plenum

also predicts melting of upper internals (albeit for a shorter period),
the APRIL predictions for steel melting appear reasonable. Moreover,
such synergistic effects as steam oxidation of molten steel and natural
circulation heating could give even higher rates. Nonetheless, reviewer
is not persuaded, despite the large steel mass involved, that oxidic
compositions are necessarily low. Several effects, all of which are
difficult to quantify, promote larger oxidic content. These include:

1. Erosion of ceramic fuel by liquefied steel. Two effects come to
mind. First, the large temperature difference between in-core
material and relocating steel may induce spallation/entrainment
of fuel particulates. Second, eutectic interactions between steel
and Zircaloy, with augmentation of in-core melt volumes, may
accelerate fuel dissolution by zirconium. Both effects might in-
crease the oxidic fraction in the bottom head prior to vessel
failure. (Reviewer is unaware of any careful work on the rate
processes involved.)

2. Oxidation of Zircaloy by intermittent steam bursts attending
quench of relocating steel in the bottom head. (For the low
pressure situation involved, it is reviewer's experience that
nearly-completeburning of in situ Zircaloy is a possibility.)
The water mass in the bottom head (approximately 30 ton ;_.i_s
sufficient to oxidize about 80 tons of Zircaloy; a large u:_-
certainty is the oxidation of relocating molten Zircaloy by
counterflowing steam; very little understanding exists of ';t_e
dynamics involved, in particular at prototypic scale. (The ; ,_.o
cessary time window appears to be established--compare F'I_j:; ;_
I-2 and I-5.)
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In summary, the work performed by the RPI team provides added per-
spective on the initial conditions for the MARK-I liner melt-through
problem. Although residual issues remain, the use of an early-stage
metallic-rich discharge is favored by the available information, in-
cluding the contribution by BWRSAR.

If I can be of further assistance to closure of this matter, please
give me a call at my home or office:

Home" (408) 353-2538

Office" (415) 960-5930 or (310) 781-8728

Sir)cerely, f-----

Vernon E. Denny

Chief Scientist
Science Applications International Corporation

CC.

T. Theofanous
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Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico87185

December 16, 1992

Dr. Sudhamay Basu
Accident Evaluation Branch
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
MS: NL/N-344

Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Basu:

Enclosed are my comments which you requested concerning the report entitled, "The Effect of
Heatup and Meltdown of Reactor Vessel Upper Internals on the Composition of Corium
Discharged into the DryweU of BWR MARK-I Containment", by M. Z. Podowski, and C. S.
Cho. As you also requested, I will send a copy of these comments to Dr. Podowski.

If additional information is needed, please contact me (tel. 505-845-3057).

Sincerely,

Rodney C. Schmidt
Reactor Safety Experiments Division 6423

RCS:6423

Copies:

USNRC R.W. Wright
6423 K.O. Reil
6423 R.O. Gauntt
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R. Schmidt's Brief Review Comments on

"The Effect of Heatup and Meltdown of Reactor Vessel Upper Internals on the Composition of
Codum Discharged into the Drywell of BWR MARK-I Containment",

by M. Z. Podowski, and C. S. Cho.

Background;

On January 10, 199 l, I participated in a USNRC sponsored working group meeting convened
to look at the initial release melt quantities and compositions used in the BWR MARK-I liner
failure study of Theofaneous ct al. (NUREG/CR.5423). A summary of the working group
discussion was given in a memo from F. Eltawila to Dr. B. Sheron dated May 22, 1991. The
following paragraph can be found on page 7:

"Regarding melt composition, a significant amount of timewas devoted to discussing mechanisms that
might yield a significantly higher content of steel in a Scenario I-type release. The implication of such
behavior would be a significantly higher effective superheat since the steel would be in appropriate
thermal equilibrium with the metallic component, and such superheat could be "felt" in the appropriate
thermal loading of the liner if the steel quantities were indeed large enough. The origins of these
concerns appear to lie in PWR high pressure scenario calculations where natural convection between
the core and upper internals could bring about significant melting of the upper internals steel. There
was some speculation that even under the low pressure scenarios of interest here, radiation heat transfer
might be sufficient to bring about a similar behavior. It was pointed out that, due to axial power
shape, the upper portion of the core would present an effective thermal resistance against such heat
transfer, but this issue could not be settled at the meeting. It was agreed to examine APRIL and other
codes with reference to their capability to adequately represent these phenomena and to carry out
computations with these codes as appropriate."

My understanding is that the report being reviewed here is a description of the analysis which
was carried out using the APRIL-MOD3 code as a consequence of the above mentioned
meeting. Having carefully read this report I do have a number of comments. However,
although my reading of the report inevitably raised various questions about the technical details
of the modeling, assumptions, etc., I don't believe that most of these comments/questions are
particularly relevant to the main purpose of this review. Thus, my comments are brief and
relate primarily to the overall conclusions.

Additionally (for reference), a Scenario-I type of situation is one where a robust in-core
blockage occurs, a large in-core molten region develops, and then a massive pour finally
occurs into the lower plenum, quickly failing the lower head. A Scenario-l] type of situation is
one where a robust in-core blockage does not form, the lower melting point metallic materials
move to the lower plenum early on, core material relocation to the lower plenum occurs
gradually, and material is initially quenched by the water pool in the lower plenum. Scenario-I/
types of scenarios were expected to yield a corium composition at RPV failure with a high
metallic concentration, whereas a Scenario-II type of situation was expected to yield a highly
oxidic composition.

(_0mments:

The major conclusion of the analysis (given in the executive summary) is that

"the APRIL.MOD3-predicted major characteristics of the melt during the phase of high
release rates stay within the range of values used by Theofanous et al. [ 1990]. Therefore, it
can be concluded that, within the scope of this work, the bounding conditions used in the
NUREG/CR-5423 report seem to be adequate"

Having read the report, I would agree with this conclusion. However, taken by itself, this
conclusion does not convey the whole story. As indicated in the background section above, a
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major point of discussion during the working group meeting was whether or not significant
upper internal structure heating during Scenari.'o-I types of accident sequences would lead to
an increased metallic composition. As clearly pointed out in the body of this report, and also in
the conclusions, no Scenario-I tvp¢ of event_ were predicted in this analysis, only Scenario 17
types of events were predicted. This is because the models used in APRIl, do not lead to the
formation of a robust blockage region in the core.

Thus, although I can agree with the conclusion as stated above, I cannot feel comple.tely
confident that we can, as yet, rule out the possibility that the heating of upper region internal
structures in a Scenario-I type of accident would lead to melt releases containing comparable
amounts of metallic and oxidic components. In other words, because of the way the analysis
turned out (i.e., no Scenario-I events predicted), the results do not really address the question
which I feel was actually being asked by the working group. I also cannot agree with the
statement made on page 32, under the section "Final Conclusions", the second paragraph,
which implies that Scenario I types of accident scenarios "can be prevented by timely
depressurizing the reactor system." In my judgement, we do not yet have the technical basis
to know whether or not a low pressure dry core BWR accident (such as a shor_ term station
blackout with ADS) will lead to a Scenario I type situation or a Scenario 11type of situation.

In closing, although my current personal opinion is that significant heating and melting of
above-core structures would probably not occur in Scenario-I types of situations (at least to the
extent that the eventual metallic composition of the melt pour would become comparable in
mass to the oxidic composition), I don't think that we, as yet, have a firm technical basis from
which to completely rule out this possibility.
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Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

February 25, 1993

Dr. Sudhamay Basu
Accident Evaluation Branch

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
MS: NL/N-344

Washington, DC 20555

Dear Dr. Basu:

As requested, I have reviewed the revised conclusions section of the report, "The Effect of Heatup
and Meltdown of Reactor Vessel Upper Internals on the Composition of Corium Discharged into
the DryweU of BWR MARK-I Containment", by M. Z. Podowski, and C. S. Cho. The following
comments are intended as a followup to the initial review comments sent to you on December 16,
1992.

As expressed in my initial review of the report, I feel that this is a good report, that it should be
published, and that I basically agree with the major conclusions. However, I did take issue with
one statement in the original conclusion section that had to do with preventing Scenario 1 type of
accident scenarios by timely depressurization. The key change I was looking for was the
distinction between results as predicted by the APRIL code (which do indicate that timely
depressurization will prevent Scenario I type events) and the overall technical judgement of the
reactor safety community, which in my view, is still not certain whether or not a low pressure dry
core BWR accident (such as a short term station blackout with ADS) will always lead to a
Scenario II (core melt drainage directly to lower head) type of situation. In any case, this section
has been rephrased and extensively rewritten and I am comfortable with what has now been
written on this point.

The other area I previously brought up was the issue of whether or not this work answered a
specific question raised by the NUREG/CR-5423 review working group focused on initial release
melt quantifies and composition. This question is based on a presumption that we d...ohave a
Scenario I kind of accident, and that given this situation, asks whether heat transfer to the upper
internal structures would be sufficient to significantly increase the metallic composition of the melt
due to melting of these upper structures. However, a key result of this study is that APRIL
calculations do not lead to a Scenario I kind of accident under these conditions. This is an

important and useful result. However, because of the specific nature of the above mentioned
question, I expressed my opinion that the results do not directly apply to this particular question
(Of course they do apply to the question of how likely we may feel a Scenario I type of accident
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would be). Thus, in my judgement (both then and now), we must recognize that the
aforementioned question basically remains an open one, and would require further investigation if
additional insight is desired.

With respect to dealing with this open question, my personal opinion is the following. I believe it
prudent to simply leave the question as an open one until after the results of the NRC sponsored
XR series of experiments have been obtained. These experiments are intended to address the
technical issues and physical processes which will determine whether a Scenario I or Scenario II
type of accident is likely under BWR dry core accident conditions. If the predictions of APRIL
(and other analysis such as the Oak Ridge BWRSAR calculations) are basically substantiated by
the experimental results, then the compositional details of the Scenario I melt specified in
NUREG/CR-5423 are not important since we will have determined that the possibility of ever
getting into such an accident scenario is extremely remote. If on the other hand, this is not the
case, then I believe it would be prudent to consider ways in which appropriate analysis could be
carryed out to further clarify this issue.

I hope that you will find these comments useful to you. I also want to express my appreciation for
the opportunity to participate in the review. It has been an interesting and useful technical exercise
for me.

Sincerely,

Rodney C. Schmidt
Reactor Safety Experiments Division 6423

RCS:6423

Copies:

USNRC R.W. Wright
RPI M.Z. Podowski

6423 K.O. Reil
6423 R.O. Gauntt
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June 7, 199

Dr. Brian Sheron, Director

Divisions of Systems Research

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Dear Brian:

In response to your letter of April 27, 1993 I have reviewed the draft

report entitled, "The Probability of Mark-I Containment Failure by Melt-
Attack of the Liner, (NUREG/CR-6025)". As you noted in the letter, this

report is a sequel to NUREG/CR-5423 and includes the resolution of the four
specific issues defined at the Harpers Ferry meeting in July of 1990. You

ask my expert opinion on"

(a) whether the .four individual issues have been sufficiently
resolved given the state of our current knowledge, and

(b) whether the results of the resolution process have been
integrated into the probabillstic framework in a manner
consistent with NUREG/CR-5423.

In my original review of NUREG/CR-5423, which is included in Appendix G of
that report I stated:

"Any probabilistlc framework estimating the confidence level

regarding a conclusion on a phenomenological question must begin
with a decomposition into the major components of the physical
process. On page 5 the authors state, "The above decomposition

is not unique, nor does it consider explicitly all uncer-
tainties." I agree with this statement and for this review the
essential question is whether this decomposition is sufficient to

support the decision making process."

With respect to the continuing efforts to resolve the four specific techni-
cal issues I believe that, while the specific uncertainties associated with
the individual issues are likely different in the minds of different tech-

nical experts, the process defined and carried through by the NRC to
resolve these issues is sufficient to support the decision making process.

I commend you and your staff, as well as the authors of the report for

following through with the review, comment and resolution process.
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Dr. Brian Sheron - 2 - June 7, 1993

The four areas of concern were:

I. the effect of additional steel from the melting of upper

internals on the composition of the core debris discharged
into the drywell,

2. the duration of superheat in the melt as core debris spreads
across the drywell floor,

3. the spreading of the core debris and the depth of the
material next to the liner, and

4. the criteria for creep rupture failure as the liner tempera-
ture increases.

These have been addressed through separate expert group meetings and the
development of additional calculations by organizations which were not

involved in the original study. The fact that these were performed by
other organizations adds to the credibility of the technical resolution in
addition to the review and comment process already carried out by the NRC.
I have reviewed the material related to the APRIL calculations, those

associated with the MELTSPREAD-I calculations for the corium depth next to
the Mark I liner, the CORCON calculations and the 3D structural calculation

for the Mark I liner. My assessment for each of these contributions fol-
lows:

APRIL Calculations

The APRIL calculations appear to have been performed in a manner which
maximizes the steel contribution to the molten material that could be

discharged from the reactor vessel into the containment. In this regard,
they provide an upper bound of the mass of metallic materials that could be

discharged at the time of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) failure. Given the
assumptions, the results appear reasonable and provide additional jus-
tification that melt releases used in NUREG/CR-5423 bound those developed
from a mechanistic calculation.

MELTSPREAD-I Calculations

In general, these calculations appear to be well conceived and documented.
The results support the original causal relationship modeling in NUREG/CR-
5423 and thereby address the questions which arose during the review

process. I have two minor comments with respect to the modeling approach
for the MELTSPREAD-I calculations which produce inherent conservatisms in

the approach.

1 The general behavior modeled is melt spread over a concrete
floor covered by water. As the melt spreads over the porous

concrete, water would be trapped in the pores. Rapid heat
transfer and vaporization of this water, perhaps localized

explosive interactions, would slow the melt progression and

cause enhanced energy transfer with the overlying water.
Such interactions would slow the melt spreading to the
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Dr. Brian Sheron - 3 - June 7, 1993

drywell wall. This is not represented in the current cal-
culations.

2. Available experimental results for molten materials

"spreading" through water would suggest that the net energy
transfer rate to water would approach 30 MW/m 2 while the

debris is fully molten. -his is due to dynamic melt-water
interactions, some of which could result from Item i above.

Whatever the detailed mechanisms, such enhanced energy trans-
fer would slow the melt progression to the drywell wall and
the thermal transient of the wall once contact occurs.

CORCON Calgulations

! have reviewed the CORCON-MOD3results. These provide the necessary audit
calculations for the approach used in NUREG/CR-5423. Therefore, these

resolve the issue of the duration of significant superheat.

Creep Rupture Calculations

The 3D finite element calculations provide the necessary supporting
analysis for failure conditions at temperatures less than steel melting.
As I mentioned in my earlier review of the creep rupture calculations,

there are conservatisms in the assessment of the transient wall temperature
profiles which are likely of significance.

I. As the wall is calculated to deform, the debris crust is

assumed to move with the wall instead of opening a gap which

would slow the energy transfer rate.

2. Perhaps more importantly, as the debris spreads through the
water and contacts the wall in the region which was sub-

merged, one should expect a significant contact resistance
due to the vaporization of water in the steel surface

cavities or due to burning or melting of paint on the liner.
This would slow the entire thermal transient and reduce the

peak wall temperatures for the same initial conditions.

_EGICR-6025

I have reviewed the main document. The authors have properly characterized

the additional studies and have incorporated the results into their prob-
abilistic framework in a conz;istent manner. Some other comments are

pertinent to parts of the docume,_t and the ROAAM process.

I. I do not agree with the statement on page 1-14 that "melt
running directly into the downcomer - such an occurrence
would almost certainly produce failure." The condition of

melt entering a downcomer in the presence of water was not
discussed in the review and comment process. For example,
how deep would such a melt steam be for the flow rates in the

different scenarios? Such speculations run contrary to the
disciplined approach created by ROAAM. Hence, if this is an
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Dr. Brian Sheron - 4 - June 7, 1993

accident situation to be addressed, then the ROAAMmethodol-

ogy could be applied to the specific configuration. I
recommend that the current statement be deleted.

2. Similarly, the discussion on steam explosions in Appendix A
was not part of the disciplined review, comment, analysis and
resolution process. Moreover, it is not discussed in the
same level of depth as the other issues in the original and

final reports. I suggest this be deleted and if it is of
sufficient interest, apply the ROAAMmethodology separately.

Also, Figure 8 on page 1-12 appears to have some symbols switched.

Therefore, in answer to your two questions, I believe the four individual
issues have been resolved and the results have been integrated into the

probabilistic framework in a manner consistent with NUREG/CR-5423.

Thank you for the opportunity to review this important work. Once again
let me compliment the authors of the report and the NRC staff for pursuing
the resolution of this issue through a disciplined process. Please call

should you have any comments on my review.

Sincerely yours,

. Robert E. Henry, Senior Vice President
Process Safety Department

REH:jal

cc" Dr. Sud Basu, NRC
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May 24, 1993

Dr. Brian W. Sheron, Director
Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, District of Columbia 20555

Dear Dr. Sheron:

This is in response to your letter of April 27 in which you requested that I review the draft
HUREG/CR-0025 entitled The Probability of Mark I Containment Failure by Melt-Attack of the
L/ner and provide my opinions as to

(a) whether the four individual issues (described in Parts 2 through 5) have been sufficiently
resolved given the state of our cun_nt knowledge on these issues; and

(b) whether the results of the resolution process mentioned under the previous item have been
integrated into the probabilisfic framework in a manner that is consistent with NUREG/CR-
5423.

The comments elicited by my review are provided in the AuachmenL Please let me know ff you
desire additonal clarification concerning the bases for these comments. Thank you for the
oppommity to panicipam in this importantreview.

Sincerely,

StephenA.Hodge
BWR'IT Program Manager

SAH.-rcp

A_t

cc/a_ S. Basu, NRC
Y. Chen, NRC
F. Eltawila, NRC
C. E. Pugh
File - SAH- NoRC
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Reviewof

DraftNUREGICR-6025

The Probability of Mark I Containment Failure
by Melt-Attack of the Liner

Review by

S.A. Hodge
OakRidgeN_onal Laboratory

Thisreportand itscompaniondocumentNUREG/CR-5423 provide,forthefn'sttime,an
integrated evaluation of all aspects of the question of potential failure of the BWR Mark I dryweH
shell as a result of melt-attack under severe accident conditions that involve the release of debris
from the reactor vessel. As such, these constitute valuable contributions to the literature, providing
a valid framework within which individual pieces of this complex puzzle have been assessed
separately, with the results then utilized at their pro.per places within the overall solution process.
The overall _nouement of such a complicated quesuon that has been accomplished by this process
istrulyimpressive.

Letme alsostateatthisPOintthatIam personallyconvincedthattheresultsyieldedbythisresearch
processarebasicallycorrect.To wit,Iam convincedthatanyBWR Mark Ifacilitythathasbeen
upgraded so that the reactor vessel can remain depressurized and the drywell floor can be flooded
under severe accident conditions including station blackout is indeed protected against failure of the
dtywell shell by melt-attack during the initial period of debris release from the ves_,_l

Nevertheless, several questions did enter my mind during my review of the current document
drafts. I believe there is a reasonable probability that these same questions will arise for future
readers if modifications are not made and accordingly, I describe these questions in the following
sections of this review. I have also offered suggestions toward revisions that might improve the
clarity of the various parts of NUREG/CR-6025.

PART I

THE PROBABILISTIC SYNTHESIS

PartI ofthedraftNUREGICR-6025 ineffectprovidesa summary of theeffectsofissues
describedandconclusionsreachedinPartsIIthroughV. IfounditexpedienttobrieflyscanPart
I, then to study Parts II through V, then to return for a careful consideration of the points made in
Part L I recommend that a _1 procedure be followed by readers of these comments.

1. Figure 2, which accurately depicts the situation for the Peach Bottom drywell, differs from
Figure 6 of Part V, which is correct for the Browns Ferry drywell. As indicated in
Figure 2, the opening for one of the vent pipes to the pressure suppression pool does lie
directly opposite to the pedestal doorway at Peach Bottom.

2. What is meant by "Addendum 1" in the last paragraphon page 1-8 and the first paragraphon
page 1-11?
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3. I recommend changing "that liner failure...is physically unreasonable" to "that early liner
failure...is physically unreasonable" in the last sentence of Section 2.2 on page 1-10.

4. With regard to the last sentence of Section 2.3 on page 1-11, I expect that the typical reader
of Part III will have the impression that the authors of Part III have emphasized that
CORCON Mod3 is _ accurate during the period under consideration (the period of the
initial decrease of the melt temperature to the liquidus tetr_-rature).

5. With respect to the fn'st paragraph of Section 2.4 (page 1-11), it should be pointed out that
the ANATECH work was based upon a drywell configuration in which the pedestal doorway
does not face a vent pipe opening, which is not true of Peach Bottom. (It is true of Browns
Ferry.)

Second, I do not believe that a typical reader of Part V would consider the stated finding of
1260°C to be "conservative." Rather, I believe that Part V indicates that a failure temperature
of 1200°C should be utilized, if one desires a 95% probability that the actual failure
temperature would not be lower than the temperature utilized. Thus, use of 1200°C would be
"conservative."

6. In the second paragraph of Section 2.4 (on page 1-12), mention is made of"the best esfirrmte
CR2 based on CORCON Mod3." My comment 4. above applies here as well. For the
reasons stated, I do not believe that Part III in its current form provides any basis for
modification of CR2.

7. Based upon Comment 6 above, I recommend that Tables 5 ,rod 6 be revised as necessary to
reflect an FCE-2 based upon the same CR2 as utilized in NUREG/CR-5423.

8. With respect to the first sentence in the first paragraph of Section 4 (page 1-14), it should be
reported that the vent line configuration considered in Part V is correct for Browns Ferry, but
not for Peach Bottom.

Also, the nature of the "recommended guidelines" cited in the last sentence of this paragraph
is not clear. Do these instruct the licensee to consider whether or not the reactorvessel would
remain depressurized (even for long-term station blackout), whether or not the drywell could
be flooded, and whether or not dryweU pressure might exceed 29.4 psia (the basis for the
creep rupture calculations of Part V)? In short, an expanded discussion of the items specified
by the guidance is recommended.

9. Clearly, the nature of the drywell shell immediately opposite the pedestal doorway should be
included in the list of plant-specific construction items discussed in the second paragraph of
Section 4 (page 1-14). Specifically, is there any reason to believe that Peach Bottom is the
only U.S. BWR facility that has a vent pipe penetration immediately opposite the pedestal
doorway?

i

10. The last sentence of the f_rst paragraph of Section 5 (page 1-15) should include the
provisos:...if the reactor vessel is depressurized at the time of failure, if the containment
pressure is not greater than 29.4 psia, and if there is no vent pipe immediately opposite the
pedestal doorway.

1 I. With respect to the ES-PCM steam explosion scenario discussed in Appendix A of Part I,
wouldn t such an event increase the containment pressure beyond the 29.4 psia considered
in the Part V analysis of the creep rupture failure temperature? This argument strengthens the
recommendation for the provisos listed under comment 10. above.
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12. Typographical errors noted in passing:

a. "PRY' should be "RPI" in paragraph 1 on page 1-5.

b. For clarity, "Appendix A" should be "Appendix A of Part I" in the last paragraph of
Section 1 on page 1-6.

c. "average relase" should be "average release" in the f'trst paragraph of Section 2,2 on
page 1-8.

d. "melth" should be "melt" in Section 2.3 on page 1-10.

e. "(or any containment)" should be "(for any containment)" in the last paragraph of
Section 4. on page 1-15.

PART II

THE EFFECT OF HEATUP & MELTDOWN OF REACTOR VESSEL UPPER INTERNALS
ON THE COMPOSITION OF CERIUM DISCHARGED INTO THE DRYWELL OF A BWR

MARK-I CONTAINMENT

Since I served as the Program Manager for this project and had ample opporumity to comment
during the drafting stagesfor the PartH document, I will limit my remarks here to a clear statement
of the objective as I undexstand it. Scenario I as considered in NUREG/CR-5423 derives from a
MAAP code analysis whereas Scenario H derives from a BWRSAR code analysis. Scenario I
represents an inidal release dominated by oxides whereas Scenario II represents an initial release
dominated by metals; neither involves any significant quantity of superheated material.

It was postulated that the actual case might lie somewhere in between by virtue of melting of the
overlying stainless steel structures within the reactor vessel. Neither MAAP nor BWRSAR has
good models for this, but APRIL.MOD3 does. Therefore, it was decided to sponsor an APRH.
analysis to determine whether or not a significant quantity of metals (from melting of the steam
separator/dryer complex) might be mixed with oxides released from the vessel in a best-estimate
calculation.

PART III

AUDIT CALCULATIONSWITH CORCON-MOD3 OF THE DURATION OF SUPERHEAT
IN NUREG/CR-$423

Part HI provides an interesting discussion of the meaning of"superheat" with respect to a melt of
core and slrucmml debris overlying concrete. The superheat durationconsidered in NUREG/CR-
5423 is clearly def'med as "the time required for the melt to fall to the liquidus the fast time." It is
further explained that subsequently the liquidus temperature may decrease (because of the
introduction of concrete decomposition products) faster than does the melt temperature, so that
"superheat" would be reestablished.

II-12
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My generalimpressionafterreadingPartIllisthatwhiletheresultsofthisworkcertainlydo not
poseanychallengetothedurationofsuperheatingutilizedintheNUREG/CR-5423 analysis,they
alsodonotprovideanybasisfor_ theperiodofsuperheatdurationusedinthatstudy.The
latterconclusionderivesfromthediscussionsinPartIIIrelatingtotheapplicabilityofCORCON-
MOD3 tothisinitialperiodofmeltcooLing:

"Especially for shallow melts, the time required for the melt temperature to drop to the
liquidus is so small that results of CORCON calculations cannot be considered very
accurate." (Section 4.1, page 13.)

"It was long ago decided that the contact transient when melt first begins to interact with
concrete need not be modeled in CORCON ." (Section 4.1, page 13.)

"A usual time step for CORCON calculations is about I minute. A rule of thumb is that the
first 4 or 5 time steps may not be very accurate ...... .it is dun'ng this initial transient that bulk
debris temperatures are predicted to fall to the mixture liquidus temperature." (Section 4.1,
page 13.)

"It cannot be claimed that CORCON is an especially accurate model for the short initial
periods of interactions of melt with concrete." (Section 4.2, page 14.)

Based upon these observations, I have the following recommendations with respect to Part rrl:

1. The authors should provide a clear statement as to whether or not they believe the results of
their work justify any _ in the period of superheat duration as utilized in
NUREG/CR-5423.

2. The first paragraph of Section 3 (page 6) should be revised to also point out that Scenario I
is the case most threatening to the drywell shell. As currently written, this paragraph
suggests that Scenario II was neglected for trivial reasons; in fact, Scenario II provides no
threat for early containment failure and hence there was no need to consider it here.

PART IV

COMPARISON OF MELTSPREAD-| CALCULATIONS OF CORIUM DEPTH NEXT TO
THE MARK-I LINER WITH NUREG/CR-5423

IfotmdthePartIV _r'.aiysisconvincingandeasytocomprehendandIhaveonlyminorsuggestions
for clarification.

1. Why is a containment pressure of 0.300 MPa (43.5 psia) used for the Part IV analysis
(Table 3.8), whereas the pressure used for the creep rapture analysis in Pan V is limited to
0.2 MPa (29.4 psia)?

2. The penultimate paragraphon page 3-2 provides "...all otherU.S. Mark I units have similar
pedestal wall and liner diameters while the total sump volumes...are greater than or equal to
the Peach Bottom sump volume .... " I don't know to what extent the validity of this
statement has been checked, but there are seven different sizes of reactor vessels in U.S.
Mark I containments, ranging from Duane Arnold (183 in. ID) to Browns Ferry (251 in.
I'D). At Duane Arnold, the radius to the liner at the drywell floor is 6.34 m (20.8 f0,
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whereas at Browns Ferry it is 6.96 m (22.85 ft). Such comparisons of containment
dimensions seem to be meaningless, however, unless the size of the core is also taken into
consideration (Browns Ferry has 764 fuel assemblies as compared to the 368 at Duane
Arnold).

In summary, I recommend that consideration be given to removal of this sentence from the
Fan IV report. The NUREG/CR-5423 analysis clearly .l_n_ns only to Peach Bottom, and it
is not necessary to speculate here concerning the dimensions of other plants.

3. Typographical errors noted in passing:

a. "Calculations" is misspelled in the rifle of Table 4.3.

PART V

CREEP-RUPTURE FAILURE IN A MARK-I DRYWELL LINER

I con_ider Part V to be the most important of the independentevaluations from the standpoint that
only the Part V results required a recalculation of the final conservative estimates (FCEs) of liner
failure probability as reported in Part I. Obviously, any additional modifications to these results
would be expected to again affect the FCEs.

1. 1,0 Introduction (Pa_e 31. The statement that the assumption that the creep properties of
the steel above 1100"C are the same as those measured at 1100*C "probably is a non-
conservative approximation" is somewhat unsettling. It would be desirable for the authors to
provide some estimates as to the potential impact of this.

2. Section 2.1 Finite Element Model - Subsection 2.1.1 Grid (Pa_e 61. "The penetrations of
the liner by downcomers...are not modeled in the three-dimens;onal analysis." One of the
Peach Bottom downcomers is located directly opposite the pedestal doorway (Figme 6 is not
correct for Peach Bottom). It seems that the presence of this downcomer must affect the
calculated creep rupturefailure texture and the reportshould provide at least a qualitative
discussion of what this effect would be.

3. Section 2.2 Aoolied Pressure and Temveramre Conditions fPa_e 6_. Here it is explained

that the analys-e-sis based upon a const_tnt 0.2 MPa (29.4 psia)-press .ure. In my opinion,
the pressure may very well be higher than this and I would like to laaveme author's estimate
as to the effect upon the creep rupture failure temperature results if a pressure of say
43.5 psia (0.300 MPa) as was used as the basis for the Part IV Meltspread calculations had
been employed (instead of 29 psia) for the creep ruptureanalysis.

4. Section 3.0 Failure Temnerature Distributions. Figures 20 and 21 and Table 2 seem to
indicate that if an assumed failure temperature was desired such that there was a 95%
probability that the actual failure temperature was not _ than the assumed value, then this
assumed failure temperature would be about 1200°C for element 7.

To state the converse, it seems that the creep rupture failure temperature of 12600C cited in
the Abstract and in paragraph two of the Concluslons (page 40) is such that there is a
95% probability that the actual failure temperature is not _ than this. If this is true, then
a value of 1200oC, not 12600C should be used in the Part I analyses.
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Irecommendthatthebasisforthecreeprupnn-cfailuretcrn_m_ of1260°Cassmmd inthe
AbstractandtheConclusionsofPartV be clearlyexplainedinrelationtothefailure
temperature distributions provided in Section 3.0.

5. Typographical criers noted in passing:

a. "sound" should be "second" in the5thline of the fight-hand column on page 4.

b. "uncertainty, distributions" should be "uncertainty distributions" in the middle
paragraphon the right-hand column on page 31.

¢. "form" should be "from" in the first paragraphof the left-hand column on page 33.
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Mujld S.Kazlml
Department of Nuclear Engineering

Massachusetts Instltute of Technology
Cambridge, Mass. 02439-4307

(64 7) 253.4206
FACSIMILE:(64 7) 258-7437

June 23, 1993

Dr. Brian W. Sheron
Director
Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Dr. Sheron:

I have reviewed the draft report "The Probability of Mark-I Containment
Failure by Melt-Attack of the Liner," (NUREG/CR-6025) and have the
following comments on the contents.

As a whole, I think the report has provided an in-depth analysis of the
four issues raised about the methods used in NUREG/CR-5423. Three of
these issues proved to be treated conservatively in the original report. One,
namely the liner failure criterion, was found to be too optimistic but even
with the more conservative newly adopted criterion, the findings of the
original report remain qualitatively appropriate. I will address first the
resolution of each of the four issues described in Parts 2- 5, then provide a
comment on the adequacy of the total effort.

(1) ......MELTRELEASE CONDmONS
The investigation by the RPI group described in Part 2 has
applied the computer code APRIL.MOD3 to assessment of
the impact of a variety of assumptions on the melt
conditions. In particular, the impact of uncertainties in
radiation heat transfer, core cooling by the CRD flow, axial
power distribution and early vessel failure. In all cases the
amount and rate of corium melt relocation to the
containment flow fell within the range of conditions
assumed in NUREG/CR-5423 study. The report by the RPI
group correctly states that "the bounding conditions in
NUREG/CR-5423 seem to be adequate." The details of the
APRIL-MOD 3 code assumptions can be argued about in
the manner that Denny of SAIC does. While he
comments correctly that more oxidic material may be
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present in the corium than the code would predict, there
are good reasons to believe that the melt would remain
mostly metallic. One reason, simply stated, is that the
oxide entrainment and steam generation (which may lead
to Zr oxidation) are controlled by the basic amount of steel
melting and relocation to the vessel bottom. Hence, that
process would dominate and be the driver for '_!hemelting
conditions. My conclusion is that the AP1L .MOD 3
calculations would remain essentially adequate as
bounding for the expected corium conditions. I am of the
opinion that this set of calculations adds considerable
confidence to the base of calculations by MAPP and
BWRSAT codes which were the bases of the NUREG/CR-
5423 calculations.

The integration of the APRIL modeling effort in
NUREG/CR-6025 includes discussion of the range of
predicted conditions and the reservations by the working
group members Schmidt and Denny (Addendum 1). I am
in agreement with the jest of the discussion which negates
the possibility of a much larger metallic melt in a Scenario
I type accident. The formation of a strong crust to carry
the molten fuel in core precludes the development of
vigorous steam convection to the upper steel structures.
Furthermore, the shorter time to vessel failure in
Scenario I limits the time available for upper steel
heating. The resultant melt in a Scenario I is likely to be
largely oxidic, as assumed originally in the NUREG/CR-
5423 report.

(2) , THE SUPERHEAT DURATION

The investigation in Part HI (erroneously referred to in
the first part of the report as Part IV) appears to
comprehensively cover the possible impact of initial
depth, temperature and Zr fraction on the superheat
possible in an oxidic melt (Scenario I). The results of the
independent investigation using CORCON-MOD3
indicate that the values used for superheat duration in
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NUREG/CR-5423 were conservative. Only one case out of
seventeen shows CORCON predicted duration slightly
larger than that used in the original report (Case 16 in
Table 4). The only cautionary remark I have about this set
of calculations is the well known uncertainty about the
CORCON results in the initial few minutes (2-3) of a
calculation. However, this seriously affects only the
shallow melts which would not pose a threat to the liner
anyway.

As for the integration of the CORCON results within
NUREG/CR-6025, it was done as an alternative (best
estimate) evaluation for liner melt probability. It is in fact
informative to show the impact of the CORCON predicted
superheat duration on the calculation.

(3) MELT SPREADING

The investigation by ANL of the impact of melt
conditions on the spreading behavior of the melt in the
dryweU relied on the code Meltspread-1. The variation of
the parameters used covers the range of interest to
Scenarios I and II, and the results were found to lie within
the bounds of NUREG/CR-5423 for Scenario I and to be
significantly less threatening than these bounds for
Scenario II. Even though the assumptions of the
Meltspread code may be too simplistic as far as the upward
heat transfer is concerned and the non-newtonian fluid
properties of the melt, I do not believe the outcome would
be significantly different with a more rigorous treatment
that accounts for crust formation on top and at the
bottom. Another question that can be raised: What is the
effect of completely neglecting the heat transfer to water,
or having the water at a higher temperature than
assumed here?

As far as the integration of the results in the new report, it
appears that the authors preferred not to take advantage of
the effect of spreading on the Scenario II results which
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leaves the report over conservative for this more probable
case.

(4) .....THELINERFAILURECRITERION
A creep rupture based failure criterion was produced by
the ANATECH team. This is indeed the most appropriate
failure mechanism. Based on three dimensional analysis
using the ABAQUS code, creep rupture data of a ferritic
steel similar to the drywell steel that shows strain to
failure at the high temperature end of 10-20%, the report
predicted an effective failure temperature of 1260°C. It
should be mentioned that the data used ends at 1100°C.
For higher temperatures the behavior was assumed
similar to the 1100°C. As pointed out by the BNL
reviewers, at higher temperatures larger strains may still
be possible, as demonstrated by steel forging practices.

Another point to note is that while the behavior assumes
a drywell pressure of 0.2 MPa, that pressure is easily
transmitted to the back of the liner via the existing large
openings above the melt location. Hence, the
deformation found from this analysis may be exaggerated
when pressure equilibration on both sides of the liner is
taken into consideration. However, the deformation rate
at higher temperatures than 1100°C will likely exceed that
at 1100°C. Given that no sensitivity to the drywell
pressure was given, it is not possible to tell the net effect
for sure. However, given the potential for higher failure
strain criteria than allowed here, the present analysis is
clearly a conservative one.

The integration of the results in Part I is done at two
temperatures: 1260°C, the recommended failure criteria,
and 1200°C, as a bounding criterion. This extra measure of
conservatism is prudent given the differences in the
uncertainty in scenarios of melt attack on the liner.
Furthermore, while the ANATECH results are for a 20 cm
deep layer, the synthesis applied the same failure
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temperature criterion for the shallower depths of 15, 10
and 5 cms. This will add to the conservatism. On a minor

point, I think the curves shown in Figure 8 have a
reversed order of melt height.

Applicability to Other Mark-I Reactors
The main variables affecting the outcome are those pertaining to the

amount of melt, its initial superheat, and drywell geometry. The report
argues that variations in these parameters are small and in the few cases in
which they are appreciable they do not have a significant consequence. I did
not seek to verify these statements and would have liked to see a table to
show variations in the most important parameters for all Mark I
containments.

Concluding Remarks
The findings of this report appear sufficiently backed by the evidence

presented. Given that the Meltspread calculations used a single water
temperature, a question arises about the impact the water temperature in the
drywell may have on the outcome of the Meltspread calculations. If either
the expected range of possible temperatures or the sensitivity to temperature
is small, then the current situation is acceptable. In NUREG/CR-5423 this
temperature effect was indirectly addressed by applying various limitations to
the upward heat flux from the melt to the water. This is sufficient to indicate
that the report is based on the best available knowledge today with adequate
conservatism. In fact for Scenario II, the more probable scenario, the report
may be too conservative.

Sincerer,
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John W. Crawford, Jr.

Joseph J. DiNunno 625 Indiana Avenue, NW, Suite 700, Washington, D.C. 20004

Herbert John Cecil Kouts (202) 208-6400

May 12, 1993

Dr. Sud Basu

Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

Dear Dr. Basu:

As I informed you by telephone today, I shall be unable to review
the draft report entitled "The Probability of Mark-I Containment
Failure by Melt-Attack of the Liner." I am no longer at
Brookhaven National Laboratory, and in my present position as a
member of the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board I do not
have the spare time that would be required for so formidable a
review.

I regret the inability to help you in this matter, because for
some time I have followed the topic of the review you have
requested and am pleased to see it heading for resolution.

._ncerel. :

Herbert Kouts

Cc. Brian W. Sheron
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NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

June 1, 1993

Dr. Brian W. Sheron, Director
Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Re: Review of NUREG/CR-6025

Dear Brian:

Thank you for asking me to comment on NUREG/CR-6025, "The Probability of Mark-I
Containment Failure by Melt-Attack of the Liner" by T.G. Theofanous, et al. Generally, I find
the new information provided in this report substantial, and a necessary complement to
NUREG/CR-5423. I have mainly focused my review on the probabilistic treatments of this study.
My specific comments are listed below:

1. In my previous reviews, I expressed a concern over possible interdependencies in the
PDFs and CRs. I gave some examples of such interdependencies too. The subsequent
response given in NUREG/CR-5423 was that these are unimportant interdependencies
and should not be considered. Now that ROAAM is more formally presented in
NUREG/CR-6025 as the basis for potential resolution of the liner failure issue, I still fail
to see how one ensures that interdependencies are properly considered and treated in a
ROAAM process. I think that ROAAM as a formal methodology for probabilistic
treatment of physical processes and for future resolution of similar issues should address
this concern. I believe that ROAAM deserves additional careful evaluation and

description, so that other users can effectively use it in similar applications.

In addition, I would like to see that a formalism is described in connection with ROAAM
through which experimental results, deterministic calculations, and general knowledge
about an event or a parameter are translated to DPDs.

2. I am concerned about the "conservative" probability estimates and assumptions used.
Here, the final results do not represent a "best estimate". In a probabilistic framework
only a best estimate and probabilistic bounds around that estimate should be calculated.
In many places in Part-I of NUREG/CR-6025, the authors use "conservative estimate"
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as justification for not using more realistic results. For example, in section 2.1 for the
Scenario II with a large oxide fraction, conservative initial conditions of NUREG/CR-
5423 are used.

Also in section 2.3 the authors have used the original "highly conservative" value for
CR2. The justification is that based on "The uncertainties in the rather complex,
multicomponent chemistry and phase-behavior involved, this (conservative value) may not
be too inappropriate". I believe that the authors should either agree with the results of
CORCON.Mod3 (as both R.E. Henry and B.W. Spencer have agreed), or they should
state what is the exact nature of their disagreement. If the authors agree with the results,
then the best estimate results of CORCON.Mod3 should be used. Thus, FCE-1 becomes

meaningless. Otherwise, calculation of CR2 remains to be a diverging issue.

In the synthesis of the results, only two "enveloping" calculations for scenario-I are
presented. I fail to see how these two calculations sufficiently envelope the spectrum of
the results. For example, it seems to me that use of 1200 C in FCE-1 gives a more
conservative estimate of the probability. Also the conclusion of "physically unrealistic"
for the occurrence of FCE-1 and FCE-2 appears to contradict the scale provided in Table
2 of NUREG/CR-6025. I interpret Table 2 for the processes having a likelihood between
1/100 and 1/1000 as those that "cannot be positively excluded". Incidently, this is not
unreasonable, since individual likelihood of a fatality due to an automobile accident in
the U.S. over a 10-year period, or individual annual likelihood of developing any type
of cancer is about 2x103. In my view, these occurrences are not "physically
unreasonable", nor they "violate well-known reality".

3. The general discussions provided to extrapolate the conclusions beyond the Peach Bottom
results (Section 4. of Part-I) is premature and simplistic. There are many assumptions that
are either specific to Peach Bottom or they may be valid for specific BWRs. For
example, Part-I results are specifically directed towards the analysis of severe accident
scenarios with timely reactor depressurization event. To the extent that this or other
similar assumptions applies to other BWRs, one needs to perform more careful evaluation
before general conclusions can be derived. I suggest that the authors only mention the
need for a systematic look at the controlling features of other Mark-I containments, and
the need to estimate the effect of these feature on the corresponding liner failure
probabilities.

In conclusion, I view the results and methods provided in NUREG/CR-6025 and NUREG/CR-
5423 as major steps forward for a final resolution of Mark-I liner failure issue. I think that the
ROAAM process is a superior method for integrating a wide spectrum of physical information
into a final probabilistic estimate than the direct solicitation of expert opinion method used in
NUREG-1150 (ROAAM uses some form of judgment to come up with its PDFs and CRs, but
this is done at a level where more information is available). I believe, however, that ROAAM
deserves more attention and scrutiny before it can be adopted in applications beyond the liner
issue.
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Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on this report. Please don't hesitate to
contact me if you have further questions.

Sincerely Yours,

Mohammad Modarres

Professor of Nuclear Engineering

cc: Dr. Sud Basu, NRC
Dr. Mohsen Khatib-Rahbar, ERI
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Dr. Sud Basu June 25, 1993
Accident Evaluation Branch

Division of Systems Research

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sud,

I have reviewed the draft report, "The Probability of

Mark-I Containment Failure by Melt Attack of the Liner,"
(NUREG/CR-6025).

It is my opinion that the four areas addressed by

working groups,

i. Melt Release initial Conditions
i

2. Melt Spreading to the Liner
3. Corium Concrete Interaction
4. Liner Failure Criteria

have been appropriately integrated into the probabilistic
framework of NUREG-5423. The resulting conclusions of

NUREG/CR-6025 remain in agreement with those of 5423.

The concerns raised at the Harper's Ferry meeting gave

opportunity for technical experts to challenge the bases of

the ROAAM approach and inputs. The working group process

allowed expertise to be focused on quantities where

confidence may have been lacking. The follow-up work appears

to have succeeded in establishing a higher level of

confidence in the ROAAM input probability ranges and causal

relationships employed.

One outstanding characteristic of the resolution process

applied to the Mark I liner issue is that it was possible for

differing opinions, skepticism, and doubts to be freely

expressed, resolved, and incorporated in the final

conclusions. The result is a unified stance on a lingering
technical issue.

The melt release conditions were further analyzed by the

APRIL program, and results were found to be conservatively
represented by the NUREG/CR-5423 conditions employed.

The melt spreading to the liner causal relationships CRI

were found to be either appropriate or conservative for both
scenarios I and II, based on detailed computations of the ANL

code, MELTSPREAD.

The corium-concrete interaction, strongly dependent on

melt superheat, was found to be conservatively addressed in
the ROAAM application, based on CORCON-MOD 3 superheating

predictions.
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Finally, the liner failure criteria work of ANATECH
resulted in lowering the NUREG/CR-5423 temperature from
1500 C to 1260 C for a conservative interpretation. The
topic of cr_ep rupture is not my expertise, although the
arguments seem reasonable, leading to conclusions which still
lie within the bounds that in the presence of water, liner
failure is physically unreasonable.

The section on extrapolation to other Mark I plants
calls attention to two cases where the downcomer height above
the drywell floor is zero, which could permit molten core
debris to flow into the downcomers. Since the associated

amounts of corium released differs from plant to plant, IPE's
which employ the ROAAM procedure should help determine if
melt could reach the downcomers, o_ if plant modifications
would be necessary.

The appendix of NUREG/CR-6025 presents a discussion of
the potential for steam explosions causing failure of the
Mark-I pedestal. It is shown that even in the worst
instance, venting of the rapid steam formation would prohibit
destructive pressure loading on the pedestal.

My summary opinion is that the four issues addressed in
the NUREG/CR-6025 draft have been resolved, and the working
group findings have been appropriately incorporated into the
ROAAM of NUREG/CR-5423. Moreover, the steam explosion
consideration has provided a basis for concluding that the
pedestal will not experience destructive loadings from molten
debris pouring into contained water.

Yours truly,

Fred J. Moody
GE Nuclear Energy
Mail Code 469
175 Curtner Avenue
San Jose, CA 95125

(408) 925-6434
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:June 17, 1993

Brian W. Sheron, Director
Division of Systems Research, Mail Stop NLSOO7
Office of Nuciear Regulatory Research
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Re: Comments on "The Probability of Mark-I ContainmentFailure by Melt-Attack on the
Liner."

Dear Mr. Sheron:

I have examined atyour request the Probabilistic Synthesis and supporting
documents that make up HUKEG/CR-6025. "TheProbabilityof Mark.l Containment
Failure by Melt-Attack on the Liner." I believe there are two areas that need a.ttentlonin
defending this body of work. One area is the definition ofthe boundm8 scenarios. The
other area is the defimtion of a failure criterion for the liner. I comment on these items
below in an effort to define a strategy to defend the body of work in _REG/CR-6052
before a skeptical audience.

I. Definition ofthe Scenarios.

Concerns expressed by Denny and Sclunidt in their reviews of Pan II of
NUREG/CR-6052 are hishlishted in Part I, but they are not cleanly resolved. Denny is
concerned that the amount of molten oxide present in the initial melt may be larger than is
postulated for Scenario H. He cites several reasons for this concern. These reasons all
seem to involve phenomena not modeled in the computer codes BWRSAR, APRIL or
MAAP.

One of Denny's concerns is the chemical dissolution of oxide by alloys of steel and
zirconium. This, I believe is not an important effect. Whereas zirconium exhibits a
pronounced solubility for oxide, steel does not. The solubility of oxide in stainless steel is
nel_hs_u_¢lo, she analyses of core deg, ada,,on. , _loying of--_r..oniumwith stalpJess steel
involves transfer of electrons that reduces the solubility of oxide in the alloy. I believe this
can be demonstrated quantitatively by an analysis of the Zr-Fe-O or Zr.N_-O ternary
systems. Data needed for these analyses are available.

Nevertheless, Denny's point remains for other reasons. Denny concludes benignly
that the existing analyses might be adequate. This suggests that Denny's concerns might be
properly addressed through the probability density functions used in Part I. It might be
possible to show that upper bounds on the appropriate probability density funcxlons have
been selected to capture at least qualitatively the effects of phenomenological uncertainties
Denny cites. The issues, then, would not have to be left open as they are now m Pan I of
NUREG/CR-6052. Leaving these issues open produces a sense that more work must be
done. Discussion of recent CORA, Ex-reactor, and DF tests might be useful in this
context.
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Schmidt.expressesthe conce.rn,thattheremaybe more.metalpresentin the initial
melt for ScenarioI than_snow considered. Themeltcomposmonfor ScenarioI was based
originallyon resultsof aMAAP calculationthatdidnot includean extensivetreatmentof
heatupand meltingof the uppercoreinternals. The concern is thatthe contributionof
moltensteel fromthese upperinternalsto the ScenarioI meltmay.notbe properly
estimated. The APRILcalculationspresentedm Pan II show meltingofthe upperinternals
occurs. But, Podowskiand Cho indicatethat theconfigurationhypothesizedin the MAAP
calculationsis notcalculatedto develop bythe ,aPRILcode. They makethisstatement
witha proviso. Thatis, the crucibilizedconfigurationdoes notdevelopif the coolant
systemhasbeen depressurizedbyoperationof'the ADS.

Thisrestrictionofthe conclusionsto depressuriz.edcircumstancesis.very
problematic._G-1150 century indicatesthatacctdentsrevolvinga failureto
depressurizemake significantcontnbutmnsto the coremelt frequencyat one Mark-I
BWR. It mightbe arguedthatplannedtmprovementsto the ADS makethe NUREG-1150
resultsanachronistic.This,however,will haveto be explicitin me oocument.

Onlyin case 8 areAPRILcalculationsdonefor corede_adation in a pressurized
system. Thesecalculationsyieldresultsthatare, it seems,w_thinthebandassumed forthe
analysesin Pan I. Omissionof these resultsfrom Table3 inPan I seems,then,
unnecessaryand likelyto invitecriticism.

Even the calculationsfor case 8 didnot seem to producethe configuration
hypothesizedinthe originalMAAPcalculations. For thisr_son, Schmidtconcludesthe
issueof metals inthe ScenarioI melthas not beenresolvedsince theheatuporupper
internalsfor the ScenarioI configurationhas notbeen done.

Thereis, then,anissueofwhether ScenarioI actuallycan develop. In PartI,
Theofanous andYan seem to suggest that_e Scenario.lconfigurationWithupperinternals
meltinginvolvessome physicalinconsistencies. Theycite steamingandconvective heating.
Yet, radiat!onheatingis the focus of attentioninPan II. It is notobvious that difficulties
withradiatmnheattransferdescribedin Pan H disappearfor meltsin the configuration
hypothesizedinthe MAAPcode. Somemoreextensiveand,preferably,quanut'ative
di_'ussionofthistopic oughtto appearinPan I. As it is, theissue seemsunresolv_. It is
my understandingthatSchmidtbelievesit can be shownthatmetal contributionsto the
ScenarioI meltaresmall,thoughI do not know why.

2. Defin;tionof'FailureCriterion

The originalfailurecriterionfor thelinerattackanalysiswas melting. InPartV of
NUREG/CR-6052,Castroet al. show thatcreeprupturecanleadto failureat a lower
temperature.AnalysesbyCastroet al..were donefor melt spreadover an arcof 22.4°.
The calculatedtemperatureof ruptu..re_sbetweenabout 1220 and 1260°C. There is,
however,no guarantee thatmeltwallspreadoverthis exact sectorof the liner. Cases
describedin PartIV seemto show anglesfor ScenarioI of 0 to 360° withtypicalvalues
near150°. (See Table4.1 in Pan IV) Thephysicalphenomenaof creeprupturesuggests
thatthetemperatureof failureshoulddecreaseas the angle subtendedbydebrisin contact
withthe linerincreases. Indeed,scopingcalculationsby Castroet al. show thatthe creep
rupturefailuretemperaturefalls to 982 to 1100°C inthe boundingcase of spreadingover a
360° arc. Unfortunately,inte.rmediatecases arenot availableto providesome indicationof
the curvaturerathe relationshipbetween.angleof contactof debriswiththe linerand the
creeprupturefailuretemperature.Certainly,a linearrelationwouldnot be expected.
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An essentialpointmadeinpartV is that,in contrastto the meltingfailurecriterion,
there is some inherentuncertaintym thetemperaturecnterionof fadureby creeprupture.
Castroet al. addressthe uncertaintythatarisesfromtheirdamageindexdatabase. There
seems to be an additionaluncertaintydueto the arcof debriscontact. It is not clearthat
these uncertaintiesarereflectedin theresultsof thecalculationsdonein PartI.

I suspectmanyofthe reviewerswill be troubledbythe radicalchangein bases for
calculationsFCE-I and FCE-2describedin PartI withouttext, at least, to describethe
effectsof changingone factorat a time. It is simplynot clearthat1200°C constitutesa
veryconservativeboundon thefailuretemperaturecriterion. Additionof text to describe
the effects ofjust one changeata time.alongwiththeexistingrationalefor FCE-2might
relievethe concernsof some reviewers.

Finally,i commenton the nicetiesof presentationof the results. Table6 in PartI
providespointestimatesof the results. At the meetinginHarper'sFerryconcerningthe
originalanalyses, severalreviewersaskedthatthe entireprobabilitydistributionbe
provided. All ofthe necessaryinformationto generatetheentiredistributionexistsbut it is
not in the documentation.I suspectreviewersaregoing to ask againfor the entire
probabilitydistributions.The titleof Table6, "FinalConservativeEstimates..." just
invitessuch a request. Thequalitativeterm conservativein a very quantitativeanalysis is
hardto interpret, Thereshouldbe no reluctanceto providethe completedistributions.
The completedistributionswill showjust how conservativeare the resultsin Table6.

NUREG/CR-6052constitutesa majoraccomplishmentofthe HRC'ssevere
accidentresearchprogram. Thisstudyaugmentedby sourcetermanalysesdoes makeit
clearthatwaterin the drywellis an importantaccidentmanagementand riskreductionstep
thatcan be achievedat minimalcost. This coupledwiththe low core meltdown
frequenciesofMark I boilingwaterreactorsmakes animpressivestatementaboutthe
safetyof nuclearpowerthattheNRC andthe nuclearindustryhavebeenableto achieve.

Sincerelyyours,

Dana A. Powers, Manager
Integrationof NRC Work
ProgramSupportDept., 6404

DAP:6404:smu

cc:S.Basu(NRC)
N.R.Ortiz(SNL-6400)
W. A.yonRiesemann(SNL-6403)
D.A.Powers(SNL-6404)
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___T ROYAL
INSTri_E OF May 25, 1993
TECHNOLOGY

Division of Nuclear Power Safety Dr, Brian W, Sheron, Director
Division of System Research
Office of NuclearRegulatoryResearch
U.S. Nuclear Regular Commission
WASHINGTOND.C. 20555-001
U.S.A.

Dear Brian,

Subject: Review of NuREG/CR.6025, Draft Report

Thanksforinviting me to review thesubjectreportentitled "TheProbabilityof Mark-1

ContaimnentFailureby Melt Attackof the Liner".I have reviewed the five differentpare

of this reportandhaveextensively consulted largepans of NuREG/CR-5423, the earlier

reporton the Mark-1con_nment failure issue by Prof. Theofanous andco-workers. I

am providingoverall commentson the NuREG/CR-6025in this cover letteranda set of

detailedcommentson the individualpans of the report in the attachment.

Overall commelnts

I am gladto note thatmuch hasbeen accomplished since we, in the community,started

discussing the probabilityof Mark-1 containmentfailureduringthe expertevaluationand

solicitationprocess. The answersprovidedat that time wereintuitive andbasedon the

knowledge of the phenomena at that time. You may recall that four outof six experts at

that time provided verylow probabilities for themelt-attackliner failurein the presence of

water. In the ensuing five years Prof. Theofanous has developed a crediblesemi-

probabilisticframework(ROAAM) andappliedit to the resolutionof this issue. In

addition, there have been independentadvances of technology, e.g., development of the

MELTSPREAD code, clarificationof the in-vessel BWR meltprogressiondetails along

with the supportingexperiments, advances in theCORCONcode and the dataon the

corium-concretephasediagrams,the data on the structuralstrengthof pressure-vessel

steels at high temperaturesetc.The ROAAM methodology and the technology advances
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have helped to provide rigor (versus hand-waving) to the arguments made towards the

resolution of this issue.

I consider the objectives of the work in NuREG/CR-6025 as application of the recent j

technological advances to confirm, or refine, thechoices made for the probability

distribution functions and the causal relations in the NuREG/CR-5423, and to confirm,

or refine, the top-level estimates made for the probability of containment failure in the

presence of water. I believe the work reported in the five parts of NuREG/CR-6025 has

been successful in meeting these objectives. The refined top-level conditional

probabilities for containment failure due to melt attack of ~2-3x10"3are quite acceptable

as physically unreasonable and, thus, should lead to the positive resolution of this issue.

A related question is whether there is some pertinent new knowledge in the offing that

could change the characterof the chosen probability distribution functions and the causal

relations, in such a way, that the top-level estimates of containment failure probability

change radically. The answer to that question is basically negative from my perspective.

There will be further refinements in data, methods and codes, which will, perhaps,

further refine the top-level estimate of the failure probability. However, I believe, the

major refinements have been performed and there are enough conservatisms incorporated

in the estimates of NuREG/CR-5423 and NuREG/CR-6025 that any non-conservatisms,

in one or two of the choices made earlier,can be accomodated.

The major non-conservatism identified, and previously surmised, has been the choice of

1500"C as the finer failure temperature. The reduction in the liner failure tamperature is

the principal cause of the change in the top-level probability estimates. I do not believe

that local heating of a small region of the three dimensional containment shell will

produce failure at temperatures below 1200"C. In fact, I am sympathetic to the argument

of lVh'.Bandyopadhyay that data from steel forging literature should be employed to

determine the failure damage index and strainrate for finer temperatures of 1200"C and

above, rather than extending the measurements made at lower temperatures at INEL for

pressure vessel steels.

Now, that the Mark-1 early containment failure due to melt attack on liner may be

considered physically unreasonable, we must ask the question "What safety questions are

important for the Mark-1 containment, in the light of the clarity achieved by focusing on

the liner failure issue?". Some of the questions have been already identified by NuREG/

CR-5423 e.g., the pedestal (vessel support) failure.
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Perhaps the most important conclusion that emerges from the work performed earlier for

NuREG/CR-5423, and that performed in support of NuREG/CR-6025, is that the melt

attack on the liner occurs primarily for scenario I in which a massive pour of mostly

oxidic material is introduced into the dry-well. In most cases of scenario 2, the melt does

not reach the liner, and if it does, it will be at low temperatures. On the other hand, the

earlier BWR SAR code, and the recent APRIL code, analyses strongly indicate that the

BWR in-vessel melt progression does not lead to a massive oxidic material pour into the

containment, but the relatively small-volume initial, and the long-duration-small-volume

pours as defined in scenario 2. The mostly metallic-initial, and later oxidic, discharges of

scenario 2 will freeze within, or just outside of the pedestal region and may lead to depths

greater than the water depths. The stratified melt (metallic at bottom and oxidic on top)

may be uncoolable. It may attack the pedestal walls and the concrete basemat, in the

medium term, to (a) threaten the integrity of the pedestal wails and (b) generate enough

non-condensible gases to threaten the integrity of the relatively small volume Mark-1

containments. I believe, the reactor safety questions raised by the best estimate analyses,

and interpretation of the phenomena, should be the focus of our future work on Mark- 1.

Steam explosions have beenraisedas an early containment or pedestal failure

mechanism.However, I think the analysis provided in Part 1 of the NuREG/CR-6025

addresses that quantitatively and adequately. The melt coolability, the hydrogen

generation and the attendant medium-term basemat and/or containment failure questions

should be the focus of our attention for the Mark-1 plants. I believe that BWR scenario 2

specifics should be experimented and analysed within the context of the overall melt

coolability and hydrogen generation programs of the USNRC.

The detailed comments on the parts 1 to 5 of the NuREG/CR-6025 are provided in the

attachment.

With best regards,

Sincerely yours,

Bal Raj Sehgal
Professor

Attachment
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ATTACHMENT

Detailed comments

I will provide detailed comments on the draft NuREG/CR-6025 in the following order:

Part II, Part III, Part IV, Part V and Part I. I have also reviewed the comments of the

Working Group members provided in the Appendix A of the report.

PartH

"The Effect of Heat Up and Meltdown of Reactor Vessel Upper Internals on the

Composition of Corium Discharged into the Drywell of BWR Mark- 1 Containment"

by M. Podowski et al.,Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.

The APRIL code appears to incorporate vessel and support plate failure models or

criteria, which are quite different from those incorporated in the BWR SAR and MAAP

codes and perhaps also in the MELCOR code. The results quoted show that the drain

plug in the vessel fails about 19 minutes after the support plate discharges about 35

tonnes of melt into the vessel. This is unlike the predictions of both MAAP and the

BWR SAR codes, since the former predicts immediate failure and the latter predicts

melt quenching, subsequent reheat and, then, vessel failure. The character of the melt

discharge in the APRIL code is similar to that of the BWR SAR code, on which the

scenario 2 melt specification was based. One would expect that with the amount of

water and structure in the BWR lower head, 35 tonnes of melt would quench. However,

the modeling of the melt-water interactions and of the lower head failure are uncertain

enough that the APRIL code results may well be correct.

I am somewhat puzzled by the increase in the steel melt mass obtained in case 2 on

reduction of the radiation intensity by a factor of 10. The authors have explained it on

the basis of the heating affected by the natural convection flow of steam when melt

drops into the water of the lower head. I am not sure that the modeling of the natural

circulation flow loop in the BWR vessel has been verified or validated. I have a similar

question when the the results for case 3 and 4 are compared.

Regarding the resolution of the issue raised about the steel content of the corium melt

released to the Mark-1 drywell, I believe the APRIL coae calculations described in Part
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II have met the objective. The code has modeled the major heat transfer processes that

may occur during the BWR in-vessel accident progression. The effects of radiation and

the hot steam flow on the upper vessel steel structures have indicated that there could be

a substantial steel content in the corium melt. However, the upper vessel steel will be

mixed with the UO2 which follows the initial discharge of mostly metallic corium to the

drywell.

The comments of Dr. Denny do not change the main character of the corium discharge

to the containment. The steel melt may well drag some additional uranium with it,

however it will be a factor in the secondary slow discharge after failure of the vessel as

predicted by the APRIL code.

The comment of Dr. Schmidt is concerned more with the possibility of obtaining

scenario 1 type discharge in the short term station black out accident sequence. This is a

very old concern, namely, whether the accident progression will be like that in TMI-2

or it will be similar to the predictions of the BWR SAR and APRIL codes. The CORA

experiments, perhaps, have provided convincing answers. My current feeling is that the

more probable BWR Accident sequences will result in the scenario 2 type melt

discharge to the drywell, and there will be a substantial fraction of steel in the oxidic

melt that is predicted to be released later in the accident sequence. One can not

eliminate the consideration of scenario 1 type release, since not all accident sequences

have been considered. However, the probability of it occurring should be much much

lower than that for the occurence of scenario 2 type release.

Part III

"Audit Calculations with CORCON-Mod 3 of the Duration of Superheat in

NuREG/CR-5423" by D. Powers & T. Heames, Sandia National Laboratories,

Albuquerque, N.M.

The calculations reported in Part III have been performed with the state of the art code

CORCON-3. The objective was to verify that the causal relation CR2 of NuREG/CR-

5423 gives values of the duration of superheat which are conservative, compared to the

values calculated with the CORCON-3 code.

The authors have succeeded in meeting the objective and have shown that for variations

of melt depth (2.3 cm to 20.6 cm), fraction of Zirconium in the metallic state (0.05 to

0.40) and the initial superheat (10K to 150K) the CORCON predicted values for the
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duration of superheat are smaller than those calculated with the causal relation CR2.The

authors have used the results of the CORCON code to develop a response surface,

which is then used in Monte Carlo analysis to obtain probability distributions for the

duration of melt superheat. Their analysi_ shows that there is a >90% probability of

obtaining a smaller value for the duration of superheat from the CORCON-3 analysis

than from CR2. Thus the issue raised about the conservatism of CR2 with respect to

CORCON-3 has been resolved with the work described in Part III.

The above is nice and clean, however, I do have an adverse comment. The

documentation does not provide proper information about the liquidus curve used in the

calculations. Figure 1 shows the curve without any values on the ordinate of the

temperature or any values on the abscissa of the mole fraction of concrete in oxide core

debris.Additionally, the CORCON subroutine calculating the liquidus curve uses ideal

solution chemistry and that has been questioned by M. Roach of ANL.From an early

version of the draft report "Liquidus-Soliclus Temperatures for Core-Concrete

Mixtures" by Roache et al., the liquidus temperature measured for a mixture of 27.5

wt.% limestone-sand concrete with UO2- ZrO2, at a UO2 - to - ZrO2 mole ratio of

1.625:1, is quoted as > 2365* C. I believe this value is larger than would be calculated

in CORCON-3; however a comparison should be made and shown in the report.

Comparisons to any other measurements of liquidus temperatures should also be made

and documented. It is important to establish the accuracy of this data base in

CORCON-3, since that is the reference for the calculation of the superheat and its

duration.

Part IV

"Comparison of MELTSPREAD- 1 Calculations of Corium Depth Next to the Mark- 1

Liner with NUREG/CR-5423" by J.J. Sienecki, C.C. Chu and B.W. Spencer.

The work reported in Part IV has been performed with the state of the art computer

code MELTSPREAD, which calculates the spreading behaviour of a corium melt pool

deposited in the pedestal region of the Mark-1 drywell. The objective of the work was

to verify that the causal relation CR1 of the NuREG/CR-5423 gives values for the melt

depth of the liner, which are conservative as compared to the values predicted by the

MELTSPREAD code. The need for this verification arose from the comments made by

some of the peer reviewers of the NuREG/CR-5423, regarding the possibility of a lava

type flow, which may result in large melt depths, in the region of the liner opposite the

pedestal doorway.
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The work reported in Part IV considered both scenario 1 and scenario 2 type melt pour

volumes and pour rates. In each scenario the melt release volume, superheat and

zirconium content were varied. In addition, large variations on heat transfer rates,

chemical energy release and spreading angle were considered. Thus a sufficient number

of calculations were performed to ensure a broad comparison of the results obtained on

the melt depth with those obtained from CR1.

The MELTSPREAD code models, perhaps, all the physical phenomena that can

influence the spreading behaviour of the melt pool. It is not a true two-dimensional

spreading code, however, it approximates two-dimensionality by choosing a spreading

angle for the melt on the exit side of the pedestal door. The melt spreads around the

annulus after reaching the liner. The code models have been tested against some

experimental data; however, with such complicated synergistic phenomena occurring

and the melt physical properties changing with temperature and composition, it is not

easy to rationalize all of the results obtained. The scenario 1 calculation results are

relatively consistent with the variations of the parameters, however, some scenario 2

results are not easy to understand. For example in table 4.3, the cases II A 3 and II A 4

have the same initial conditions, except for a difference in melt volume of 4 m 3, which

leads to an increase in melt depth at the liner of 22.2 cm! Similarly, the only difference

between cases II A 1 and II A 3 is 20 wt.% Zr content and that leads again to a

difference in melt depth of 22.2 cm! Perhaps, some of these differences in results

should be explained by the authors.

The overall spreading behaviour, shown by the MELTSPREAD code results, is quite

consistent with the intuitive understanding; namely, that the melt will spread to the liner

with scenario 1 type releases and not with the scenario 2 type releases (even when

retention in sumps is ignored). Since, the character of the spreading during the scenario

1 type release will be primarily hydrodynamic, the CR1 of NuREG/CR-5423, which is

based on Froude number scaling, should be able to describe it. Thus, we see that the

CR1 5% and 95% probability melt depths are close to the results of most of the scenario

1 cases. The scenario 2 melt depth values calculated by MELTSPREAD code are

certainly much less than CR1, since the spreading behaviour for such releases will be

dominated by the freezing-immobolization phenomenon and the melt leading edge may

not even reach the liner. It is interesting to note that for the scenario 1 case 1.7 in table

4.1, the low superheat melt freezes within the pedestal, if the criterion for melt
movement is restricted to less than 50% solid fraction.
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The objective of the work in Part IV was to resolve the questions about the pile up of

the melt on the liner region facing the pedestsl doorway. I believe, that has been

accomplished successfully, and it has been shown that the CR1 is slightly conservative

for scenario 1 type releases and greatly conservative for the scenario 2 type releases.

Additional insights have been obtained, in particular, that the melt in scenario 2 type

releases may not even reach the liner and thus pose no threat of early containment

failure. However, by the same token, the melt depths in the pedestal region may be

large, perhaps greater than the water depth and there may be questions about the

coolability of the melt and about the long term att_,ckon the basemat. It should be

recalled that the APRIL code analysis in Part II favors the scenario 2 type releases from

the vessel.

Part V

"Creep-Rupture Failure in a Mark-1 Drywell Liner" by J. Castro, R. Dameron, J.

Maxwell and Y. Rashid ANATECH Research Corporation San Diego CA. and D.

Powers, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, N.M.

The work reported in Part IV performs a three-dimensional finite element creep rupture

analysis of the Mark-1 liner for a localized contact of the core melt. The objective was

to determine the rupture temperature if the liner is heated to 1300* C over a 10 minute

interval in the region of contact with the core melt. This work was initiated in response

to the criticism by the peer reviewers of the choice of 1500* C (melting temperature of

steel) as the failure temperature of the liner in the NuREG/Cr-5423.

The finite element analysis was performed with the ABACUS code, which is a state of

the art code of great maturity and, with the number of elements selected in the

calculation, should be providing excellent results for stresses experienced in the local

region of the liner in contact with the melt. In this context, it is unfortunate that a part of

the analysis was performed in two dimensions which implies that the whole lower part

of the liner (upto about 20 cms height) was heated to 1300* C in 10 minutes. This was

certainly not the case and the two-dimensional results should not be considered in the

failure temperature prediction.

The difficult part of this analysis is not the structural calculations or even the creep

rupture calculations. It is the specification of a material behaviour model valid for high

temperatures and large strains and the criteria for failure. It is on these two areas that

the authors spent a considerable fraction of their total effort in this work. The material
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model is based on the yield stress and elastic modulus versus temperature data obtained

by combustion engineering, EPRI and INEL, and the constant load creep data obtained

by INEL. The failure criteria are (a) an accumulated damage index and (b) total strain;

the failure is predicted when the strain rates are in the range of 8 to 18% and the

accumulated damage index is larger than 1. The accumulated damage index is based on

the time history of the Larson Miller parameter.

I believe the authors have constructed a logical scheme for determination of the creep-

rupture failure temperature of the liner at the region of contact with the melt. The three-

dimensional calculation models the restraint exerted on the deformation of the locally

hot liner region and obtains the creep rupture failure temperature of 1260" C. Such a

high temperature is greater than the usual experience base of structural engineers in the

one- and two-dimensional situations they generally deal with.

It is not clear to me why the failure criterion restricts the strain to -18% at such high

temperatures. One of the members of the working group, Mr. Bandyopadhyay, has

commented that much larger strains are obtained without failure, when steel is forged at

the temperatures considered in this analysis. Perhaps, the authors could consider this

comment and evaluate the possibility of non-failure at strains of.-- 18%, when

temperatures close to 1300" C are reached.

The objective of determining the creep rupture failure temperature for the liner has been

met by the work documentated in Part V. The authors have developed a logical method

to obtain this result. Perhaps the authors should consider a larger strain than they have

employed for creep-rupture failure of the locally hot region based on the data from the

metal-forging industry.

Pa_ I

"The Probability of Mark- 1 Containment Failure by Melt-Attack of the Liner" by T.
Theofanous and H. Yan.

The work reported in Part I integrates the results obtained in Parts II, 111,IV and V into

the ROAAM methodology to obtain modified or refined estimates of the liner failure

probability due to melt attack in the presence of water. In addition, it also provides a

scoping estimate of the steam explosion loads that are needed to damage the pedestal

wall and concludes that the integrity of the pedestal will not be jeopardized.
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The modification in the original estimates of the liner failure probability occurred due

to the lowering of the liner failure temperature from 1500" C to 1260" C. The result

obtained after combining this new value with the pdF's and the causal relations of

NuREG/CR-5423 was 3xi0-3, which still falls in the realm of physically unreasonable.

Reducing the failure temperature further to 1200"C but using the CORCON-3 based

CR-2, resulted in the liner failure probability of 2xl0 "3. I think that we can conclude

that with water present the Mark- I liner conditional failure is physically unreasonabic

to expect.

Prof. Thcofanous has also estimated the pressures in a steam explosion that would be

required to damage the pedestal walls. The shallowness of the water pool helps to

"vent" the pressure pulse in the vertical direction andthe horizontal propugation does

not occur. The conclusion that, even if a steam explosion occurs in the melt-pouring

mode, the damage to the pedestal walls will be minimal is very reasonable.

The discussion on the extension of the results of NuREG/CR-6025 to other Mark- 1

plants is quite brief, since the IPE work and NRC's guidelines should be responsible for

that. In general, the remark that, if the water depth (as a function of melt volume) is

sufficient, the results of these studies should apply is reasonable.

Prof. Theofanous has commented on the work in Parts II to V and his comments are fair

and well thought-out.
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_'_ '_ _' o UNITEDSTATES
__.::_ t NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

a___o_8 WASHINOTON, D.C. 20_B

JUN17

MEMORANDUMFOR: Brian W. Sheron,Director
Divisionof SystemsR_search
Officeof NuclearR_ulatory Research

FROM: Warren Minners,Director
Divisionof Safety issue Resolution
Office of NuclearRegulatoryResearch

SUBJECT: DRAFT NUREG/CR-_025REPORT "THE PROBABILITY
OF MARK I CONTAINMENTFAILUREBY MELT-ATTACK
OF THE LINER"

We have reviewedthe draft NUREG/CR-6025report "The Probabilityof Mark I
ContainmentFailureBy Melt-Attackof the Liner" and have the following
comments.

Part I of the report is a summaryof the independentevaluations(Part II
throughV) and their effecton the assumptionsand conclusionspresented
in NUREG/CR-S423. The report stateson page 1-10 that "liner failurein
ScenarioII is physicallyunreasonable."On page 1-13, the report states
that the probabilityof liner failurefor Scenario I "clearlytranslate[s]
to a "physicallyunreasonable'event." These statementslead the readerto
concludethat liner melt-throughis physicallyunreasonable. This is true
only for those sequenceswhere the drywell (cavity)is flooded,as discussed
in Part IV on page I-8 and not for sequenceswhere the drywell is dry. This
fact shouldbe clearlystated in Part I.

A discussionof melt spreadingin a dry drywell, or a referenceto another
report,shouldbe includedto provideda complete report of all considerations
relatedto liner failure. This additionalinformationshould includethe
releaserates and volumesfor ScenarioiI where the releasefreezesbefore
reachingthe containmentwall.

Part II (page 29) of the report statesthat while "coriumsolidificationand
crust/molten-corium-poolformationare modeled in APRIL.MOD3,"APRIL predicts
"thecore heatupprocess [to] occur rather uniformly,and the variousmolten
material [to] graduallyrelocatealong the lower portionsof the core and fall
intothe water in the lower plenum (priorto reactorvessel failure)or are
releasedinto the containment(aftervessel breach)." This is the description
of Scenario II. This seems to say that TMI-type core melt progressions
(ScenarioI) are not crediblefor BWRs. If this is the finding,then this is
importantand is worth mentioningin Part I.

Part II also concludesthat releasesfrom the reactorvessel for Scenario I's,
with or withoutmeltingof the upper structures (steamseparatorand steam
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dryer),will be at least50%metallic.Thisseemsto be an important
conclusionand isworthmentioningin PartI.

Finallyas an editorialcomment,page1-14refersto "PeachBottomNNP." This
is not a correctreference;it shouldbe"Peach BottomAPS" forAtomicPower
Station.

h

Division of Safety Issue Resolution
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
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DEPAITFM]D'CTOF CHEMICALAND NUCLKARENG[NEERrNG SANTA BARBARA,CALIFORNIA03106-1070
CEHTERFORRISKSTUDII_ AND SAFETY (SOS)11934g00

(SO_)8034027 FkX

July 15, 1993

Dr. SudhamayBasu
Divisionof Systems Research .
U.S. NuclearltegtdatoryCornmisslon
5650 Nicholson Lane
Rockville,MD 20852

DearDr.Basu:

Attachedpleasefindourresponsesto thepeercommitteecommentsreferringto PartI of the
Mark-Ireport

_._'__--_G.Theofanous,Professor )
Deparm_t of ChemicalandNuclearEngineering
Director,CenterforRisk StudiesandSafety

TGT/h

Attachment
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Response to R.E. Henry

Two concerns were raised by this reviewer on Pan I of NUREG/CR-6025. Both refer

to aspects peripheral to what actually has been addressed and quantified in this work, and the

reviewer's point is that such comments made in passing run conu'ary to the disciplined character

of the ROAAM. We agree in principle, but a few words of explanation may be in order.

I. About the very special case of low-positioned downcomers that may allow melt running into

them, we offered a judgment in passing that reflects our understanding developed during

the course of this work. This means that in our estimation evaluating such a geometry in

the manner done in this report would produce a non-negligible failure probability.

There may be margins in this answer, but it would be, again in our judgment, a significant

additional effort to find and quantify them. Since we were requested by the NRC to address

this point in the report, our approach to resolving this issue was to add to the text, making

it more clear that what we offer is our judgment in the sense described above.

2. The evaluation of steam explosion loads discussed in Appendix A was made at the request

of the NRC. It was put in the Appendix as a separate item, to emphasize that it is outside the

main field of evaluation. We thought that the steam explosion mechanism was so far from

providing a challenge to the Mark I containment, thatit might not require a detailed in-depth

evaluation. So, Appendix A is nothing more than our reasoning for such a conclusion. To

resolve this issue we have added to the text of the appendix to make more clear the purpose

and the implied limitations of this appendix.

Response to S. Hodge

The numbers below refer to the numbers under Part I of the review comments.

I. As explained in section 4 of Pan I the downcomer height, rather than its azimuthal position

with respect to the pedestal door, is the important quantity. See also response under Part V.

2. See Table of Contents and actual Addendum (now called Appendix I) at the end of the

report.

3. Change made.

4. See response under Pan IIl.

5. Concerning the presence of a downcomer, see response under item I above. The interpre-

tation of failure temperatures offered here is correct and consistent with our quantification.

The 1260 °C is characterized as "conservative best estimate," which means a best estimate

"somewhat" biased on the conservative side. See also response under Part V.
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5. See responseunderPartlit Note thatif both the CR2andCR3are takenat the95 percentile

we are alreadybeyond what might be considered"reasonablyconservative," not counting
additionalconservatism in pdfl, pd_ and pd_.

7. For the reasons explained above and in PartsW and %',we believe such a case would be

undulyconservative.

8. On the configurationaspect, see i_m I above. The guidelineswere developed by the NRC

staff, and we do not believe it is appropriateto discuss them in any detail in this report.

9. The height, ratherthan the azimuthalposition of the downcomerin relationto the pedestal

door, is the key factorconcerningthe possibility of melt spilling into it. This is why we
arefocusing on height. Having the azimuthalposition is fine, but unless it is more than,

say, 30° from the door=to-shellnormal it is not clearhow such knowledge would help. If
there are8 downcomers in total,as is usual, this angle would be only 22.5°.

I0. The proviso of low pressurescenarioshas been adequatelyemphasized. The condition of

29.4 psia for doing the structuralanalysis is a consequenceof accident evaluation, and the

result is not sensitive to it (see Pan V), so any additional emphasis would be confusing.

The azimuthal positionof the ventpipe in relationto the door is not germane,provided the
heightfrom the flooris adequate, as discussed already.

II. It is unlikely that an explosion of the typeconsideredherecouldraise the pressureabove 29.4

psi_ in the presence of sprays,but,more importantly,the timing of suchan explosion would

be well before the liner could heat up to temperaturelevels at which such pressurization

could be significant in the context implied here. This is why Appendix A focused on

impulse loading.

12. All typos have been corrected.

Response to M. KazimJ

No issues for Pan I of the reportwere raisedby this reviewer.

Responses to M. Modarres

The numbersrefer to those foundin the review comments.

I. There is nothing particularlydifficultaboutaccountingfor dependencies in the framework

and corresponding calculations, when such dependencies exist. One such example and

its treatmentcan be found in an early applicationof ROAAM (before the methodology
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hada name)on in-vesselsteamexplosionenergeticsCrheofanouset al., 1987'). In the
presentcase, the maindependenciesarisealongthe linesof variousscenarios,so they are
accountedfor throughthe definitionof the "splinter"scenarios.As explainedpreviously
respondingto this reviewerin NUREG/CR-5423,withineach scenarioany dependencies
are overshadowedby other uncertainties,so a moresensibleapproachis to envelopthe
behaviorby independendytreateddistribution_is the threepdfs.

The suggestionaboutgoing into moredetailed"prescriptions"of how variouskinds of
informationis translatedto a ROAAMquantificationis a goodone. We believethe best
way is to forgeaheadagainwith actualapplications,as this one and the onejust begun
forDirectContainmentHeating(Pilchet al., 1993'*), asonly they cantrulyreveal what
coherencecanbedistilledfromthewidemultitudeofphenomenologyencounteredin severe
accidents.Itwouldbe anerrorinouropinionto spendtimearguingaboutabstractions(such
lend themselvesparticularlywellto arguing_)whilewe couldbespendingour timesolving
actualproblems.But the bestexampleof theson of difficultiesrunintoby such"abstract"
considerationscan be foundin the nextitemof thisreviewer'scommentsandourresponse.

2. This commentaddressesoneof the keypointsof ROAAM,in whichit significantlydeparts
fromcurrentPRApractice.They(andthis reviewer)saythe aimshouldalwaysbeto define
a bestestimatebehaviorandanuncertaintyaroundit. We say,sometimesa bestestimate
is so fraughtwith uncertaintythatit is meaningless,andalso we say, when the distribu-
tions areverywide,theycan produceresultsthatmay be misleadingand not particularly
helpfultowardreachinga resolution.We sayall theseproblemscan be eliminatedby using
conservativelybiaseddistributions,as in ROAAM.Wehavedemonstratedthatexpertscan
agreeon sucha basis andthenthe resultsbecomeuseful.Theconceptof usingbounding
estimatesas a safetyassessmenttool is well-knownandveryuseful. When one needsto
backoff fromsuchboundingestimates(i.e.,whenonecannottakethe consequences),this
is when,usually,oneendsupwith"issues".We believethatROAAMis thenextbestthing
to absolutelyboundingassessmentsforwhichwe can easilyagreeon onlytwo things:(a)
howto do thecalculation,and(b)the realityis muchless severe!

Now,going to the specifics,the reviewerclaimsthat we shoulduse the CORCON.Mod3
CR2,or say .,_.l,,_tis wrongwith it, for otherwisethe "CR2remainsa divergentissue."

* T.G.Theofanous,B. NajafiandE.Rumble,"AnAssessmentof Steam-Explosion-InducedCon-
tainmentFailure.PartI:l'robabilisticAspects,"NuclearScienceandEngineering,97,259-281
(1987).
**M.M.Pilch,H.YanandT.G.Theofanous,"TheProbabilityofContainmentFailurebyDirect
ContainmentHeatinginZion,"DraftNUREO/CR-6075,SAND93-1535,June1993.
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Our position is that the convergence between the NUREG/CR-5423 quantification and the

audit CORCON.MOd3 results is substantial, and furthermore, this comparison indicates

that the former one is conservative. Based on this we believe that the FCE-1 and FCE-2

provide complementary andmutually reinforcing perspectives very useful for a safety expert

knowledgeable in phenomena to judge the likelihood of liner failure.

Finally, on the probability levels in Table 2, the reviewer is reminded that, as emphasized

in every place where our probability scale has appeared, the numbers employed in the scale

are arbitrary. We use them only as intermediate tools to work out the framework, and the

result is only stated by translating back to the meanings using the same table.

3. Strongly disagree with this comment. The reviewer failed to provide any support to his

claim that our extrapolation results are prematureand simplistic. The consideration of only/

low pressure scenarios was noton the basis that it is a good assumption for "Peach Bottom"

and there should be no implication that it may or may not be a good assumption for any other

BWR. In general, it is judged that low pressure scenario is the appropriate phenomenology

for the extrapolation consideration, and more importantly, it is in this context that the liner

meltthrough issue arises.

Response to F. Moody

No specific issues were raised for Part I by this reviewer. We simply would like to add our

agreement to the reviewer's point that any special case(s) where the downcomer inlet is on the

drywell floor can best be addressed in the IPEs, taking into account other plant-specific issues,

such as core size, etc.

Response to D. Powers

Under item 1 of the comments the only comment about Part I is that we should have

included the high pressure scenario case from the Part II results in our Table 3. We disagree.

We emphasize everywhere in the report that we consider only low pressme scenarios, and such

an inclusion in Table 3 would be really confusing, while adding really nothing of value. All the

other discussion here refers to the work presented under Part II; hence we defer the response to

these authors.

Item 2 refers mainly to PartV of the report; hence we defer the response to these authors.

We wish only to remind the reviewer that the extend of spreading is not a parameter to be varied

at will. Larger spread areas imply smaller depths and thus lower liner temperatures. The depths

that are of concern for failure correspond to degrees of spreading less severe than what has

been considered in Part V. As for the suggestion to consider cases intermediate to FCE-I and
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FCE-2 by changing one factorat a time, we haveresisted the impulse to do so because, as we

explain in the text, such cases would be undulyconservative. [Note, l,owever, that the result

of a quantificationas in FCE-I but with a failurecriteriaof 1200 °C _,as alreadyincludedin
NUREG/CR-5423.]

Now,referringtothereviewer'scommentaboutTable6 inPartI(his4thparagraphun-

deritem2),we pointoutthattworesultsarepossible:a singleconservativevalveusingthe

frameworkinthebodyofNUREG/CR-5423,andaprobabilitydistributionoffailurefrequency

usingtheframeworkinAppendixIofthesamereport.As explainedinAppendixI,toget

totheprobabilitydistributionresultyouneedmoredetailedinformationonfailurecriteriathan

providedinPartV.Thuswe chosetousea singleboundingvalueforfailuretemperature(the

1260and1200°C forFCE-IandFCE-2cases,respectively).

Response to R. Sehgal

No issues for Pan I were raisedby this reviewer.

Response to W. Minners

That the low failureprobabilityestimatesrefer to a floodeddrywell was alreadyabundantly

clear in Table I of the report. Also, it was quite clear that the dry drywell case has been

considered alreadyin NUREG/CR-5423!

Finally, this reviewerconfused case 8 consideredin PartII with the scope of the present

investigation. Case 8 refers to a high pressure scenario,and here we are concernedwith low
pressure scenarios only.
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O
P nsselaer

Department of Nuclear Engineering & Engineering Physics

July 15, 1993

Dr. Brian W. Sheron

Division of Systems Research
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001

Dear Dr. Sheron:

Per your .-*_,questof July 2, 1993 1 have reviewed the Peer Review Comments on the draft report
entitled "The Probability of Mark-I Containment Failure by Melt Attack of the Liner" (NUREG/
CR-6025)). My response to the reviewers' comments in regard to the part performed at RPI (Part
II) is attached to this letter.

Sincerely,

Michael Z. Podowski

Professor and Department Chadr

cc: T. Theofanous
S. Basu
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Response to the Reviewers' Comments on the Report entitled, "The Probability of Mark-I Con-
tainment Failure by Melt-Attack of the Liner; Part II - The Effect of Heatup and Meltdown of
Reactor Vessel Upper Internals on the Composition of Corium Discharged into the Drywell of a
BWR Mark-I Containment".

Comments by R.E. Henry.
The reviewer found the APRIL results reasonable. No specific comments or suggestions were
given.

Comments by S.A. Hodge.
As stated by the reviewer, he transmitted his comments to the authors of Part II at the time where
the first draft of this document was prepared. All such comments were taken into consideration in
the final revised version of the report. The reviewer's statement concerning the work objective is
formulated properly.

Comments by M,S. Kazimi.
The reviewer presented additional comments in support of the conclusions drawn in the report.
Whereas he considers the comments by V.Denny to be well taken, the final conclusion is that "the
melt would remain mostly metallic', as stated in the report.

Comments by M. Modarres
No specific comments on Pan II were found.

Comments by EJ. Moody
The reviewer confirmed the report's findings. No other comments were found to be explicitly
referring to Pan II.

Comments bv D.A. Powers.

The reviewer discussed the comments by V.Denny. He concluded that the suggested (by Denny)
chemical dissolution of oxidic corium is not an important effect. Other aspects of Denny's com-
ments are discussed in regard to Part I rather than Pan II.
Another issue raised by the reviewer is concerned with the comments by R. Schmidt and with the
impact of restrictions (such as system depressurization) on the overall conclusions. It should be
reiterated here that since the low pressure melt release conditions in the APRIL calculations were
a pan of the official problem formulation, only one high pressure scenario was included for the
purpose of comparison. Whereas the results for this case are still within the bounding assumptions
in NUREG-CR, their limited scope did not allow for drawing more general conclusions.

Comment_ by B.R. Sehgal.

In the first part of the review, Dr. Sehgal offered a few specific comments concerning the results of
APRIL. As he properly observed, the predictions of in-vessel melt-water interactions and lower
head failure by existing severe accident codes are still associated with substantial uncertainties.
Because of that, the APRIL calculations have been performed parametrically in order to quantify
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these uncertainties on the one hand and to maintain reasonable margins of conservatism on the
other hand. The effect of radiative heat transfer has been explained in the report in detail, includ-
ing estimates based on simplified stand-alone calculations. Due to the lack of direct experimental
evidence, the validation of natural circulation inside the vessel was mainly based on parametric
testing and numerical verification of major modeling assumptions. All these testing and cross-
comparisons confirmed the overall consistency of the model. Although several uncertainties still
do exist, it is believed that the order of magnitude of natural-convection driven flows inside the
reactor vessel has been properly captured.
In other comments, the reviewer agreed that the issues raised by V. Denny did not change the
overall conclusions in Part II conceming the composition of corium discharged to the contain-
ment. A similar conclusion was drawn in regard to the comments by R. Schmidt,: specifically,
whereas the possibility of large releases of oxidic corium cannot be precluded, according to Dr.
Sehgal the probability of such events should be much smaller than the probability of those pre-
dicted by APRIL. Thus, the reviewer basically a_eed with our findings.

Comments by W. Minners.
The reviewer's comments were mainly on the importance of explicitly mentioning the conclu-
sions from Part II in Part I of the report. No specific comments or recommendations were found in
regard to the methodology or results in Part II.
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Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque,New Mexico87185

July 12, 1993

Professor T. G. Theofanous

Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
Director, Center for Risk Studies and Safety
University of California, Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-1070

Re: Responseto Reviewer CommentsConcerningNUREG/CR-6050 Pan III

Dear Theo,

Enclosed are responses I have prepared to reviewer comments concerning "Audit
Calculations with CORCON-MOD3 of the Duration of Superheat in NUREG/CR-5423."

I believe I have responded to all statements that can be construed as comments or
recommendations. Necessary changes to the text of this chapter in the overall report have
been made.

Sincerely yours,

Dana A. Powers, Manager
Integration of NRC Work Program
Support Department, Org. 6404

DAP:6404:smu

cc: Dr. S. Basu, NRC
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Responses to Comments Concerning

AUDIT CALCULATIONS WITH CORCON-MOD3

OF THE DURATION OF SUPERHEAT

IN NUREG/CR-5423

D. A. Powers

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Commentsfrom several reviewers were received concerningthe document"Audit
Calculationswith CORCON-MOD3of the Durationof Superheatin NUREG/CR-5423,"
PartIIINUREG/CR-6050,by D. A. Powers andT. J. Heames. Below arepresentedthe
authorsresponsesto thesecomments.

Reviewer: R. Henry
Fauske andAssociates,Inc.

Comment:

"Ihavereviewedthe CORCON-MOD3results. These providethe necessaryaudit
calculationsforthe approachusedin NUREG/CR-5423."

Response:

The authorsagree.

i ii ill i i i

Reviewer: S.A. Hodge
Oak RidgeNational Laboratory

Comment:

"My general impressionafterreading Part III is that while the resultsof this work
certainly do not pose any challenge to the duration of superheating utilized in
NUREG/CR-5423 analyses, they also do not provide any basis for reducing(reviewer's
emphasis)the periodof superheatdurationused in the study."

Response:

The reviewerreiteratesin the complete text of his commentscaveats listed in Part
III concerningCORCON predictionsof the durationof superheat. The authors stand by
these caveats concerningthe limitationsof COP.CONpredictions. The authors also stand
by their conclusion that to a very high confidence level durations of superheat used in
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NUREG/CR-5423 are conservative relative to what is predicted by CORCON.
Unfortunately,we are herein the businessof comparingtwo computercode predictionsto
each other and not comparing predictions to experimental data for the precise
circumstance at issue. We note, however, that in comparisons to other experimental
situations, such as the large scale tests of UO2-ZrO2-Zr/concreteinteractions, that
CORCON has predictedwith adequate accuracymelt temperatureduringthe firsttens of
minutesof interaction which would be pertinent to the issues addressedin NUREG/CR-
5423. Nevertheless, the only basis for asserting that the CORCON code predictions
justify reduced durations of superheat is that CORCON has received a great deal more
attention, scrutiny, and validation than the code used for the original NUREG/CR-5423
predictions. It might be argued then that predictionsobtained with CORCON are better
"best estimates" within the currentstateof technology.

Recommendation #1:

The authors shouldprovidea clearstatement as to whetheror not they believethe
resultsof their workjustify any reductionin the periodof superheatdurationas utilizedin
NUREG/CR-5423.

Response:

The authors do not feel they have the responsibilityto do this. This is the task for
the probabiiisticsynthesis in Part I. The authors were consulted by those doing the
probabilisticsynthesis and enthusiasticallysupport the use made of the CORCON results
in the probabilisticsynthesis.

Recommendation #2:

The first paragraphof Section 3 (page 6) should be revisedto also point out that
Scenario I is the case most threateningto the drywellshell.

Response:

The authors thank the reviewerfor this suggestion and have made an appropriate
change in the text.

ii i ii

Reviewer: M.S. Kazimi
MassachusettsInstituteof Technology

Comment:

The results of the independentinvestigation using CORCON-MOD3 indicate that
the values used for superheat durationin NUREG/CR-5423were conservative. Only one
case out of seventeen shows CORCON predicteda durationslightly larger(sic) than that
used in the original report. The only cautionary remark I have about this set of
calculations is the well known uncertainty about the CORCON results in the initial few
minutes (2-3) of a calculation.

Response:

The authors believe an adequate description of the uncertainties in the CORCON
resultshave been includedin Part III.
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Reviewer: F.J.Moody
G.E.NuclearEnergy

Comment:

Thecorium-concreteinteraction,stronglydependentonmeltsuperheat,wasfound
tobeconservativelyaddressedintheROAAM application,basedonCORCON-MOD3
superheatingpredictions.

Response:

The authorsagree.

ill i,, i ii i i i i i i i t

Reviewer: B.g. Sehgal
Royal Instituteof Technology

Comment:

The documentationdoes not provideproperinformationabout the liquiduscurve
used in the calculations. Figure 1 shows the curve without anyvalues on the ordinateof
or anyvalues on the abscissaof the mole fractionof concretein oxide core debris.

Response:

The liquiduscurve used in CORCONMOD3 as well as all other technical details
of the code are described at length in the code user's manual and open literature
publications. The schematic diagramin Figure I was used to describe the concept of
"superheat"precisely. Thisdiscussionwas appreciatedby some reviewers.
Comment:

Additionally,the CORCON subroutinecalculating the liquiduscurve uses ideal
solutionchemistryand thathasbeen questionedbyM. Roach of ANL.

Response:

The revieweris in error. The liquiduscurves are calculated from fits to phase
relationdata and do not relyon ideal solutionapproximations.

Comment

From an early version of the draft report "Liquidus-SolidusTemperaturesfor
Core-ConcreteMixtures"by Roacheet al., the liquidusmeasuredfor a mixtureof 27.5 wt
% limestone-sandconcrete -vithUO2-ZrO2 at a UO2 to ZrO2 ratio of 1.625:1 is quoted
as >2365°C. I believe this value is larger than would be calculated in CORCON-3;
however, a comparisonshouldbe made and shown in the report.

Response:

The authors firstnote that the work by goache et al., was not availableat the time
the audit calculations were done. In fact, this work has only recentlybeen published.
Second, the authors note that incorporationof 27 w/o of concrete into the core debris
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would not occuruntil_ afterthe periodof interestfor the calculationsin NUREG/CR-
5423. A more useful comparisonfor this work is the comparison of CORCON
predictionsto the liquidusof the UO2-ZrO2 systemwhichis matchedexactly. Third,if
CORCONpredictsliquidustemperaturesthatare less thanmeasuredthiswould only mean
that CORCON predictions of the durationof superheatare themselves conservative.
Many factors go into the calculationof the durationof superheataside from phase
relationsin the oxide system. Validationof CORCONpredictionsof these factorsis well-
beyondthe scopeof Part iII. In fact, such informationis to be found inthe User'sManual
and in the CORCON validation study-both of which are rather lengthy documents
availableto the reviewers.
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ARGONNE NATIONAL IABORATORY
9700 South Cass Avenue, Argonne, illinois 60439

July 12, 1993

Professor T. G. Theofanous
Professor and Director
Center for Risk Studies and Safety
University of California
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-5080

Dear Theo:

As requested by Sud Basu, I am hereby sending you our responses to the review
comments concerning Section IV of NUREG/CR-6025 documenting the MELTSPREAD-1
code calculations. I have also enclosed revised pages from Section IV containing the
modified text. Please feel free to call me if you have any questions or suggestions for
further enhancements.

Comments of R. E. Henry: Dr. Henry's comments are elaborative in nature and do not
require modification of Section IV.

Comments of S. A. Hodge: The first comment relates to the consistency of the drywell
pressures assumed in Sections IV and V. The 0.3 MPavalue used in Section IV came from
the output of a BWRSAR calculation for a short term station blackout in Peach Bottom
provided to Argonne by Dr. Hodge. The source for this value is now noted and referenced
in Section IV as a private communication from S. A. Hodge. As an aside in the present
letter, it is to be noted that some analyses have provided values of about 0.2 MPa which was
assumed in Section V. For instance, see the IDCOR Program Report, "rechnical Report
23.1PB Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station IntegratedContainment Analysis,"The Industry
Degraded Core Rulemaking Program (March 1985).

The second comment is a recommendation that the sentence, "Accordingto Professor
Theofanous, all other U. S. Mark I units have similar pedestal wall and liner diameters
while the total sump volumes of the in-pedestal sump pits in all other U. S. Mark Is are
greater than or equal to the Peach Bottom sump volume," be removed. This statement has
been removed from Section IV.

_omments of M. S. Kazimi: The comments of Dr. Kazimi include the question, "What is
the effect of completely neglecting the heat transferto water or havingthe water at a higher
temperature than assumed here?" I assume that completely neglecting heat transfer to
water refers to the dry case which was deliberately not included in the scope of the
MELTSPREAD-1 analysis which addressed the wet case. The effect of water subcooling
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Dr. T. G. Theofanous -2- July 12, 1993

(taken to be 50 K) was not examined. To do so would require additional calculations
assuming lesser subcooling for each of the two _enarios. As Dr. Kazimi points out, this
effect was indirectly addressed by those cases in which the upward and downward heat
transfer coefficients were reduced by 50 percent. Thus, no modifications to Section IV
regarding the water temperature effect have been carried out.

Comments of M, Modarres: There are no specific comments regarding Section IV.

Comments of F. J. Moody: No modifications of Section IV are suggested by Dr. Moody.

Comments of D. A. Powers: There are no comments on Section IV.

Comments of B. R. Sehgal: Dr. Sehgal found some Scenario II results difficult to
understand(e.g., Cases IIA3 versus IIA4 and IIA3 venus IIA1) and suggested that perhaps
some of these differences should be explained. What we are seeing here is the effect of
melt immobilization as a layer short of reaching the liner such that the depth increases
abruptly as the extent of spreading increases to encompass nodes adjacent to the liner.
Discussion of this effect has been added.

Comments of W. Minners: There are no comments on Section IV.

Sincerely,

__u_j. Sienicki
Group Leader, Engineering Analysis
Engineering Development Laboratories
Reactor Engineering Division

JJS:Ijo

cc: F. Eltawila, NRC
C. E. Tinkler, NRC
S. Basu, NRC
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Responses to Revt_er Comments on

I'_G/CR-602S PART V

"C_EP RUPTURE FAILURE IN A MA_ I

DRYWELL LINER"

Y. R. Rashid

D. A. Powers

August 26, 1993

Commentsl_omsev.er.alreviewerswerereceivedconcerning "CreepRupture
Failure in a Mark I DryweULmer,"NUREG/CR-6025, Part V. Responses to these
comments are presented below.
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_: R. Henry

Comment: "Asthewall is calculatedto deformthedebriscrustis assumedto move
withthewall insteadof openinga gapwhichwould slow the energytransferrate."

_om Thetemperaturehistoryof'the linerexposedto mo!!encore debriswasanalysesby theauthorsof_G/CR-5423. Detailsof the heat transfer
modelingtheyused aredescribedin_0/CR.5423. Formationof'a _,apbetween
solidifiedcore debrisandthe linercanoccur withoutdeformationof the linerand hLsbeen
observedinexperimentsconductedbyone of us (DAP). Similarly,these experiments
showedthe formationof anarea of'contact resistancedueto carbideformation. All of'
thesethingshaveto be addressedto obtainanaccurateestimateof'the linertemperature.
These are, however,not topicsaddressedinPartV of'NUREG/CR-6025.

Additionalexpansionof thegap between the debrisandthelinerasa resultof creep
could be addressedonly bydoinga coupled calculationof'heattransferandstructural
response. Sucha calculationwas well beyondthe capabilitiesof the project. Neglect of'an
expandinggaprepresentsan appropnateconservatismof the analyses donehereand text
hasbeenaddedto indicatethis.

Conl,l_ent: ".. one shouldexpecta significantcontactresistancedue to the,
aporizationof water in the steel surfacecavitiesor due to the burningor meltingof paint

on theliner. Thiswould slow the entirethermaltransientand reducethe peakwall
temperaturesfor the sameinitialconditions,"

: Again,the .temperaturehistory forthe linerwas simplyan inputto the
Part,V. Thishistorywas obtainedfromNUREG/CR-5423. Creepis, of

course,a flmctlonof both timeand temperature.A slowerheatingscenariomightwell lead
to ruptureat lowertemperaturesbecausetherewouldbe timefor moreextensive
deformationof the steel at low temperatures.It is, then,not evidentthatneglict of'contact
resistancescited in thecommentrepresentimportantconservatismsinthe analysis.

Reviewer: S.A. Hodge
!

Comment: "... the ANATECHworkwas basedupon a d,'Twellconfigurationin which
the _estal doorwaydoes notfacea vent pipe opening, whichis nottrueof Peach
Bottom. (It is true of Brown'sFerry)."

Fd_P..9,11_: The commenton the neglectof'the downcomeris accurate. Inclusionof"the
downcomerwould havecomplicatedthe analysesbeyondthe capabilitiesof the project.
We cannotagree,however,thattheneglectof'the downcomermakesthe calculationsnon-
conservative.

Estimatingthe effectsof downcomerpenetrationson thecreeprupturebehaviorof the
lineris difficult. Thedowncornerinthe vicinityof theregionof debriscontactwiththe
linerwouldcertainlyaff'ectthe maximumtemperatureand the temperaturedistributionin
the liner. Thegeometricdiscontinuitypresentedby thedowncomercan be the causeof
stress/strainconcentrationor stress/strainrelaxation.The most criticalissue is the
elevationof the downcomerrelativeto the heightof'thedebris. If'the downcomeris so
highor displacedso far fromthe debristhat Itdoes notaffect the temperatureor stress
distributionssuchas those showninthe report,thentheeffect of the downcomershouldbe
negligible. This seems to be thecase both for the Brown'sFerryunitsand for Peach
Bottom. This geometricalfeaturevariesamongthe variousMark I containments.
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Consequently,thisplantspecificfeaturewould haveto be takeninto accountwhen
applyingthe resultsobtainedinNUREG/CR-6025in examinationsof otherplants.

"Second,I do notbelievethata typicalreaderofP_ V wouldconsidertheg of 1260°Cto be "conservative."Rather,I believethatPartV indicatesthata
failuretemperatureof 1200°C shouldbe utilized,if one desiresa 95%probabilitythat the
actualfailuretemperaturewould not be_ thanthe temperatureutilized. Thus,use of
1200°Cwould be "conservative."

_sR_U_m: Thisfailuretemperaturesatisfiesboth the accumulateddam._e indexcriterion
ewhat conservativeinterpretationofthe creepductilitye_austlon criterion..

That is, the uniaxialfailurelimitat 1260°C involvesstrainsof 48%. Thereis a subsumual
scatterin the measuredfailurestraindam. Consequently,a valuefor the rupturestrainone
standarddeviationless than the meanwas selected forthe rupturestraincriterion. The one
standarddeviationunis_al failurestrainis about35%= 48%(1 - o). Applicationof the
bisxi_ factor,2, yieldsa one st.andarddeviati,'onfailurestrainof 17.5%at 1260°C. Thus,
the failure stratacriterionused m the reportms0.mewhatco_ative. Thisapproachwas
takento account for some of the otheruncenainuesnot consideredexplicitlyin the
calcu!ationssuchas flawsinthe steel. Theuncertainty.an_.ysis' presentedin Chapter3
examinesthe accumulateddamageindexcriterion. A d_stribuuonin the tem.peratureat
whichthe damageindexexceeds I is foundfromuncertaintiesin the correlatlonof
measuredvalues of the Larson-MilIerparameter. Sinceboth the strainfailureandthe
damageindexcriterionmustbe satisfied,additionalconservatismcanbe incorporatedinto
the analysisbyconsideringtheuncertaintydistributionforthe damageindexcriterion.
Basedon this uncertainty.analysis1200°C is moreof a boundthan95%. 1238°C would be
the 95%boundif 1260°C mtakento be the 50%percentilevalue.

Comment: "Thestatementthat theassumptionthat the creeppropertiesof the steel
_ve i 100°C are the sameas tho_ measuredat I100°C'probablyis a non.conservative
approximation'is somewhatunsetthng It would be desirablefor theauthorsto provide
someestimatesasto thepotentialimpactof this."

Resoonse: At temperaturesabove I100°C,the yieldstress maybe reduced
considerably. Creepstrainratesfor comparablestressesmay increase. On the otherhand,
a low_ creeprateretardsstressrelaxationinthe confined hotregionso higherstressesare
maintainedfor longertimes. Sincethe stressdependenc_of the creeprateis strongerthan
the temperaturedependency,we believethe :iet effect ottreating creepratesabove I 100°C
asthe sameas creep ratesat 1100°Cto be small. Thesecreep rateswiththe 10-20%
failurestraincriterion seem appropriateinthe absence of additionaldata.

Comment: "Thepenetrationsof the linerby downcomers... arenot modeledinthe
t__imensionai analysis. Oneof thePeachBottom downcomersis locateddirectly
opposite the pedestaldoorway. It seemsthatthe pre_nce ofthis downcomermustaffect
the calculatedcreeprupturefailuretemperatureandthe reportshouldprovideatleast a
qualitativediscussionof what this effectwouldbe."

Resnonse: Thiscommentreiteratesan earliercomment. Again,analyses includingthe
effeCtSof the downcomerswould be mostchallenging.Downcomersthat affect the
temperatureor stressdistributio_ mightraiseor reducethe failuretemperaturedepending
onhow they affecttemperaturesm the steeland whethertheyact to concentrateor relax
stress. The variabilityin the locationof the downcomersm Mark I boilingwaterreactor
drywellsis a plantspecificfeaturethat would have to be takeninto accountinthe
extrapolationof resultsobt.amedm NUREG/CR-6025to otherMarkI designs. It is our
judgmentthat the penetrationfor the downcomeris sufficientlyelevated abovethe drywell
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floor(30cm) andthe regionof debriscontactwiththelinerthat it willnot significantly
affectthestressandtemperaturefieldsin the liner.

._j}_l_: "... thatthe analysisis basedupon a constant.0.2 MPa(29.4 psia)pressure.
Inmy opinion,the pressuremayverywell be higherthan thisandI would liketo _ve the
author'sestimateas to the effectuponthe creepruptu:efailuretemperatureresultsif'a
pressureof say43.5 psia(0.3 MPa)as was usedas the basis for the Pan IV Meitspread
calculatlonshadbeenemployed(insteadof 29 psia)for the creepruptureanalysis."

_,0m.t: At thetimethe an.al_,sesinPartV were initiated,0.2 MPawas the best
estlmateof drywellpressureprovld_ bythe authorsof NI_,EG/CR.5423. Increasingthe
drywellpressurewill decreasethe failuretemperature.Theeffect wouldbe easyto
estimateif'theloadingon the linerwereuniaxial. Increasingthe stressby 5(PA,keeping
failuretimesthe same:would decreasethe failuretemperatureby60 to 70°C. In a
confinedthreedimenslonalstructure,however,the effectcould be muchsmallerbecause
increasedstressrelaxationin the confinedhot regionand redistributionof stressto the
colderregions.

Comment: "Figures20 and21 and Table2 seem to indicatethatif anassumed failure
temperaturewas desiredsuchthattherewas a 95% probabilitythat the actualfailure
temperaturewas not lowerthanthe assumedvalue,thenthis assumed failuretemperature
would be about 1200°Ccited inthe Abstractandin paragraphtwo of the conclusions
_age 40) is suchthatthere is a 95%probabilitythatthe actualfailuretemperatureis not
higherthanthis. If this is true,thena value of 1200°C,not 1260°C shouldbe used in the
Pan I analyses."

Response: The revieweris correctin his interpretationsof the uncertaintydistributions.
An.alysesarepresentedinPartI forboth 1260°C and 1200°Cas failuretemperatures.As
indlcatedabove, 1260°Cis our estimateof the failuretemperaturewhereas1238°C is our
95%confidencebound. Thatis, we are95%confidentthatfailurewould not occurat a
temperaturelower than1238°Cfor the conditionsassumedinthe analyses.

Comment: "Irecommendthatthe basisfor thecreeprupturetemperatureof 1260°C as
statedin the AbstractandConclusionsof Pan V be clearlyexplainedin relationto the
failuretemperaturedistributionsin Section3.0."

Res0on_g: Text to clarifythe relationshiphasbeenadded.

Reviewer: M.S. Kazimi

Comment: "Itshouldbe mentionedthatthe dataused ends (sic) at 1100°C. For higher
temperatures,the behaviorwas assumedsimilarto [that] at 1100°C. As pointedout bythe
BNL reviewers,at highertemperatureslargerstrainsmaystillbe possible,as demonstrated
by steel forgingpractices."

Resaonse: First,we cautionagainstover-interpretationof strainsobserved inuniaxial
forging, Theycannotbe directlyappliedto thebiaxialbehaviorof theliner. Next we note
thathadcreepratesbeen allowed to increasewithtemperaturebeyond 1100°C,the
analysiswould haveyieldedlargerstrains.These largerstrainswouldhavebeen compared
to a higherfailure straincriterion. The largerstrainscomparedto a higherfailurestrain
criterionprobablywouldnot changethe failuretemperaturesignificantly.
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Comment: "The integration of the results in Part I is done at two temperatures: 1260°
C, the recommended failure criteria(sic), and 1200°C, as a bounding criterion. The extra
measure of conservatism is prudent given the differences in the uncertaintyin scenarios of
melt attack on the liner."

Response: Agreed.

Comment: "Furthermore, while the ANATECH results are for a 20 cm deep layer, the
synthesis applied the same failure criterion for shallower depths of 15, 10, and 5 cm. This
will add conservatism."

Response: The reviewer is correct. Two effects have been considered here. For a
fixed volume of melt, more spreadingof the melt will produce shallower melt pools and
consequently lower peak temperatures in the liner. Lower temperatures make it less likely
that the creep rupture failure criteria developed in Part V of NUREG/CR-6025 will be
exceeded. On the other hand, a greater arc of liner will be in contact with the melt and the
heating rate of the liner will be slowed. Both of these factors would make the liner more
susceptible to creep rupture failure. However, even in the very conservative two-
dimensional case a complete spreading of debris over the entire floor to a depth of 20 cm
the rupture temperature fell only by 200°C. Peak finer temperatures are more sensitive to
melt depth so it appears less likely that shallow pools could heat the liner enough to exceed
the creep rupture failure criteria.

Comment: "Ithink the curves shown in Figure 8 have a reversed order of melt height."

Response: Figure 8 does not have any indication of melt heights--it refers to liner
deformation. All figures seem to be correct.

Comment: "Another point to note is that while the behavior assumes a drywell pressure
of 0.2 MPa, that pressure is easily transmitted to the back of the liner via the existing large
openings above the melt location."

Response: The comment is in error. If pressure is transmitted to the backside, the liner
has failed! It is not at all clear what is meant by Prof. Kazimi's comment.

Reviewer: F.J.Moody

Comment: "Finally, the finerfailure criteria work of ANATECH resulted in lowering
the NUREG/CR-5423 temperature from 1500°C to 1260°C for a conservative
interpretation. The topic of creep rupture is not my expertise, although the arguments
seem reasonable, leading to conclusions which still lie within the bounds that in the
presence of water, liner failure is physically unreasonable.

Response: The authors agree.

Reviewer: B.R. Sehgal

Comment: " ... data from steel forging literature should be employed to determine the
failure damage index and strain rate for liner temperatures of 1200°C and above... "

_: The authors are not aware of any useful, quantitative data beyond that
which has been used and described in Part V. Even if data from the forging industry were
available, such data must be used with care. Clearly, such data would be for a rather
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different alloy. Such data would be for uniaxial creep. The liner analyzed in Pan V
responds to heat biaxially. The 18% creep criterion for biaxial creep used in Part V
corresponds to 36% uniaxial creep which is consistent with creep strainscited by
Bandyopadhyay in his review. Note also that we have deliberately chosen a strain failure
criterion that is somewhat conservative (by one standarddeviation) to account for other
uncertainties such as flaws and corrosion. This is, of course, consistent with the standards
of structural analysis. Also note that failure mechanisms and failure modes in a load-
bearing structure are likely to be different than those in a designed manufacturingprocess
which can take advantage of material restructuring.

Comment: "In this context, it is unfortunatethat a pan of the analysis was performed in
two dimensions which implies that the whole lower pan of the liner (up to about 20 cm
height) was heated to 1300°C in 10 minutes. This was certainly not the case and the two-
dimensional results should not be considered in the failure temperatureprediction."

Response: Two dimensional analyses were done to explore the problem and to set the
stage for the more complicated three dimensional analyses. Two scenarios were examined.
One involved heatup to 1300°C over 10 minutes. The second involved heatup to 1300°C
over 30 minutes. Results obtained in these analyses provide indication of how the creep
rupture changes as the heating rate slows or the area of the liner in contact with core debris
increases for a fixed depth of debris. Since it was possible to do only one three
dimensional analysis for one temperature history and one contact area, some indication of
sensitivities to these uncertainties is quite useful in contrast to the reviewers implications.
Even in the limiting case of a slow (30 minute) heatup with a debris pool 20 cm deep, the
creep rupture temperature fell only about 200°C. Results of the two-dimensional analyses
have not been used in the probabilistic synthesis of NUREG/CR-6025.

Comment: "Perhapsthe authors could ... evaluate the possibility of non-failure at
strains of-- 18%when temperatures close to 1300°C are reached."

Response: Responses to other comments above probably address this comment
adequately. Based on the uncertainty analysis done in Section 3.0 of Part V, the authors
are 95% confident that the creep rupture failure temperature is less than 1310°C for the
heating and configuration considered taking 1260°C as the median (our best estimate).
Once damage accumulation begins to approach an index value of 1, the damage
accumulation grows rapidly. All indications from the present calculations are that even
very non-conservative use of the two criteria for failure would lead to predictions of failure
at temperatures less than 1310°C and certainly less than the melting point of steel.
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